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MORNING,
THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is published
everyday, (Sunday excepted,) at No. 1 Printers’
Exchange, Commercial Street, Portland, by N. A.
Poster, Proprietor.
Terms :—Eight Dollar? a year in advance.
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Brown

Po rtf and Th eatre.

Crowley Catharine

ANNOUNCEMENT!

engagement lias been renewed for

Longer I

NlfflitN

Shakespearian and other le-

series of

gitimate plays

produced.

will bo

Mouilny 12 veiling..INOOMAR.
Taridny Eveiling..FIRGINYUft.
Wcdncsilay 12 veiling,.OTHEI.LO.
Thursday JRvenftng,.MACBETH.
Friday Evening, benefit of Mr. Proctor,
R It'll 11.11217.

Namrday Evening,

night of

last

Mr.

Proctor, by

request.NICK OF THE WOODS,
B Xf Seats can be secured in advance for any
ing during the week.
December 17.

even-

6t

P. Y. M. C. A. COURSE LECTURES

Frances Nellie mrs
Frost Fannie
Frazier John A mra
Gould Angie mrs
Gray Belie A

FOURTH LECTVRK RT

JPJIOjF.

./fV.fSSIX!

On “Tlio Natural features of the A
IN

mason

Guptlll Ella

Basin,

Gridin

THE

CHESTNUT STREET CH URCH,
Wednesday Evening, Dec. 19th.
Season Tickets balance of Course nine Lectures,
$1.25. Evening Tickets, 60 cents, to be had at Pack- j
ard’s, Short & Loring's, Carter & Dresser's and at the
door. Doors open st
at 7} o’clock.

Organ Concert 7 ; Lecture
dccl7d3t

;

bold a Levee iu the vestry ol the new
WJILL
XV Church ou Stevens’ Plains, Dec. 19th, Articles lor sale. Re fresh in cuts, &c., will be dispensed.
A silver cup will be awarded lor the best conundrum;
A pleasant time is
a wooden spoon for the poorest.
expcc ed. Tli object is to furnish the church wliich
is being completed.
Contributions to Fancy or Refreshment Tables,
Fish Pond or any department will lie gratefully received. A committee w ill be in waiting at the church
on Wednesday the 19tli.
declltd

FAIR

AND

THE

First

LEVEE.

LADIES OF THE

Baptist Society

wilfhold

Fair and

a

Levee

Adamson Chas
Ames Daniel
Abbott Edmond
Allen F O

II AL L

Alicoc‘< Mici.l
Allen Nat hi P

Cnngrcs* Sired, Mnnjoy.

j

■*.

sertion will be delivered at

HALL.

The course will consist of Six Lectures, for which
tj following gentlemen have l»een engaged.

Ipnry Vincent, E*q.,
Rev. G. II. Ilepvrorth,
Rev. H. M. Gnllnher,
J. IS. Gough, E*q..
G. W. €nrti*.E*q.,
Rev. E. ■■, Chapin.
The Opening Lecture will be delivered

on

tiday Evening, December 21st,
-BT-

Henry Vincent,
THE ELOQUENT

ENGLISH

REFORMER.

Ittbject—•“ The Late American Conflict and the
Fends and Enemies of America in England.”
IT* Tickets for the Course at $1.25 can be had at

IVis Brothers, Fore Street: Short Sc Loring, corner
Fie and Center St. ; at Bailey & Noyes, at their
nv Store, Exchange Street, alter Doc. 17.
loch member is entitled to two tickets at $1 each,
wicli can be had at the Library Rooms on Lime St.,
sond door from Federal St. Owing to the limited
eaicity of the HaU, members must, secure their ticket by Wednesday, Dec. 19.
The Library Rooms will
bo|»en every evening from 7 until 9 ; also Wednes•ay and Saturday afternoons.

LECTURE COMMITTEE :
K. COREY,
C. E. JOSE,

J. C. PROCTOR,
M. B. COOL1DGE,

JAMES

dec: 11 dtf

Furs,

Furs.

Git AND

~OPENING

Tuesday,

Dt'c’r

AT OUR

No. 12

NF.W

lltli,

STORK

Exchange

flcnvrr Robi N,
Hear Hobos,

Crmiue,
beal,
F«r»iannaM,

Antraean Robes,
Fox Skin Robes,

HARRIS a? IFA TICR 1IO USE.
riA'Mr. .1. W. WATERHOUSE occupies an oflicc
in ourstorc.
detlldlw

Jte-Opened

!

FULTON FISH MARKET!
HOPKINS,

DEALER

IN

Smoked

Salt and

Fiesli,

Fish

—AND—

LOUSTERS
of every

1X0.

HO

description,

at

the old Stand,

FEDERAL

fOKTLAKD,
FEW

Boons

it Goods

the

uornlug.

will lie

STREET,
ME.,

BELOW MIDDLE STREET.

delivered, when desired, during
declldlw

Chance for

Agents!

AA/TIAT The People want; A Complete Hlatorv of
ft the Great Itebcllion; two Vol'a in one, containInf 1200 Koyul Octavo Pages.
Sold lor Five Hollars.
liy Subscription only. Solo and Exclusive
rijhts given, of uncan vanned terriiory with liberal
iold

conmissioiiB.
(Rfr For circular* nod terms apply to or address,
J. PATTMN FITCH,
4el62w*
Np. 233 1-2 Congress St. Portland, Me.

Skates!
$ka&cs!
and Gentlemen.
For
l^irs

*S-ENTIRE SEW STOCK—OLD STOCK AXL
HUES ED.
Ri'nrnibrr III*' NamberO
S»
Free
Street,
iio'j7(LjW
O. I*. BAILBI.

Mclntyer

Adam

McNamara Hatt
MeAvoy Dennis
McCarran Daniel'.'
McKenue.y Daniel T Eld
McKenzie Henry Z

llatten Dani
Holt D B Rev
Holt Krasins
Hathaway Eben
Hooper F Mnr.on
II cat on Frank
Heaton Mr 2
Howe Isaac A
Ilollnnd Johnl
Hawkes Joseph J
ttackett Jona C

UsrmonJotm
Hill Joseph capt
Harvey Julius
Hanson John Q A
Healy John
Holbrook John E
Harrison M

Harvey

SHIP LETTERS.

Tracy

Levi sch Palor
Wans J W sch Francis

Coffin
! Erskine Capt S S Fiddita
Owners sch Jolla Ellen
Collins Freeman H brig Lewis Clark
Dunbar IT
do
Wait Capt for Rebecca P Moore bark Mallivdlo
Albert
N
Stowers
Partridge
brig
Holmes Edgar N sch Par an
Grant G S Capt for Amasy B Young sch Packet
Outhense Timothy Capt sch William
W. DAVIS, Postmaster.

Pumiton Otis

Penny Orison

#*

NEW

A

1

LOT

—OF—

MEXICO.

CLOAKINGS

Maximilian to Remain.

At Lover Prices than Ever.
A.EE

OTHER

GOODS

-at-

D.

December IT, 1866, dtf

AGENTS

“WOMEN or THE WAR.”
A GENTS irlll find this a book of real merit and kiM- trintic value—evbjeot new—inteutely interelling and exciting. No Work ever attracted and
engaged tbe public mind like thin. Everybody wants
it, and thousands will purchase It as soon as an opportunity ia afforded them. Bead what Agents Bay
of it.
One experienced Agent writes: It Is the easiest
and pleasantest Book he ever canvassed for; and says
people are delighted with it, the Ladies especially.
Another says: "Women of the War” fs the book
of the season.
Another, 13T Orders In Pour Days.
One reports IT orders the first day of canvassing.
Intelligent, active Males or Females will find the
■ale of tkie work a pleasant and lucrative employment.

Seizure of Goods.
hereby given that the following described goods were seized at this port, Dec. 15, 1866,
NOTICE
to

for violation of the Revenue Laws:
At 198 Fore Street, 1 Bag, containing 1 Overcoat, 3
Flannel Under Shirts, 1 Breakfast Shawl, 2prs Socks,
1 pr Gloves and 1 Shawl: the same having been landed from steamer New England, Oct. 30,1866.
Any person or persons claiming the same are requested to appear and make such claim within twenty days from the date hereof; otherwise the said
goods will be disposed of in accordance with the Act
of Congress approved April 2.1844.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr., Collector.

decl71aw3w

Society

tory.
notified that the adjourned Annual Meeting lbr the choice of officers and other
business will be held at 3 o’clock P. M., Wednesday,
Dec. 19th, at tbe Council Room, Old C ity HaH.
E. C. BOLLE9. Secretary.
December 17. d3t
are

MEMBERS

95! Agents
TjHVE
I

to

$10

Ten Dollars per day, by the Haotford
Co. Box 1606 Portland, Maine.
eodlm*

Publishing

Portland Dec. II

Attrition

WILL
tlie

following

Sale

of Quartermaster’s
Stores.

Office of the A. A. Q. M.,
1
Fort Preble, Me., Dec 15tb, 1866.1
be eolil at Fort Preble on WEDNESDAY,

26th day of Dec. at 10 o'clock A. M. the
articles of Blacksmith Tools Ac., viz;

ANVILS.

TONGS,
FILES,
SQUARES,
DRAW KNIVES,
AXES,
BLOCKS and FALLS.&c.

HAMMERS,

COLD CHISELS,
HAND SLEDGE,
PORTABLE FORGE,
STOCK and DIE,
H7*Sale Positive.
Teems—Cash in Government Fonda.
WM. C. BARTLETT,
IStLt-Sd U. S. Artillery, Bvt. MsJ A. A. Q. M.
Dec 15—(ltd

SLEIGHS,SLEIGHS,SLEIGHS.
best and cheapest assortment of Sleighs in
New England, can be found at the Manniactory

THE
^

M.

KIMBALL &

CO.,

9100,00.

Dec 11—d2w

The Portland Glass Company
Are

Rich

John E

Sawyer Llewellyn
Smith Noah
Stephenson N

Steed Patrick H
Shaw Peter

Suminsby Rodney F
Spannor R H oapt
G

r

Iqjara.

The Assassination of President I.incoin.
Montbbal, C. E., Dec. 15.
The Minerva newspaper, says Surratt was
on his way from
Montreal to Washington
when he heard of the assassination of President Lincoln, and immediately returned to
Canada. In conversation he always maintained that the plot was to
carry off President
Lincoln to Richmond, and hold him as hostage
for Southern prisoners.
He always protested
the innocence of his mother, and avowed Jeff.
Davis knew nothing of Booth’s intentions.
New Yobk, Dec. 16.
The Herald’s Montreal correspondent
says it
is known that C. C. Clay and J. C. Breekenadvised
Surratt
to
ridge
go to England, after
the execution of his mother, and that it was at
a
meeting of the rebel leaders in that city, at
which Suratt was present, that the assassination of the President was determined
upon.

Burning

of

Cut Dinner

and

Tea Seta l

DAYS; also GAS SHADES of various patterns.—
Samples may be seen at their Manniactory. nolSdlm
For Sale.
SUIT of Sails, Rigging and Blocks, nearly new,
from a fishing Schooner of 100 tons; also Topsails, Fore anil Mainsails, second hand.
SAMPSON & CONANT,
decldtf
No. 10 A 20 Commercial Wharf.

A

Philadelphia,
About one o’clock this morning
plated frigate New Ironsides, lying at League
Island, was discoved to be in flames. Ovnng
to the distance from the city, considerable time
elapsed before any fire engines reached the
spot, and they were able to do but little towards saving the noble ship. She continued
Dec. 16.
the iron

burn until this afternoon, and is now a total
loss. No other vessels of the fleet anchored
near her were injured. Naval officers are
very
reticent about the affair, but it is believed the
fire was the work of design.
Record* of the Salisbury Rebel Prison
Found—Tbe Tariff Bill.

New York, Dec. 16.
The Herald’s special Washington dispatch
The records of the Salisbury rebel
says:

prison have been found, and the fate of at least
2,000 missing Union soldiers will now be definitely made known.
New York, Dec. 15.
The Commercial’s
Washington dispatch
the
Senate
Finance
Committee will desays
vote the holiday recess to the consideration of
Commissioner Wells’ tariff bill, and prepare it
as a substitute for the bill passed at the last
session of the House.

Proposed Conference of Southern (Governor*.

New

York,

Dec. 15.

The proposition to hold a convention of the
Governors of the Southern States to consider

political

the

situation and determine what
should be pursued in order to meet the
and the radical party, is now under consideration by prominent
Southerners, who are and have been in correspondence with the Governors above named.

course

legal demands of Congress

St. Louis, Dec. 15.
A special dispatch from Jefferson City says
the bushwhackers came into Lexington in
force yesterday, under command of l’ool and
Clemens. Col. Montgomery demanded the surrender of Clemens, and upon his refusal a fight
ensued, in which Clemens was killed and other
bushwhackers
mortally wounded. Col. Montgomery arrested several of the most prominent
secessionists and holds them as hostages for
the safety of loyal citizens.
The Weather.
New Haven, Ct., Dec. 16.
A aevere snow storm has prevailed here since
noon and is still in
progress. Snow has fallen
to the depth of four inches, and is much drifted.
New York, Dec. 16.
It commenced suowing here for the first time
this season early this morning, and up to four
o'clock this afternoon tour inches had fallen,
when the storm merged into hail and rain, and
still (11.30 P. M.,) continues with a high wind.
The Cnttun Crop.

Baltimore, Dec. 15.

to fill one page of that paper, for
which he is to receive one hundred and fifty
guineas; and that John Stuart Mill is to contribute to tlie same paper
during 1807.
Don Augustin G.
itnrbide, san of the Iturbide Primero Emperor of
Mexico, died at an
hotel in New York a few days
since, of kidney
disease.
—A Georgia paper is painfully struck with
the excee ling calm of the President’s
message
and Rays'“It has the appearance of a last
protest against wrong, the final treatment of a

dy-

He seemed to feel that duty
him to thus empathatically enunciate
the faith of his nnshriking soul."

t

a

Postoffice, $500,000.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Advertised Letters—NV. Davis.
Agents Wanted.
Seizure of Goode—Israel Washburn, Jr.
$5—Agents Wanted.
00 Agents Wanted.
Portland Society of Natural History.
Ladies’

Cloakings—A.

4

defendants.

Nbw Yobk, Dec. 16.
u
...
The brig Arabia, arrived here this
morning
from Arichat, C. B., reports, Dec.
13, noon, lat.
40.30, long. 69.55, saw one of the ocean yachts
showing a blue nag with something white in it
and having a house on deck. It is
supposed to
be the Henrietta, which carried a blue
flag.
Canadian

Affair*.

Ottawa, Canada, Doc. 15.
Intelligence is received from England to the
effect that the Lower Province
delegates are
about to return, having come to a favorable understanding in reference to confederation. As
there will be some difficulty about funds for
the construction of the Inter-colonial
Railway,
some discussion
may arise concerning the allowance to Prince Edward Island, but it is expected that it a'ill 1h satisfactorily arranged.
Toronto, Dee. 15.
Col. Roberts, of the Fenian
Brotherhood,
last week sent *200 to Bishop Lynch, to be expended in procuring necessaries for Father
McMahon and other Fenian prisoners in
jail
here. The money was returned to the Fenian
Brotherhood by his Lordship, who declined to
have anything to do with the matter.
North Carolina Legislature.
Raleigh, N. C., Dec. 15.
The State Legislature passed a bill
to-day
granting general pardon and amnesty for all
officers and soldiers of the United States and
Confederate States armies for offences committed against crimiual laws while in the discharge
of their duty.
Hariae Disaster.
Fortress Monroe, Dec. 16.
Schooner Archer Ann, Reeves, from Savannah for Boston with cotton, put into Norfolk
in distress.

FROM

EUROPE

D. Beeves.

COUBTM.

THE

SUPREME JUDICIAL COUBT.
CRIMINAL

TERM.—TAPLEV J, PRESIDING.
case of State v Robert and

Saturday.—In the

Mary Potter, for keeping
j evidence
was ail

About 6 P. M.
yesterday a fire broke out on
the third floor of
building No. Ill Liberty
street, among a Quantity of straw and other
packing material. The flames spread with
great rapidity through tho building, causing
the destruction of the third, fourth and fifth
floors. The first, second and third floors were
occupied by Mackay Brothers, as a wholesale
earthen ware and china store, and
they sustain
alossof $70,000, Dartially covered
by insurance. !
Thsfo^rth and fifth floors were
occupied by H.
H. Hfe?mending®r, boot
dealer, whose loss in
stock was about $10,000,
partially covered by

The outbound steamers of
to-day take the
following amounts of specie: America for BreCity of Paris, *271,000; Europe,
*446,000. Total *1,017,000.
printed report of the committee for the relief of Portland has been issued in
handsomely
printed pamphlets cf 44 pages.
The sale o! pewsiu Rev. Dr.
Church
Chapin’s
5th Avenue, continued
Friday evening. The
highest price paid for a seat, over premium,
$200, was No. 46, knocked down to Horace
Greeley, the price of which was $1200.
John Munroe & Co., bankers in Wall
street,
were yesterday robbed by a
clerk, who has escaped, of $10,000 in gold bonds.
An order has been issued for the arrest of
John Morrisey, Benjamin Wood and a dozen
other lottery dealers, on complaint of Nelson
P. O. Dell, a cooper, who deposes that within
the past two years he has lost the sum of
*35,000 at the lottery and policy shops kept by the

Advrrli«uirnla To-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Theatre—Bidwell 4- Brown.
P. Y. M. C. A—Fourth Lecture.

a house of 111 feme, the
put in, and Court adloumed to two
o’clock Monday afternoon, at which time the arguments will commence.

MUNICIPAL COUBT.
JUDGE KINGSBURY PRESIDING.
Saturday.—William H. Larkin, for larceny of a
cap from Shaw’s hat and cap store, was fined *5 and

costs, which he paid.
Fires.—The alarm of fire Saturday afternoon came from Bradley’s
Hotel, corner of India and Commercial Streets. A bed in a room
in the attic, from some means
unknown, but
supposed to he from a match carelessly thrown

it, caught fire. The room was occupied
hoarders, who lost a considerable
amount of clothing.
The ftirniture in the
room was
destroyed; otherwise the damage
was slight.
Saturday forenoon the old Dyer house on
Commercial Street, near the Grand Trunk Deon to

by

two

pot, caught fire in the upper part, from

a defect in the chimney. Mr. Barnard
Daly, at
work with a gang of hands near by, rushed to
the house with his men, and succeeded in ex-

tinguishing the fire without causing a general alarm.
Mr. Daly and his men were, also,
chiefly instrument il in putting out the fire at
Bradley’s Hotel.
Mbs. A. M. McKenney.—In our
obituary
column this morning will be found a notice of
the decease of the estimable wife of the well
known daguerrean artist, Mr. A. M. McKenney. We cordially sympathize with the bereaved husband and relatives, in this afflirtive
dispensation and their irreparable loss. Mrs.
McKenney was well known for many years as
the efficient aid of her husband in
conducting
and managing his extended business. We shall
meet her cheerful face and
no
friendly

greeting

Lovely and amiable, she admirably sustained herself as a worthy example of a devoted wife, daughter and friend. Benevolent and
kind to all with whom sho came in
a
more.

contact,

wide void is made by her decease which canbe filled. As a model wife, she may have
had her equals, but certainly not her superiors.

A letter from Little Rock, Ark., says the estimate heretofore accepted for the cotton crop,
this year, is greatly too largo. Not more than
one-half the numlir of bales in I860 will be
made this year, though the cotton will class
much higher, owing to the favorable season for
drying it. The writer puts down the entire
crop of the South at less than one million
bales.
Carolina (Gold Mine*.
New York, Dec. 15.
A North Carolina correspondent says old California miners pronounce the North Carolina
gold mines far superior in wealth to those of
California. 4 large number of capitalists had
arrived from the North and many of the mines
were being prepared tor
re-opening and workThe North

ing-

_______

Carolina Legislature.
Columbia, S. C., Dec. 15.
The nouse indefinitely postponed the resolution expressing sympathy with Jeff. Davis.—
The Legislature has accepted Donaldson as a
place for establishing an agricultural college,
and appropriating tne proceeds to the State
Mouth

University.

Movementof

our

courtesies

were

BY

THE

CABLE.

Berlin,

Dec. 14.— The Gentian Parliament
will consist of but one Chamber. In conjunction with the Assembly there will be a Federal
Commission composed of the several different
Governments belonging to the North German
Confederation. The Prussian Government insists that the military organization of the
States of the Union should be identical, viz.:—
similar to that in force in Prussia in every detail, equipment, munitions and military exercise
Officers will be able to rise throughout
the armies without reference to contingents of
different States.
Appointments of officers
must be ratified
by the King of Prussia, to
whom the oath of allegiance must be taken by
every soldier.
London, Dec. -14.—Advices received from Sardinia state that the starving pcasaatry have revolted.
It is rumered here that the temporal power
of His Holiness the Pope has been severed by
an agreement made between the
Emperor Napoleon and King Victor Emanuel.
Rome, Dec. 14.—Another United States manof-war has arrived Civita Vecchia.
Paris, Dec. 14—The United States government has begun legal proceedings iu the first
tribunal of the Seine, to recover the sum of
two million and a quarter francs paid M. MArman fils, by the ageut of the confederate
government, on account of building five ironclad vessels, alleged to have been constructed
for the use of the Emperor of China, but actually intended for the rebel navy, though the
vessels were never delivered.
The latest advices from'Cbina state that the
French expedition to Corea was meeting with
no resistance.
London, Dec. 14, Evening.— Intelligence has
been received from Japan, which announces
that the civil war which has been desolating
the country, has been suspended, a truce having been deolared between the several hostile
factions.
Barnsley, Thursday night, Dee. 13.—A third
explosion took place at Oaks Colliery, at ten
o’clock this morning. There is no longer any
hope for those in the jplt. It is estimated that
three hundred and fifty persons have lost their
lives by this terrible disaster.
The mine is
now ou fire, and the flames have burst from
the mouth of the main shaft with great violence. The work of drawing out the bodies of
the dead has been suspended, and the mine is
to be flooded with
water, The cause of the
explosion will probably remain a perpetual

mystery.

Hanley, Thursday night, Dec. 13.—There was
fearful 'explosion at noon to-day at Fox-under-the-Hill, in a coal pit belonging to
the North Staffordshire Coal and Iron Com-

a

pany. Two hundred men went into the mine
this
morning, of whom only thirteen have been
taken out alive, and they are badly injured.—
The rest, it is believed, are dead.
Up to the
present moment forty dead bodies have been
brought out. The exciteiueut among the inhabitants is intense.

She is to be interred in Saco

Wednesday

on

next
Babe Mabia Henby.—Capt. Hearn has
favored cs with the following particulars of the
loss of this vessel. The bark sailed from Man-

sanilla, Cuba, Sept. 13th, with a cargo of mahogany, cedar, &c., for Falmouth, England,
and was lost on the 18th of September, at 3
o’clock, A. M., on Jordenal Eeef, South side of
Cuba.

The

crew

were

all saved.

Part of the

stores, rigging, &c., and a small part of the
cargo were saved by the wreckers and crew,
and

were sold at the Grand
Cayman.
The bark was eighteen months old, 614 tons
burthen, built at Cape Elizabeth, and cost $iU,000. She was classed as A. 1 and insured for
$60,000 in Portland, Boston, Providence and
New York. She was owned by Capt. George
Hearn and others of this city.

The Maiden’s Pbayeb.—This is the title of
a large
engraving just published by Heaton &
Co., Cleveland, Ohio. It is from an English
painting, and is engraved in mezzotint by Win.
Sartin, of Philadelphia. It represents a young

girl kneeling, with clasped hands, and eyes

upraised, in the act of devotion. The attitude
graceful, the expression of the face simple
and unconscious, and the picture a pleasing one

is

of the kind.
This engraving is sold by subscription only
and agents are wanted to whom a libera) commission will be given.
Apply iu person or by
letter to John Russell, general agent for Cumberland and YoTk Counties.
Office Cross St.,
Portland.

P. O. Box

2,016.

was met

interchanged.

Another Pacific Railroad.
New Orleans, Dec. 14.
An effort is being made to secure stock and
obtain a charter for a railroad from this city to
Sacramento, Cal., via Monterey, Mexico.

Additional Contributions.
The following additional contributions have
been received by the Mayor:
H. Hatch, New York,
$25 00
Citizens of Philadelphia, additional,
700 00
Citizens of Washington,
19 00
Citizens of St. Louis,
20 00
by M. L. Pottle,
W. D. Smith, Reithburg, 111., by
of
3 60
Mayor
Bangor,
Citizens ot Lawrence, additional, 1 066 59
Citizens of New York,
450 61
Citizens of Lowell,
662 61
Citizens of Gorham, Me.,
345 50

$3,292 91
Total amount received to date,

Congressional Measures.—The following
is the first and most important section of the
District of Columbia Suffrage bill, passed in
the Senate by a vote of 32 to 13:
Section 1. That from and after the passago
of this act, each and every male person, expaupe rs and persons under guardiancepting
ship, of the age of 21 years and upward, who
has not been convicted of any infamous crime
or offence, and
excepting persons who may
have voluntarily given aid and comfort to the
rebels in the late rebellion, and who shall have
been born or naturalized in the United
States,
and who shall have resided in the said district
one year, and in the ward or district in
for.
winch he shall offer to vote three months next
preceding any election therein, shall lie entitied to the elective franchise and shall be deemed an
elector^and entitled to vote at any election in said district, without
any distinction on
account of color or race.
—The New York Herald of the 14th says:—
It is rumored and
apparently on good authority, that Hon. Ben. Wood, State Senator, in a
trial of skill with Congressman eleet Hon. John

Morrissey at the scientific game of faro, on
Wednesday night last, realized the handsome
winnings of $140,000. The contest took place
at the headquarters of Congressman Morrissey,
on Twenty-fourth street.

$505,318.55.

Aged Indigent Woken.—At the Central

Church last evening, Rev. Mr. Allen, of the
Chestnut Street Church, delivered a sound and
practical discourse.in aid of the funds of the
Association for tlie relief of Aged Indigent
Women.
The congregation was not so large
as it ought to have been, many persons
being
afraid of a storm, and there being several other
evening meetings. Tho collection amounted
to

sixty-eight dollars.
Occasional

Discoubse.—Rev. Mr. Fenn

preached yesterday afternoon at High Street
Church, in the presence of a large congregation, an able and solemn discourse suggested
by the sad and singular death in that church
last week of Mr. Orlando Libby, who was a
member of that Society. The music on the occasion by the fine quartette choir, was of a
high order, and was rendered with solemn appropriateness.
Movekents of Ocean Steakebs.—Steam-

ship St. David, Cant. Aird, sailed from this
port for Liverpool Saturday evening, with
eight cabin and fourteen steerage passengers
and a full cargo.

Steamship Moravian, Capt. A itou, will sail
fioin this port for Liverpool next Saturday.
The Damascus is the steamer due at this
port this week, from Liverpool.
Flock.—A cargo of St. Louis flour, 4412 barrels arrived here yesterday from New Orleans
in bark Cephas Sterrett.
Another cargo is on
the way.
It is found that flour from tbe west can be
obtained more speedily by sea than by land
transit.
These cargoes come to Messrs.
Churchill, Browns & Manson

Queer Marriage—We find in the Star of

Saturday

of

(General (Grant.
St. Louis, Dec. 15.
by a large number
citizens last evening, when the usual

General Grant

NEWS

Heavy Failarr.
The principle topic that has engrossed the
mercantile community of this city the past
week, is the suspension of the well known firm
of Bradley, Coolidge & Rogers, one of the
heaviest corn and flour houses in this city,
which occurred on Monday last. The liabilities
of the firm cannot yet be accurately ascertained, they being themselves unable to make any
to
very definite approximation; but we regret
state that they ore heavy, and the worst featnres are that a large portion of the liabilities
of the concern ure “honarary,” being for borrowed money, chiefly among a class of our citizens who cannot ‘afford to lose the several
amounts, but a small portion of which was secured in any way.
Messrs. W. & C. R. Milliken were the heaviest endorsers upon their paper, and the assignment was made to Messrs. Milliken, who
will at present continue the business of Messrs.
Bradley, Coolidge & Rogers.
There are few houses in this city that have
enjoyed the general confidence and good wishes of the public to a greater extent than that of
Messrs. Bradley, Coolidge & Rodgers, and none
probably that would cause deeper regret or
broader sympathies in their misfortune, having been always characterized by their public
spirit and enterprise, and unbounded liberality
iu all measures tending to promote the business interests and prosperity of the city.
There are many things that can lie said in
extenuation of their present circumstances,
that go far to assuage the public feeling, when
the case is viewed in all its hearings.
Probably no house in the city has used so much effort and under greater sacrifices, in
competing
with other markets to draw and retain the
trade of our State within its own borders, and
in their assignment they have made a clean
breast” of everything, sparing no special
friends or relatives. Their liabilities outside of
the city, we learn, are comparatively small.—

[Price Current.

Dramatic—Mb. Proctor.—This nnivcipal
favorite among our Theatre goers has been ireengaged by Messrs. Bidwell & Brown, and will
remain with us during the coming week.—
Many standard Hhakcsperian and other legiti-

plays

will.be produced during the week.
The entire programme is announced in the
regular advertisement to which we call the
reader’s attention. Mr. Proctor’s success during the past week must have been highly gratifying to him as well as profitable to the manHeats may be secured in advance,
agement.
mate

aod
to

we

advise all who would have

secure

Store

it in

a

good

one

season.

Breaking.—Saturday night

the clothing store of Mr. Wm. A. Durau, corner of Fore
and Moulton streets, was entered by breaking
one of the side lights in the door way. The
robbers piled up five or six hundred dollars
worth of

clothing

ready

in the window,

to

take

away, when they were frightened off from gome
cause or other and departed without taking anything of value. One coat is all that is missing. A

pair of pants were found on the sidewalk.—
The money drawer, which contained about $10
worth of currency,

was

not

touched.

tbe

following:
“marriages.

Stmr Dirigo, Sherwood, New York.
Stmr New Brunswick, Winchester,
port and St John, NB, for Boston.”
There will be

a

social

gathering

at

East-

the Ves-

try of the Free Street Church, this (Monday)
evening. Christmas emblems and other articles for sale.
Ecfreshments served during the

evening.

Doors open at six o’clock.

Sleighing.—It commenced snowing about
half past 8 o’clock, Sunday evening and continues, with severity at the time of inditing
this paragraph, 11 o’clock. The prospect is that
we

shall have

good sleighing.

Fair and Levee.—The Fair and Levee to be
given by the ladies of the First Baptist Church,
at Lincoln

Hall, Munjoy,

Wcdnetday

on

and

be forgotten by
our citizens.
Much time has been spent by tbe
ladies in the manufacture of useful and ornamental articles, which will be otfered for sale.
Refreshments will be furnished, and wreaths

Thursday evenings,

must

not

ami emblems tor Christmas ran be hail in profusion. The cars run to the Hall, so there will
be no trouble in getting there.
In the early settlement of our country tlugreatest anxiety was, how our people could get
enough of good wholesome food. Now the
manner of living has changed, so that many
.people really suffer, and enough of every kind
around them. Why is this? It is because their
food distresses them. Buy one bottle of Main’s
Elderberry Wine and you will get relief. Then

bny

LrUer AM the KmIm«I
Capii.i.
Washington, D. C., Dec. 13, ifjflf,.
[Correspondence of the Press.]

ADJOURNMENT

FOB THE

HOLIDAYS

...,?mmU"inR and rath8r "a™ contest oocuireIativ8
rc! l„NrU?,r,niDgintheHoU!,eWhich ,he Houlwl
,

^a'ror fcy
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Anally *>*agreeing to a<yourn on
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M™. d" '£?“■
nine days ^L if0" ‘f®
labor an,I

*ime Uken

was

respond”! IT.®

T

*’ "°W that **
well assured that the 40th r
ta to
C°ngre88
the adjournmem

It

’*

„fThk

on

hardly probable that the Senate
will
with this lengthened
holiday They cut

is

agree
the time down last year and
will
so this.
THE WORK OF

probably
J

do

INVESTIGATION.

Phis goes on
steadily, and there can be no
doubt that facts wi fl be
developed establishing
the corrupt character of
the present Administration and therein
warranting
impeachment
on other than
political reasons.
A resoiution
passed this morning railing on
he I resident for all

information relating to
here]
fthe lnnrd,rer8 of
thoS0 MhJllo
sold'ers who were killed last
summer in South
Carolma. It will be
remembered that Mr.

aff
lsfofsn

investigate

this

ti0npas8ed thU u>«™ing
a
alls
for all papers relative
to the cotton seizures which resulted in
the murders; all relating to the trials, the
subsequent reprieval- removal to the
Dr, Tcrtugas; their
in
elaware and subsequent
pardon, with the
names of all
persons acting for and
endorsing
he
mnrderers-application. It is very evident
that Congress will
press the matter to a com-

relea.4

Plate exposure.
The special Committee
Kiot will leave here on

tho New Orleans
A resolution was adopted
calling tor all papers in the
possess,on of the War
Department or of Ccu
C.rant bearing upon this
subject
on

Saturday.

Resolutions were offered this
morning calling on the General Land Office
and the Freedmen’s Bureau for all
information in their possession, relating to operations
under the
Amended Homestead law of last
session

which was introduced
by Mr. Bice of Maine’
That measure it will be
remembered places ail
the Public Lands in the
States of Florida

Aland Louisiana
under the operations of the
Homestead Law
restricted, however to 80 acres each
and also until
January 1st 1807, to those persons who can in
addition to the oath of
loyalty
take the test oath.

abama, Arkansas, Mississippi

person’

When the bill was under
discussion, in a
communication to the Committee on Public
Lands, Gen. Howard urged the passage of the
hill, as it would enable the freedmen to
octu-

not

to

VARIETIES.

required

Frigate New Ironsides.

prepared to furnish

And ail kinds of Cat Ware suitable for the HOLI-

ing gladiator.

the

Fight with Bushwhacker*.

Also Light Trotting Sleighs of splendid make and
finish. Four, six and nine passenger sleighs.
Kf*Any one desirous of getting a good Sleigh at
LOW figure, will do well to give us a call.

[

“/“.JgOO.Op0;

Nbw Oblbans, Dec. 16.
Mexican advices state that the clergy will
fulfil their promise to raise a loan for Maximilian, who will remain at the head of the government. This report is credited here.
San Fbancisco, Dec. 14.
Correspondents at Sonora and Sinoloa, Mexico, give gloomy accounts of political affairs in
those States.
Governor Pesquira had just got rid of Martinez and his out-throats and robbers, when the
Sagui Indians became troublesome, and will
submit on their own terms.
The settlers ffom Mazatlan announce the arrival there of Martinez and his troops, and express the hope that Gen. Corona will send him
further on so that the people who occupy that
place may not suffer the same extortions to
which the people of Sonora were exposed. The
Americans complain of the severity of Gen.
Corona, saying he does not tavor their interests, and call for the protection of American
war vessels.
Corona has been appointed to the highest
rank in the Mexican army for services rendered. He will command the Army of the West.
Saw Fbancisco, Dec. 15.
A private letter brought by the steamer Constitution, from Acapulco, states that General
Castigny had arrived at San Bias ffom Gauda-

Congress Street.

Tribune,

Sawyer J S
SmiUl.TohnM

Tayk

Wanted!

from the time of the occurrence, and the cost
of the action.
—It is stated that Thomas Carlyle has been
engaged to write one article for the New York

ra Bryant
Sylvester Isaac N

D 2

of Natural His-

and to reach their destination at the fixed time
a special train, which a civil court
has decided the railway company is bound to
pay for, with interest on the money advanced

Frank E
Swett Harry for Miss My-

Savage S

WANTED,

Tor fmk ffleore’e New Work

Portland

Political

only

Street.

they hired

Smith

Robot t
Sawyer
Sanderson &

Free

proceed by a certain train in anohter direction.
During the journey the engine broke down,

betb|

Snell

REEVES,

No. 36

of

Affairs.

Harked Devn in Prafiertian,

A.

Accounts

Nfiw

Elosion

insurance.

Gloomy

of the back rooms oi the Tribune office.
—Four gentlemen recently took tickets on
one of the French railways to enable them to

Slrout Dauiel (Cape Eliza-

ment, $1,392,495; Navy Department, $293,000;

Interior Department. $197,607.
Total amount
of fractional
currency forwarded hence during
the week ending to-day amounts to $453,310,
and was sent as toliows: United States depository at Buffalo, $35,000; do. at Baltimore, #60.000; to Assistant Treasurers at Bostou and
New York, $100,000; and to National Banks,
$158,310. Amount of fractional currency received during the week, $338,000.

LADIES’

one

Rice W T S
Raymond Xa view
Sturdivant A 2
Stoddard A M
Sanborn Abner T
Swctt B F
Scatumon Charles
Shirley Chas K

G

RECEIVED!

JUST

—It was not until recently that a Southern
paper learned that Horace Greeley, while at
home, does not board at the pie and peanut
stands in the’ park, and sleep on a hard sofa in

Page Nathaniel

Alvin

Young Joseph

York Wm M

Debbln A L Capt or Mlllen Capt sch Anrora
Fickctt Joseph Cape E brig Black Fish
Pore John brig Carla Brown
Muiat l.rawrence ship China
Howe Chae M ship Clara Ann
Douglass Wm E Capt sch Ella Trefothen

to

Patten M C
Pierce Nathaniel

Chas K
Hally Chas
I lunter lianl

Wm
Wm

Tracey Thomas
Varney David
Varney George E

302

Phuiket P
Prince TG
Powers WJ
Plummer Wm
J*iercc Wm T
Gipson David
Quillim Geo
GoodlempUrstOorSeol Hand Brad burr T
‘’’““W “I*
JohnKoblnson Ghariea H
BawsonCH
y
Goodale J
Kicker David
(.hidings John E
Riley Darius
Gerald John 1*
Rackleff J L 2
Gardner J L
Randall John C
Gustin R
Heevos J H

|

Tobie & True

Cfr* Sleighs at prices to sntt all easterners.
Good business Sleighs at the low price of 966,00 to
976.00 Good Sleighs, trimmed all through, fi-om 976,00

Flnuerty James /hr Brid-Peet Mathew
et Ly don
Place Mori ill

itoyaden Roger

Tltoomb S
Trefothen Samuel A

J.

Noyes George

Fisher Tlios
Files W H P 3
Fugus Wm
Graves A M
Gauiage A H
Graves Alphena M
Guptill Chas
Gage F A
Gl ues Freeman F

MW
L capt

Dec. 15.
President Johnson’s household is thus organized under law passed by Congress at its
last session: Private Secretary, Robert Johnson ; Assistant Secretary, Robt. Morrow; Secretary to sign the Patents, Edward D. Mills;
Aid de Camp, Col. ffm. 11. Moore, Lieut. Col
River and Col. Andrew K. Long.
The counsel
to-day concluded his argument
of demurrer entered in the case of Convers,
with
charged
perjury in having testified before the House Judiciary Committee that certain affidavits made to connect Jeff. Davis with
the assassination of President Lincoln were
true. Judge Fisher will probably give in his
decision in the early part of next week.
The amount of national bank currency issued during the week ia $644,440; total amount
to date, $3002131,371; from this, to be deducted
currency returned, including worn out notes,
amounting to $,2,091,432; leaving in actual circulation at this date, $298,139,939.
The Treasury disbursements for the week
ending to-day, were as follows: War Depart-

Fire in a Hotel—^Underground Railroad
for Broadway—Her ions Fire in Liberty
Street—« Ar#est of John IVIorrioey, and
others.
New York, Dec. 15.
A few minutes after 8 o’clock last
evening a
loud explosion was heard in the basement of
the Compton bouse, situated on the corner of
24th street and 3d avenue, when the cry ot fire
was raised, causing a scene of
great confusion
in the hotel.
The proprietor of the house (William Compton) and a boarder named Oliver
Miller ran to the store room, which thev found
in flames, and the occupants of the
wrapped
kitchen completely cut off from
Both
Mr. Compton and his companion escape.
maue strenuous efforts to
extinguish the flames, but failed
in
so. At this juncture the 18th Precinct Police arrived on the scene, and lent
great assistance in rescuing those imprisoned
in the
kitchen, as did also tne firemen present.
The origin of the fire is unknown at
present,
but it is supposed to have resulted from an exof gasoline, a fluid used in the night
imps, but what caused Ihe explosion is not
known, as the fireman was unable to explain,
owing to his injdries. The flames were soon
extinguished by the firemen and did not extend beyond the basement.
The State Senatorial
Committee, which has
been in session here some
days on the city railroad question, adopted a resolution
yesterday
recommending underground railways for transporting passengers along the route of Broadway.
more dlintllleries were seized
iyesterday
by Government officers here. Not more than
twelve are being run now.
The Major’s nomination of William H.
Street Commissioner, has been reMurray, for
jected by the Board of Aldermen.
The Board of Councilmen have adhered to
their action making the price ot the lower
end of City Hall Park to the Government for

Terms Eight Dollars per annum, in advance.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

doing

Washihgton,

White Wm
Whitaker Wm H
Whitney Wm F
Yound Edln F
Yates Ereduck
York Ceorge A

Thomas Merrill

of National Currency.

TREASURY DISBURSEMENT!*.

_

Newman Jacob
Nob e T P

J laman

Great

Mains W S

Deehan Patrick
Reilly 1) u o
De Wolf Robert for MrsOsgood Henrv
De Woir
O’Niel J
Dimock Stearns lor MissUrsbornc Samuel
Ada Byron Bancroft
Philbroocks Alvin G
Dolly S F
Purinton Abijah H
Dun ham Wm
PhUbr ooks A
I >od*e W S capt late Q MPyle Amos
loth Me lteg
Pride O E
E*t"n Goo W
Poor Char lea for Mias Lizzie Poor
Emery Joseph F
Evelcth J ahez P
Preble Charles M
Elwoil Wm S
Packer Edward H
Eld ridge Wm A
Plummer F
Elwcll Wm F
Paine Frank
Foss Chas
Plummer H P
Fish Fredk
Pickard Henry C
Fogg F auk A
Plummer John M
Freeman Fredk L
Pope J H
Ficfcett F S
Penny James
Foster Geo H
Prltham James
Flowers IID
Parrott Levi S Cape E
Francis Horace for JainesPcimell Levi S
O Angell
Preble Lemuel
Frost J as
Pearson Lewis E

Hastings

Taylor Leander W

Ma-Maxwell William V

McLeUan Nath’l L
McCalister William
McNulty W H
for JohnNoyes George O

Flood Michl

Issue

Winslow Paris It
Winslow T E
Whitaker T F

Taft James

December 17, 1866.

WASHINGTON.

Winslow .1 A

Taylor John

PRESS.

-•--—--

Wescott Henry
Warren Henry
Ward James E

Thompson J W
Tracey John R
Tuttle .lames
Tunkt .J H

DAILY

,4**--;-

Monday Morning,

Warren O A
Wheeler George W
W lsner George

Tracey John

Thompson

-— --—.—

Wood Frank

Tai ro George
Thomas Gecrge H

McDonald Kenneth

Donely Michl

Stfisraction guaranteed.

Maley Mlcheal
Monne: Mons P
Madden Patrick
Moore Samuel B
Merrill Taylor

McKay Neil

DriscolJohn

Alx) a New Style of Furs for Ladies and Misse«.
Our Goods are itl 1 new and will be sold cheap.

Small
Tlssell Byron I
Thiese Gostev

Miss Ad-

During Grenville II
McGlaughiin James
Dodge Henry N
McGarsigle John
Doherty Hugh for CharlesMcCarrou JohR
Du tort 1
Dodd Jas
Denis Joseph
DavJamesA
Douliertj James
O’Connor

Lop Robes,
Kuflalocs, lined,
Fieb,
A*lrnrnn,Grey and Black, Rnflaloea, unlined,
Rlanketfl,
Nqiirri-I,
BirrS:ibl<>,&r.,
At., Ar., Ac.

THCOPHILUS

Currin Thomas
Cobb Uriah
Cousins Win M
Iiavis 1 laniel for Mias
ry E yuaicy
Denison Ed C
Davl < E Kov, Agt
Downes E G
I lunbar Francis M
D.mmock F C

Funder*

St.

IIuImuii Bny Hiible,
Amur ini ii Hablc,

The Old Stand

die Kilgore

Collins Patrick
Coleman Thomas H

Smith Wm B
Sbaplev Wm H
Starblrd Wm B
Scott Wm S
Small Wm H for

PORTLAND

decl7d<kwlin

Kelly John
Brown Asa G
Kilimartin John
Brackett Cyras
Keary R.chard for Jere
Brown Chas
Shea
Conn
for
Boyle
Mrs Eliza-Knight R H for John
betli Scanton
Monaghan
Brewer Elmore
Wm B
Baldwin K J
Kidder Wm H
A
2
Enoch
Brackley
Kenney Wm H for Lydia
Burrell Fred O
Hancock
Blethen G C
Lamon Alex
Brown I H
Libby B F
Braketl J S for H W Pi-Lang Caleb N
Lane Davis E
per
Burnio James
Littlefield Geo W
Brewer John 2
Lindsey Joseph P
Brown John J D
Lombard John T
Lovste James fdr Wm
Bryant John M
Beale Joshua
Derey
Black J L
Lowery John
Brow n P A
Little. Haley & Brown
Begley Patrick
Libby L D
bell, Russell & Co
Lynch Miclil
Barker W H
Lennan Moses M
Bran Wm F
Lesondre Peliis
Lowe Wm A
Bogue W W
Bucknam Wm
Libby (4 P
Lincoln Wm
Campbell Alex R
Leonard Wm E
Cummings Alroy
Collins Albert S
Lawrence Wiliam for capt
Isaac Lucas
Clougli A W capt
Crawford C F
Lewis Wilber.
Lovis Chas H
Colley char! e *
C'u.liman C U
Leavitt John for Isaac
Colburn Gustavim A
Cobb package
Mulli&ll Auesiaus
Clough Geo P
Clinton Geo B
Maiden Asa L
Gotten C W
Mastal Louis
Cartland Isaiah
Munro Alonzo
Collin Ivory H
Morrison William
Morrill B B
Carrigan John
Churchell Joseph F
Millikin Chas
Cook J H
Mayberry Daniel
Curlier John- C
Muffin George
Crump, Moore & Co forMoore G M
J B Crump
Marsh J W
Coffin Llewellyn
Mitchell Henry
Morris
ior
Claneoy
MielilMorgan Jacob Lee
or JHI8 Morgan
Mruwiey
Casey Patsey

C. H. FLING,
J. Q, TWITCHELL,
BAILEY.

GU erpy

This book has no competitor—it comes fresh and new
to the people. The territory is clean and clear.—
Agents understand the advantages in this particular.
For full particulars send for Circular.
Address
C. A. CHAPIN,
Phoenix Building, Boom 13, Boston, Mass.

Knight

Lectures.

PiHE Fourteenth Aimu:d Series of Public Lectures
under the direction of the Mercantile Library As-

Jose N H
Joner Osgood C
Jones Pearce
LouisJeweil S A
Kinnlson A
K lllgoro Goo ior

Brackett Almon

Ailmidftion ‘-35 Cent*.
2
December 12. dlw

Isaac C
James C O 4
Jackson Davids
JunkinsGooF
Jordan Moses S

Adams SainJ
Arey Selh C capt
Alexander Wm for
Raymond Seim r
Bradley Austin W
Baker A

dt-lT The Ladles have spent, much time in the mannlactnre of articles, both useful and ornamental,
which will be offered for sale. A large number of EvtmjREENs, Wreaths and Emblems for Christmas
ave been donated, and will be for sale.
The taMes
vill ho abundantly supplied with every description of
efreshments.

MECHANICS’

McKean
Swett mrs
Sargent Win T mrs
Stanwood Zelphla mra
True B B mra
Treadwell Caroline mra
Teague Grace M
Triekey J M Sec Martha
Washington Society
Townsend Rodney mrs
Tobin Sarah mrs
Thompson Sarah mrs
Varnum Abbie O mn
Verrill Frank H
Varniun Georgie
Van Horn S S

Jones Geo C
J or-an John

AmoryGeoS

,

Simpson Thomas

Worth A

Adams, Packard & Co

AT

Library

Mo-co Fannie E mrs
McCobb H S mrs
Morse Harriet A mrs
Mathews James mra
Martin John mrs
Mitchell Jarria 2
Morse Margarett A
MrDutNle Maith E
Miller M N
Morse Nancy J mrs
Marston Sarah M Mrs
Noyes Nellie E
Norwood Ellas mrs
hi eyes Harriet E mra

gentlemen’s list.

DEC EMBER I Dili AND JOth,

Mercantile

II utchons Erancella A

on

Wednesday and Thursday Kven’gs,

LINCOLN

Larrabee Jonna R
Libby Mary mn
Looms* Maria E
Libby PhebeP
Lord William mn
Maxwe 1 Almira
Nason Ada
Morrison Ann mrs
Mcdonald Annie
Mangan Barnes mrs
Merrill Emily J
Merserre B A mrs
Marr Lizzie M

BY TELEGRAPH TO THE

Wldte Benjamin J
lor Ow-Whittier Charles F
Weston Clarence A
Wright Charles L
Whittmore Chae B
Wing 1) B
Wormell Daniel 0
WllUamWllliams K
Waite Edmund

17, 1866.

NEW YORK.

NEWS

IATEST

Vouchan Martin
Walker Alford

Smith & Littlejohn
Spear Simon C
Stanly Thomas capt
en

WoodwIU Bell
Willmoth Katy
Whitmore C J mrs
Jordan Catharine W mrs. Whittemore Cliae B mra
Jackson Lizzie C
Whltely Edwin mrs
Jerria E P mrs
Wheelwright Lizzie mrs
Jackson EHza
Winch Ne lie M mrs
J oslyn Florra mra
Wood Elizabeth A mra
J onos Rachel P
Watson Hannah mrs
Jorden Sarah
Wells Hattie
Johnson Walter G mrs
Wiley Ida F
KeiidalKUcllen F
Ward Joanah mrs
Webstar I orena
Kelley T P mrs
Kimball William A mrs
Wiggins LucssUc mrs
Widow of Lieut A S LyonWard I ansa A mrs
late 6th Me Vols
Wa.get Mary mn
Welsh Mary
Libby Annie 1)
Lunt Annie L
Williams M G mrs
Leighton Carrie U mrs
Whitman Mary A nn mrs
Lcarith Kata
Waterhouse Marth K
Littlefield Chas S mra
Walden Sarah Ann CapeB
Lenai-d Mary Ellen
Winslow Sophronla
Lauckton Frank mrs
Woollintv Susan mrs
Lawrence Hattie
Winn mra motherol NlchLewis Belle mrs
olson Winn

Circle!

Sewing

Gibson mrs
GalUson Susan E
Illlton Addle H mrs
Higgins Arrabell U mrs
Harltin Annie J
Houarth David mrs
Holmes 1. mrs
Hunt Mary F
Hawks Mary E
Jones Cordelia mn
Jackson Caroline mrs

Endie* ef the

Universalist

Ellen

Hains Lanra

Levee at Stevens* Plains.
The

on

Cu Julian c S mrs
Center Dorcas mrs forMan-Noilen Mary
ter Bronnett Carter
Nugent Mary mrs
Clark Ellen It mrs 2
Nowbegin Wi bar mrs
Cook Lizzie
Owen Carrie
Carter Ellen B
Page Charles E mrs
Cameron Ellen B
Page Charles mrs
Ctinrchell EUza W mrs
Parker D A uirs
Crorkett J H
Plummer Daniel mrs
CarUslie J D mrs
Phillips Emoline H
Chicle Josephine
Pierce Emelina J
Carter Lottie M
Peaks M H mrs
Coleman Mary
Plats ted Sabiena L mrs
Clement Mary mrs
Rnseell John B mrs
Casbman Sophia H
Itlley Mary E
Chamberlain Tlios mrs
Rackleft' mrs
Randall Sarah P miss
Dillingham Addle
Dlimmore Allied mrs
smith A S mrs
I tufty CacS 8
SUlos Alfreds
Dover Catharine
staples AD
Daves No tie F mis
SmllbAdaSmrs
Scamman Annie
Downy Mary J
Smith Alice F
D> er Marcella
Drew s K mrs
Saun lers Charles H mrs
Dyle Matilda
Sayer Clara I) mrs
SwettNellte B mrs
Dunning Richard mrs
Shaw Eliaa P
Day Sarah mrs
Donnell Wui A mn
Sherwood Eatello F
Eastman Abbie H
Stewart Nellie M
Eastman Ella F
Sin a ICUen
Elliot Emily A mra
staplos KUen
Elder Josie S mra
swett Ellen F
Farnsworther Annie T
Sterling John T mrs
Fickett Addle 2
Scommon Martha J mra
Fuller Cathataae mrs
Sweeney Sarah for Mary

liCimees & Manager*.

Joseph Proctor,
a

F

Crockett AC

Owing to the enthusiastic reception extended to the
popular tragedian

during wliich

Miry

Barnes Sarah mrs
t rough Annie
Crowley Adah F
Clayton Alice

ENTERTAINMENTS.

his

Mary

Bessie Mattie
Bell

Few

Emily

lord Marten E
Allen N P Mrs
Brown Anna 11 Mra
Brown Annie M
Barnes Ada J
Brown Augusta A
Beli Mrs
Blanchard Clara B Mra
Bedell C L
Bragdon Eliza A
Brooks Josie Mn
Browning I, J
Bax er Mary A

Advertisement* inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which ha* a large circulation in every parol the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion'
and50cents per square tor each subsequent insertion.

A

Arvesta R

A

nscrl ion.

Mr.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

LADIES’ LIST.
AbDott

Kates or Advertising.—One Inch oi space,m
engtli oi column, constitutes a “square.”
$l.r»o per square daily first week : 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; contlnu
ng every ol her day alter first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 60 cents per week alter.
Under head oi -a musements $2.0o per square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
Special Notices,$1.25 per square lor the first inti irtion, aud 25 cents pet square for each subsequent

PARTICULAR

Letters Unclaimed
AT PORTLAND, Maine,
December, 1806.

of

List

1N the TOST OFFICE
the 17th day of

THE MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
anie place every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,
n variably In advance.

Bill well & II ro tv ue,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

DECEMBER

ilec4tf

a case.

Erste Sonatella is the title of a new piece
of music composed for the piano-forte by Stephen A. Emery, of this city, and inscribed to hie
friend Ernest Perabo. It is published by Henry Tolman & Co., Boston, and for sale at the
different music stores.
The Atlantic Monthly, and Gooey’s
Lady’s Book for December may be hail of C.
R. Chisholm & Brothers, HOT Congress street.
THE

(STATE.

py these lands within the
period named.—
There is not the least doubt
that with ordinary
opposition the Bureau would have
accomplished its promise.
It appears that an
organized effort has been
made in some, if not
all, of the States to prevent the freedmen from
reaping the benefit of
the act In Florida this
opposition has to a
large degree been fhtile, some twelve
thousand
acres having been
occupied, giving homes to
about two hundred families.
In Alabama
there has not been us much
progress as this.The land offices in that
State were all concentrated in one at
Montgomery, and great
is
complaint made about its management The
freedmen, after the bill’s passage, organized
associations to avail themselves
of its benefits
A correspondent of the
Mobile Advertiser and
Register (John Forsyth’s organ) boasts that
but serenteen freedmen have
availed themselves
*he
TheM°bil« Nationalist, edited by
Albert Griffin, chairman of the
Southern Loyalist Committee
appointed at Springfield, 111
declares that the land officers at
Montgomery
do everything in their
power to hinder the
search for land and the
examination of flats

’“"V

etc., by either white or black
loyalists. I„ an
"(lice, the chief officer of which.
Commissioner
Joseph Wilson, forbids his clerks in Southern
correspondence to use the terms “late re-'
hellion"

or

“rebels,”

that the charges
PDoulu prove true.

it is not at all

made

by

unlikely

the Nationalist

There arc about forty million
acres of land
the States named. The
loyal men of the
South, now here, ask Congress to extend the
time prohibiting ex-rebels from the
occupation
of these lands. There are all sorts
of cliques
here engaged in
attempts to revive forfeited
land grants in those States.
Another set from
in

—The

Eastport

Sentinel Bays that

a

pedlar

recently driving through the town of Coojier,
was stopped by afoot-pad who presented a pistol and demanded his money. The pedlar had
a little girl riding with him at the time, who,
seeing the state of affairs, crept back on the
top of the cart and dragged his overcoat up
within reach, from which he took his revolver
and disabled his man. The Sentinel also says
a boy of fifteen, living with Mrs. John

that

Crosby, stole a trunk containing $400 in gold
and $300 in currency and cleared for St. Stephen, where he was afterwards arrested. He
had hidden all but $50 of the money, however.
—It is stated that S. D. Hager, Esq., of Richmond, is the originator of the movement being made to establish a line of steamers between the Kennebec and New York, who into
be backed by wealthy citizens in Bath, and
other places on the river. An act of incorporation is to be asked for, with a capital of $100,000.
—The Transcript says a new paper, called
the Gazette, has been started in Wintlirop. A

correspondent informs the- Transcript that
“the proprietor has hired the ruins of thp Norway Advertiser, and without capital, with a
list of 150 subscribers, intends to live.”
—The New Odd Fellows’ Hall was dedicatediu Bath on Thursday last.
—The Bath Times thinks the extension of
the Buckfield railroad to Canton—an enterprise of which we recently had occasion to urge
the completion—would enable Portland to
drain in a measure the territory upon n hich
Bath market depends for the immediate supply
of its people, but adds the very sensible reflection that “Bath could not well oppose the

extension, hut she might obtain a compensation, by extending the Androscoggin road to
Mechanic Falls, thus bringing Montreal and
all tho country traversed by the Grand Trunk,
as near to Bath as they are to Portland hersalf.”
—The Aroostook Times say s the sum of $1300
in gold was received in payment tor duties on
foreign goods by Mr. Vandine, Collector at
Iloulton, during, the month of November.—
This the is largest amount ever collected there
n any one month.
Destructive Fire—The new woolen mill
of the Robinson Manufacturing Company, at

Cragie’s Mills, Oxford,

was

totally destroyed

with all the machinery and stock on Friday
night. The old mill was somewhat damaged,
but to what extent is not yet known in this city,
neither how the Are originated.
The property was owned by Messrs. H. J.
Libby & Co., of this city, and Mr. Robinson,
the manager, who resides in Oxford. The new
mill was erected about three years since, was
built of brick, 120 by 00 feet, four stories high
besides basement and attic, and contained nine
sets of woolen machinery.
The estimated loss on the new mill and the
stock it contained is

There was insurance on this mill for $110,000, and on the old
mill for $35,000, divided among the following

$150,000.

offices:
In Dow & Libby’s Agency—Home, New
York,$11,000; Putnam, Hartford,$10,000; Narragansett. Providence, $5000; Oermania, New
York, $5000; Standard, New York, $5000; Fane,
Philadelphia, $.5000. Total $41,000.
In John K. Dow & Son’s Agency—Liveritool
& London & Globe Co., $15,000; Metropolitan,
$10,000; North American, $*.,000; Phmnix, $•>,000; Charter Oak, $3,000. Total $30,000.
In J. W. Munger’s Agency—International,
New York, $12,000; Home, New Haven, $0,000;

Police Item.—Sixteen persons were accommodated at the lockup Saturday night. Four
of them applied for lodgings; one was committed for vagrancy; five for drunkenness, and six Merchants’,
Providence, $0,000; Connecticut,
I do., $0,000; Roger Williams, do., $0,000. Total
for drunkenness and disturbance.

Skating.—The skating on tbe basin is excellent and there is no danger now in indulging in the sport Baiiey on Free street has
capital skates.

$30,000.
in Loring, Stockpole & Co.’s Agency—Security, New York, $10,000; Atlantic, Brooklyn,
$.5000; Providence, $6000. Total $21,000.
In Warren Sparrow's Agency—National,
Boston, $S00O.

Foreign Extorts.—The exports from this
port last week amounted to 9153,316.88.

—Henry Bnlwer, youngest
ist, it about to publish a work

son
on

of the novel-

Talleyrand.

Louisiana

are here
asking for a grant of public land in that State, to aid in
rebuilding the
Mississippi levees. The Levee Commissioners
who are represented in this
endeavor, are all
pro-rebel in character and

sympathies

PATINO FOB

SUBBATT’S PARDON.
sharp encounter of wit ooctnred this
morning in the House. Being in Committee
of the \\ hole, Mr. Stevens had under
considertion an appropriation bill, in which was an
item for $25,000 for the use of the State DeA

partment. Mr. Schofield of Pennsylvania objected to this, urging as he did so, that he un-

stood that it was to
defray the expense of
bringing John H. Surratt home that he might
be pardoned, This
palpable hit was greeted
with heart) laughter, which was not
lessened
when Mr. Stevens rose to
reply. The solemn
of the “Great Commoner” was taken

manner

as sure precursor of some
biting sarcasm. He
announced that be would explain the charac
acter ol the
expenditures, and in so doing
gratify the laudable curiosity of some of his
friends as to reported interviews with a certain

public functionary.

He then stated that Mr.
him at his (Mr. Stevens) request, Seward being the younger man, as Mr.
Stevens facetiously remarked. He would assure his friends that no other
was talkSeward called

on

subject

ed of but this appropriation. The
object was
to pay tho expenses of suits now
being tried in
Eugland and Franee for the recovery from
parties there of property formerly belonging
to tho rebel government. These claims amounted in all to about twenty million dollars, and
most of this it was expected to recover. Another item was of course the amount incurred
in the arrest and pursuit of Surratt, which Mr.
Stevens said whs expensive, having for a
year
been carried on, mainly by telegraph, over the
continent and in the East. He
thought, however, it was money well expended. Another
item was for the payment of vessels of war em-

ployed by the State Department. It was tho
of the Secretary of the
Navy to charge
the cost when a ship of war was used by other

custom

departments of the

government and collect the

same.
mr. ncnotleld said he would withdraw his
motion to strike out if Mr. Stevens would assure him that in the unexplained items there
was not one
paying for “swinging around the
circle.” Stevons said in reply that he believed
there were some unpaid bills out, but they were
not included in this appropriation. The affair

quite amusing and sharp. It is a pertinent illustration ol the contempt entertained
for the author of “My Policy.” Another point
is the want of all friendly and social relations
between the White House and the Capitol.
was

PXBSOXAI.

the conspicnons persons on the floor
was the
striking figure and swarthy face of
Gen. Logan, the favorite soldier of Illinois.
The General is stouter than formerly, and does
Within two
not wear his block hair so long.
or throe days the House hits been strengthened by the arrival of Hon. Koscoe Conkling of
New York. Mr. Conkling is an able man—one

Among

ol'the ablest in a body remarkable for intelloctual force and capacity. Yet a young man,
he is rising rapidly in the estimation of not
only hisconstitnency, but of the country. His
name is brought forward
prominently in connection with the succession to the seat ol Mr.
Harris in the Senate. It is a settled fact in
the minds of the shrewdest observers here and
elsewhere, that Mr. Greeley, onre likely to be
elected, has now no chance whatever. George
W. Curtis would be most generally approved,
but his locality is against him. So far aa public men here are concerned the election of Koscoe Conkling would he welcomed heartily, and
lie considered as an honorable act on the part of
the State of wliirh he is a distinguished citizen.

Spectator
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The New York World which lias been

for

backing and filling unaccountably
in its treatment of the Mexican question,
seems at last to have got some light upon the
subject and to have settled down upon a polthe
icy which will probably be adopted by
Democratic press throughout the country.
The World began by denying that Juarez had
time

some

ever been elected President of the Mexican
and roundly asserted that the Mexi-

hepnbiic

of

incapable

cans are

The

self-government.

authentic fact of Juarez's election and inauguration is well known to all readers of the
newspapers who remember anything about
tlie recent history of Mexico. Whether the
Mexicans arc capable of sell-government remains to be proved, but Americans who believe in popular government anywhere will

probably

want to see

tried before

experiment fairly

the

Just as
'Juarez had succeeded in putting down the
infamous Chnrch party which lias been the
loinenter oi all the disturbances which have
distracted that unhappy country, the French
invasion supervened, and the Libeials have
since been contending against tbelr old
antagonist, the Church party, plus the Empire.
Learning after a while that Juarez had not

pronouncing

it a failure.

only been elected but that he bad been uniformly recognized by our owu government as
President of the Mexican Republic, the World
graciously accorded to him its own recogniLast week it went ftirther. The World

tion.

proposes that we assume a protectorate
of the Mexican government, becoming a surenow

ty tor her debt, and receiving in return some
of her territory. This pretty arrangement we are bound to undertake, because we
have “plucked up institutions transplanted in-

portion

to the country from Europe, which, had they
taken root, would have given to that country
the inestimable blessings of order, stability,
If we

the injury

repair
ifcc.,
accomplished by our "interference,” we shall see her “rising into national importance as the second
<S-c.”

power of the western continent.”
It would be a sufficient answer 10 this proposition, so far as the United States are concerned, to say that we are not just now in
pressing need of more territory, and that we
have use for our surplus earnings
debts, without assuming obligations assumed
by the refractory Church party and uniformly
repudiated by the government of which JuaMexico can pay her legitirez is the head.
to pay our own

She will up more pay Miramon's
loans than we shall pay Jefferson Da-

mate debts.

forced

The two cases are precisely similar.—
If England should make war upon 11s to indemnify British holders of rebel bonds, she
would have identically the excuse which was
taken to justify the French invasion of Mex-

vis’s.

question
duty remains to be considered. What is this “interference” of which
the World complains? Simply this.
We
have protested from the beginning against
the attempt to impose upon the Mexican
people by force a foreign ruler. They have
never acquiesced in the establishment of the
Empire. The Archduke has never held a
loot of Mexican soil outside oi his
shifting
The

of

lines,

military

believe with

it is natural for people who
the World that European insti-

(in plain words, a monarchical government) are “inestimable blessings,” to advocate for the United States the same
policy
which France reluctantly abandons.
Most
Americans, however, believe iu American institutions, and so believing incline to leave
tutions

the Mexicans to manage their own affaii-s.—
Our interference was simply a protest against

foreign

interference,

and

effectually pro-

hibits us from any attempt to regulate Mexico.
Our course is very plain. It is simply to
continue to

recognize the rightful government
oi that country.aud to continue to withhold all
encouragement trom the rebels. The moral
influence of such a policy will strengthen the
hands of the Liberals and assure their
peaceful supremacy a'ter a brief struggle.
liow

.hull

People get

to

t1

liuii'li?

In ihe rather animated discussion
respecting
the management of the street cars and the order of the station, the main question seems to
be forgotten. As the season advances, it
may
any Sunday become a practical questim, and
we are assured that
many church-goers in this
city are looking for the practical answer with
The congregations of half a
great interest.
dozen of our churches are now-dependent upon
the Christain charity of other societies for
places of worship. Their new places of meetnot so conveniently accessible as the
old. These are the facts.
Under the circumstances, the street cars would undoubtedly he

ing

are

largely patronized

if on

Sundays they

should
make two or three trips just before and
just after mcqting time. It certainly seems that much
good and no harm would come of such an ar-

rangement.
Tlie management of the station in Market
Square obviously has nothing to do with this

suggestion. Nevertheless,

ed, there is

our

reasonable ground ol complaint. “Church” probably has not visited the
room on Sunday of late,
and if she should,
would be gratified at the change
The periodicals and other articles which are offered for
sale there during the week, are in the
open
now no

room, as everybody knows, and are exposed to
all visitors. It is absolutely necessary therefore that somebody should remain there to
protect them whenever the waiting-room is
open.
A Great

The Press
that

a man

now

"

tlornl

Idea.”

tacks

cannot

right about, maintains
“by writing or publishing”

“disturb the public peace or attempt to subvert
the

government,”

unless he accompanies it by
acts of violence—that
argument must be met
alone by argument and that
only when actual
violence is resorted to, should the law
step in
to punish. In other
words, that a man may be
the veriest traitor at heart,
may publicly teach
treason ana ‘attetupt to subvert the
governmeat up to the point ol
striking the very blow
to overthrow a with
complete innocence beiore the law amt with entire
impunity from
punishment. Oils is the present position of
the Press; anil it wiii he apparent to our readers how broad it has been
obliged to make its
cloak of charity in order to cover the moral
treason of its party leaders ’.—Argus.
This is correctly stated, except that the Press
has not tacked right about, but bas
always and
uniformly held that under the Constitution of
the United States there can be no treason without an actual state of war. It is allowable for
the Argus, which doesn’t know the constitutional definition of treason when it sees

it,
actually criticised that definition appearing in the Press the other day without quotation marks, and pronounced it
“defective”—

English

the

plant

to head before its farina

can

be

Constitution insists that “treason against the
United States shall consist only in levying war
against them, or in adhering to their enemies."
Will the Argus be kind enough to explain
how its doctrine of “moral treason” is to -be
reconciled with this plain language of the fundamental law ot the land.
Merc about the Grand Trunk.
Mb.

Editob,—I

glad

that “Commercial
Street” has waked up to some ol the
misdeeds
of that most delinquent
concern, the Grand
Trunk Railroad Company, for I confess
I was
beginning to fear that Portland was losing its
manhood and playing the spaniel to this British lion.

Although

am

this arrogant

foreigner has,

ever

Hats, Caps

The same is true of oats and barley.
Wild
found in the southern country, hut the
Who does
graiu is not worth threshing .out.
not know that the oats of Canada and Aroostook yield more per acre, afford a heavier
grain, more suitable for mealing and bread;
West?

A NOYES,
Block, Exchange street.

A VIluable Medicine.—Dr. Poland’s White
Pine Compound, advertised in our columns, is a successful attempt to combine and apply the medicinal
virtues ot the White Piue Bark. It has been thoroughly tested by people in this city and vicinity, and the
proprietor has testimonials to its value from persons
well knows to our citizens. We reccommend its trial
in all those cases of disease to which it is adapted. It
is for sale by all our Druggists.—Independant.

con-

oats are

or

New

Mon,

The Great New
Dn.

Before

good, they had to
north and get acclimated to these high
latitudes. The barley, too, of Maine, is superior to barley in the Middle or Southern States.
A cold climate gives the soundest and heaviest

Jiest

England Remedy!

WHITE PINE COMPOUND
offered

Ami

graiu.
Onions, beets, carrots, turnips, parsnips aud
other nutritious roots are sadly affected by the

the tree from

as

The White Pine

which, in

Compound,

sep7-dtt

Sore Throat, Cold*,

There they fructify before they form
perfect roots, go to seed the first year, and
make foliage at the expense of the tubers.
The grapes are perhaps the most valuable

fection.

Give it

crop in the United States—more so than cotton. These are proverbially in perfection only
in northern and cold regions.
True, grapes
can be grown in the “sunny South” by plant-

a

trial if you would learn the value of
GOOD AND TRIED MEDICINE.

Pleasant Safe and Sure.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicines generally.

by

Sold at wholesale

W. F. Phillip* A Co.,
J. W. Perkins A' Co.,
And W. W.

ing

the ground with the seed every year, as is
done for other annual crops; but when the
first crop is cut, rank and vile weeds spring up
that spoil the field for mowing or pasturage.—
It is impossible to fatten an animal on south-

PORTLAND,
sep29-deow6msN

Long

ME.

Whipple,

Come at Laxt!

grass or southern hay. It is without richness or nutriment. The consequence is, that in
all those regions mostauimals browse lrom necessity on the foliage and buds of trees and bushes, aud are poor, without size or beauty. In
our pastures,
aud in our barns, cattle and
horses grow fat on grass and hay. This is because of the superior quality of northern grasses. I never saw such charming fields and pas-

the most
the pure
and unadulterated
juice of the
any impure
Ingredient, we can heartily recommend it to the sick
as a medicine, and to the w ell, as a beverage.

Berry,

rapidly

more

scpl9sN2tawtt

Mutu al Pi*rh and II) jgeiitit- Wine.—These
desirable and valuable wines have, we are glad to say,
made their appearance in our city, and having examined
o ui-sclves, we can speak understand ingly
of their excellence.
The Muscat PERLEisa
very rich and delicious
wine,
adaptcd ibr ladies, and certainly surpasses any table wine in the country.
As a Communion wine it stands unrivalled, and
churches would do well to examine it for Sacramental
purposes. Purity, delicacy of flavor and mildness,
are all comluncd In Muscat Perle.
The Hygienic Wine has been submittedtoa number of our most eminent Physicians and they strongly
recommend it as a tonic of rare *viriue.
The purity of these wines can be relied on. and their
exceUence and deliciousness will be appreciated by all
who test them. They should be kept by all Druggists. REEL), CUTLER & CO., BOSTON, Agents
for New England.
n
sepS-eodlysN

especially

Make
IVO

Own

Soap l

IVCC'KMMAKV!

M UE

BySiviugand Ueitig

Your Waste Grease

BUY ONE BOX OF THE

North to find good grapes—to
Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York. Some varieties that are in perfection in those States,
would pass the line of success hy emigrating

Pennsylvania Salt M’fg. Co’s

S A PO NIh'lK n.

few acclimated kinds that are as prolific and delicious as
the Catawba of Cincinnati.
By all this it would seem that Nature allows
and even requires her choicest
products, both
of field and garden, to immigrate northward to
greet the homes of{the hardy northmen who
a

(Patentsot 1st and 81I1 Felt., 1859.)

CONCENTRATED

Grocery

Some

augllsnlyd&w

suite

Depot.

wishes to manage the
but when an article
appears in

church-goers being
horse railroad, the

accommodated on the
church-goers have a right to tree their minds.
I will, with y°u*
reply as briefly
D'^.'ission,
as possible, to
Truth”
of December 14th
I
am a “woman,” thank
fortuuc, and am not
afraid to speak the truth, the w hole truth and
nothing hut the truth. Through vour columns
of the 4th inst 1 did the same, aud did not
wish
to discuss the matter.
1 siuiply stated a lewtacts. One point
I
reconsider.
will
1 did
only
not mean
by a “little of everything” to be sold
at the horse
railroad depot on Sundays anyrf*11?8 r° dr,‘!lk- “Truth” knows better than
that. 1
could not enumerate all the little nice
articles, such as candies, uuts, tobacco, periodcals, &c., &c., to be sold there, because, Mr.
Kditor, it would take up too much space. Let
ine say to the public that I
never heard of or
taw anything like liquor there
on Sundays or
The
other
uiy
day.
gentlemen and their sisait who sell the fancy articles above
named on
■Sundays, are very quiet, agreeable and poiite
[ w-ould ask “Tiutli, for he does not
deny that
irtieles are sold there Sundays, or any other
;ood man, wliat class of people would be likely
o patronize and
purchase fancy articles on
he Sabbath ; such as tobacco, candies,
nuts,
&c.?
I call them rowdies; pi rhaps
leriodicals,

Nights —VTe

remedies.

Warren’s Cough Balsam.
The best Remedy ever compounded for Colds,
Doughs, Cntnrrh and Consumption, and all
libgases of the Throat and Lungs.
Eir For sale by all Druggists. Manufactured by
B. F. HHADRI RV,
oetl5d&w9N6in
Druggist, BANOOR.

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
*

1

®P*endid Hair Dye Is the best in the world,
ine only true and
perfect Dye—Harmless, Reliable,
instantaneous. No disappointment.
No ridiculous
-Natura1 iJljiek 0r Brown. Remedies the ill
infects ot Bad Dyes.
the
Invigorates
hair, leaving
t soft and beanuthl.
The genuine is signsd Wtitam A. Batchelor.
AH others are mere
imitations,
ind should be avoided.
Sold by all Druggists and
’erfiimcrs. Factory 81 Barclay street, New York.
of
n
(Tfr* Kewnrr
couninfrii.
November 10, 18G6. dlysn
A

1

Rich

nml

Commercial St.

MOT1CE. H. J. LIBBY & CO., Manufacturers j
and Commission Merchants. Couhting Boom |
First National Bank, No. 23 Free street, second
story.
iyll tf

HEBBILL, Dealer in
•
Watches, Jewelry, Masonic Regalia, and MiliNo
13
Free
tary Goods,
street, Portland.
Same store with Geyej and Caleb
iyI2dtf

JAH1BR08E

place

new

STURTEVANT,

i

No. 169 middle Street, Portland, Me.
n
aagtS—tl

MERRILL BROS. A CUSHING,
Late Merrill & Small, Wholesale Dealers in

now

H

Goods,

_

^

STREET,

re-

site,

on

Nov 1G—dim

ed to answer all

St, would be pleas-

orders tor

Cron
Window Shutters, Gratiugs, &e.
Particular attention paid to Gas

Railings, Doors,

and Steam fitting.
HK KASTEKN KXPKEM cfo. are now
permanently located at No. 21 Free street, and
prepared to do Express Business over all the Railroad and Steamboat routes in the State, and West
by B* S. & P., Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
to Boston, connecting there with Expresses to all
parts ot the country.
For the convenience of our customers on Commercial and Fore streets, an order book ior freight Calls
will be kept at office of Canadian Express Co., No.
Fore street.
J. N. WINSLOW.

BRADSTREET’S
IMPROVED

BUBBER

“Arcade.”

Law,

Joaeph Howard, Jy9tf

M.

FEARSON,
Gold and Silver Plater
-AND-

Manufacturer ot Silver Ware,

TempleJ Street, first door from Congress Streetf
PORTLAND, ME.
n
May 19—dly

A. WILBUR &
112 Tremont Street,

Jy24

Importers

and

LEROY Z. COLLINS.

[From the Rockland Gazette.J
1 suffered from Catarrh and Deafness twenty -sevau
yean. Dr. Carpenter’s Remedies cured my Catarrh
entirely, and greatly Improved my hearing.
Miss A. L. STAPLES.

DRESSER,

At

Booksellers,
fulf atock

a

Rockland, April 19,1865.

of

[From the Bangor Whig f Courier.1

Under the

care of Dr. Uarpenlor, I have been entirely cured of Catarrh with which I wua severely afflicted, to the great improvement of my general health
Miss LOIS E. YOUNG.

March 12,1866.

Testimonial at Rev. Mr. W. O. Thouin..
Haring been afflicted with irritation and discharge
of my ears six years and receiving only temporary re
lief, 1 was Induced to consult Dr. Carpenter last February. His treatment cured me. My ears remain
W. O. THOMAS.
perfectly well.
Belfast, Oct. 11, 1865.

A GREAT RUSH
M.

FROST’S,

DEAFNESS.
[From the Bangor Timet.]
1 had been growing deaf fifteen years and had bedeaf I could not hear our minister, who is a
Under l>r. Carpenter’s care, at
▼wy ,oad
the Bangor House, I have recovered my
hearing, can
now hear as well as ever.
I reside in Benton.

NO BIO PROFITS,
MO DULL TRADE
But Crowds of* Customer

come to

speaker.

Who an receiving Bleating* by buying flood* Cheap

Blankets

at Old Prices l

Only 94,75

Fancy

The Certificates, published in

Flannels!

LOW PRICES!

Several marked cure* have come under our obaerv
ation, and we have conversed with many others who
have been benefitted by Dr. Carpenter’s treatnem,
and we hare become satisfied that he is skillful in the
class of diseases which he treats, and careful to promise only what he can perforin.—[Btinqor Whig t( tour.
See other Certificates in Portland Transcript.
d&wtt
pov19_

all Deacriptiou.

WOOLEN GOODS FOR MEN & BOY’S WEAR!
All of the above Goods will be offered at a
GREAT REDUCTION from regular rates.
Remember I

No. -A

CO.,

HAND, Attorneys
No. 16 Free Street,
Middle.
WEATHER STRIPS. JA-4K.

and

Deering Block.

ROBINSON

SEW ALL ,

DYE

Warranted,
properly applied to Doors anil
Windows, to prevent their rattling, and to
when

shall continue our business in all ft*
various branches and at lower rates.
EY"Ladies’ Dresses dyed for $1.00. All ether articles dyed at equally low rates,

Ball, where

EFFECTUALLY EXCLUDE

Dust, Cold, Wind, Bain, Noise,
To

&c.

*nvr in furl one
ate temperature in

half;

to keep a moderthe *evcre»l weather, and regulate fresh air to unit
the taste ; to preserve health by

CLOTHING!

NO.

CONGRESS

331

NVo have taken the store

STREET,

288 CONGRESS STREE?,

six D**n sieve Case* Street,

(Opposite

VARIED

Where

COLLECTIOX

AND-

Complete

Wea'h

r

Advantage

to

pied by N.

O. Oram, where
ness, aud be pleased to see
ceive their orders.

Strip

Ever invented, to effect the several purposes intended without interfering in the least with the free use
ol Doors and Window s.

Tlie

JE.

Varied

sortment ot Boots and Sh «cs, for Ladies, Gentlcu^n, Misses and Children, arc for sale by T. E.
Mb ISELEY & co., Summer Street, Boston. The
rices arc reasonable.

will

resume

busi-

their customers, or reJulylOtf

S. E. SPRING may be found at the store of
Fletcher Co., corner of Union and Commercial streets.
iyll tl

I

»

uuv

an,

nnufH)

HHU

nui*

i;ioinill)(.

13 Bjbnj. Fogg may l>e found rra.lv to wait on
customers at No. 4 Moulton stvtet, foot 'e Exchange.
tor sale by
C11GAB8.
/

BSr'We send Experienced Mechanics to apply the
Mouldings in a workmanlike manner, and warrant

jull3tl

satisfaction.
The Simplicity of this Moulding makes the price the
lowest it is possible for any Rubber Weather Strip to
be had, and they are the MOST DURABLE and EFFECTUAL, ana no one need be anno veil with dust or
noise, or take Cold with drafts while sitting near a
window or door.
They are far preferable to outside sashes and at
one quarter of the cost, and the
saving in fhel is over
one half in the winter in any room that
requires to be
constantly warmed. For sale by
C. E. IS ARNES,
At W. 1^ JERRIS’ Office, opposite Preble House,

EBLOI8

200 M. imported ana domestic Cigars
C. C. MITCHELL <& SON,
178 Fore Street.

WEBB, Attorneys aad
CouuM«llorM, at the Boody House, corner ot
Congr. ss and Ciiestnut streets.
jy26
m ROff~b. FERBIfili, Counsellor at Law,
13 No. 19 Free Street.
ju!14
fc

PIERCE, Attorney
Law, No. 8 Clapp’s Block.'

LEWIS
at

and

Counsello

ju121

Marked Down.

decl4d3t*

VICKEBY
No. 31

KEEP OUT THE

Having

Cold, Rain, Wind and Dust!

sive

prevent the rattle of Sashes with

made

new

Stock of

&
Free

Street,

DRY GOODS

BRADSTREET’S

Blon Bradbnry.

O. E.

Ug-Agmits

Wanted.

Or* All wishing to buy good goods at low prices,
respectfully invited to call and examine our stock
md prices before purchasing elsewhere, as we are
confident that onr prices will please.

BARNES, Agent.

Hayward's
We offer

Rubbers

to the

A full assortment of

J

'Vielcer.’r

the above celebrated

Shoes &
At

33

of this

Machinist and
Shop

THE

Maker,

MUl-vriaht,
O

7

KIMBALL’S Carriage Factory No. 2
Sio. 16 Preble St.,
Portland, Me.

Second National Bank.
Meeting of Stockholders of the “Second National Bonk, Portland” for the election of
rHE
and
other

TOI)I)S

Hair

M

O

V

/V

directors,
ome

Tore

business which may legally
any
before them, will be held at Nos. 188 and
190
8th January

street, (up stairs,) on TUESDAY,
M.

text, at 3 P.

la!

Portland,

Dr. A. S.
Has

THAYER,

Removed

Bis

Office

TO HIS

New Residence No. 0 Brown St.
’Doc 14—dlw*

Dec

W. H. STEPHENSON, Cashier.
7, 1866.
dc8dtd

C'asco National Bank.

annual meeting of the Stockholders of “The
Casco National Bank of Portland” for the elec( ion of seven Directors, and for the transaction of any
< ither business that
may legally come before them, |
dll be held at 190 Fore street, on TUESDAY, the
ighlh day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M.
t
E. P. GERR1SH, Cashier.
I
dim
Portland, Dec, 7,1866.

rHE

Dressing
fitted
Neatly

up

LIME

Rooms

“III

kinds i

and

decs

Desks 11

Aid

Nnmerois

Now ie

to
them in

a

Other

good time

for

more

New

Things!

I. JP.

trme and attention can be
at a more busy season.

Clothing

BOSTON/mms.
STRQUT

aug22—Rn_n_

SHEPLEY &

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,.
O
F. FIUE.

In Post Office Building, 2d story; Entrance
Q. F.

SHEPLEY.

T

change street.
jyOtl

s m A. L Ij

A.

on

Ex-

A. ST BOUT.

&

CO.,

Groceries

and

Provisions !

Highest cash prices paid for Country Produce.
i#“Consignmeuts receive prompt attention.

PERCIVAL bonnet,

Counsellor and
Morton

Attorney

at

Block, Congress Street,
i,

DAfas, ME8EBVE, HASKELL * 80.,
Importers and Jotters

Goods
18

Arcade
F.

and
Free

ot

Woolens,
Street,'

)

DAVIS,

C. H. ME3ERVE,
l. p. harkell.
E. CHAPMAN.

I
r

__

PORTLAND,

MR

|n0T9’«Sdtf

D. CLARKE <f CO.
can

he found

AT 29 MAEKET SQUAEE,
UNDER LANCASTER HALL.

Boots and Shoes for Sale Cheat).
*
jylO dtt
W. F. PHILLIES &

Wholesale

us a

CO~,

Druggists,

.*«• 148 Fore Street.

oct 17-dtt

CHAS. J. SCH UNI AC HER,

A. COBB A

CO.,

LOWELL
occupy the

A

SENTER,

Store IVa. 301 Caaconier of Brown
Street, about

new

IK*, 15th, with anew stock of Watches,
ry, Silver aai Plated Ware, wad
Cootlo for the holidays.

JewelFatter
Ex-

-treat, with acomplete stock ofNaatlcal
ca.t.iji,■“'* °P,ic*l

«aa4a, Chronometers, Watches,
Clocks, Fine Toole for Machinists and Engineers, Ac.

Ew Friends and easterners Invited to old headquarters.
Dec I, I860.—d3m

This Is to Inform mv friends and natrons that I have associated with me In the
practice ot
ALBERT EVANS,
Formerly ot Bangor, a sttUfbl dentist oi
long exntn
enee, ana take pleasure to
and

"S^hendte^.'n

NO.g

introducing

EthCT“d

recom

HEAD ®F MECHANIC STREET.

i treet.

•

Store,
Street, (Up Start.)

Ladies’ Furnishing
opened
HAVE
taming good assortment <»l
a

OlOLn'.Bl^cl^.c.

store, eon-

Hoop Skirts, Corsets,
Under Clothing, Merino Vests, Collies.
Cnfla, Wonted and Enney Goods.

French

Stomping

Done to Order.

3i£**2H°re*a

Sireel' (UP Stair*.)

$ioo.

$iou

WAR CLAIM OFF1CX.

Patterson & Ckadboarne,
Morton Block, 2 doors above Preble House.
the law approve! .Jul

rl'"St?cYoS)ltntie8* un<l€r
ot
*?cC?a*a

p*i»«

Pensions,

Arrears of I'm

all otbor claims
against the 0o?»
pr*H>ent, collected at short notice.
ftien received, and c lain
ints should tile their claims
promptly.
frank Q.
Patterson, late Lieut. 5th. Me. V#k

rJf\SH,ADBOlIRNE>lalc
Oct
16-dtf

Reconstructed
A.

on

T.

Mai-

1st Me. Cav.
n

the Old

Ground!

HALL,

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
and dealer in

Grcceriea,

W. I.

Goods

and

Predict*.

NO. 1 MICK STREET,
PORTI.AXD, ME.,
Wonld respectfully announce to Ids termer cust.
ha3

uci

mil IHenila that lie
re-established himself in hi si
I Milk
nesa at the old place, No.
street, near Etwilliam
*" wanc or
.-taaiigc.
formerlv at 91 Federal street, is now
Urocerka. I’roluoi
well to make mo a
do
will
Sr.,
call, as an ortirr n«v
permanently located at his new store No64 Federal stf
a tew doore below Lime
"
street. He is now prepared to
his numerous customers and
attend to the wants of
the public
generally In the way of cleaning and repairing Clothing of all kinds, and will be attended
to with his usual
promptness. Also second-hand ;
Clothing for sale at tkir prices.
no Cdtf

For

BUSINESS.

E&VSMS&gAr

■&*~

home_aga1n.

SIGijy PMJYTIJYG.

Go to Adams A Purinton’s

CX)R yonr House-furnishing Goods of ail kinds;
-T Carpetings, and all kinds of Crockery, Glass, Tin,
Stone, Earthern and Wooden Ware, Paper Hangno23d3iu
ings, Window Shades, &c, &c.

Notice to

or

244 CUMBERLAND,

Block, Oommfircial

Wew

DB.

Land Holders,
O’DUItOCHFIt, Uulldcr ,.iu ptepared to take
PAINTER. Mn.contracts
for Imihlina, cit.ior bv dOB
by
At present to be found at bis rcsidenc.
mnUsh First

jySOlf

JJAO_

Dental Notice !

FRESCO

\

1 Galt

a

Succestort to F. P. and if. T. Btlford, at Mr,. M.
J. Nichol,. U. S. Hotel.
*
Tretousse, best quality,
IT^lved
iot °tZephyr
XI
Bid Gloves. Afro
Worsteds, Slipper*
Hoods, Hosiery, Ladies- Under Vests, CoHeia, linen Setts, plain and emb.
Hdkfk., Muslin and Cam
Edgings, Dress Buttons, together with all articles
usually found in a first class Fancy floods Store.
Their friends and ths public are invited to call and
examine^tliem,_nnv 7 till Jan. 1, 1887.

Dentistry,

CLOTHING,

II. W. S IMOXTO X .!'• CO.,

Short A lioriig.
TOC, Corner Center Stiee

HSJJh

CO~

Manufacturers of

340 Congress

call.

jy3Qu

WILL

n

J. T. LEWIS <t

full supply 0l

HANGINGS,

DRAWING PAPER OF ALL SIZES.

ixrtfidtl

0ct4—doln

j

have removed to

They l-.a ve reoccupied their old stand No. 04

Law,

T«* Boors above Preble
Douse,
PORTLAND, ME.

Dry

a

Goods!

26 Market Square.

KINDS,

New patterns and Choice Style#.

■

LliNii AIBBKTi

decTdlm_AO

Furnishing

School, Miscellaneous and
Blank Books.

We have just rccieved from New York

Give

Sc Ct

FARM IN O TOy

AND

Prec, Cancer Center Street*.
Have on hand a full supply of

PAPER

Coin.

dc8d3m_E^LEVEEN

Post Office and Envelope Oases, Let*
ter Presses, Pen Racks, &c.

JOSEPH STOUT
Penrhyn Marble Cw.
Manufacturers and Dealers in Enameled Slate
Chimney Pieces, Brackets', Pieb Slabs, Grates
and Chimney Tops.
Importer and dealer in English Floor Tiles, German and French Flower
Pots,
limiting Vases, Parian. Bisque, and Bronze Statuetts
and Busts. Glass Shades and Walnut
Stands, Bohemian and Lava Vases and other wares.
112 TREMONT STREET Studio
Building

England Clothing
*J8 Market Hqnnrv.

purchasers of

STATIONERY OF ALL

flash,

Clollting;!
AT THE

SHORT A BORING,
Booksellers & Stationers,
31

SUPPLY

!

selecting, than
November, 26. dtf

Law,

STREET,

,|

A FULL

CUTLERY,

on

A few doors above the Post Office where he will
be
happy to see old customers and new. He now has
every facility for conducting his business in the most
satisfactory manner.
n
sep20d3m

Annual

Sy*Ordera irom Founders, Manufacturers, Printers, Painters, Surgeons, Hatters, and Shoe-Makers,
promptly executed._
sepl8d.*w3m

10

the

Canal National Bank.

at C. P.

H

TUESDAY,

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Canal National Bank of Portland, for the elecion of seven Directors, and for the transaction of
my other business that may legally come before
hem, will be held at 188 Fore Street, on Tuesday, the
Ith day of January, 1867, at 8 o’clock P. M.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
November8. dtd

PINGREE,

and Model

on

embraces FINE, MEDIUM and LW
PRICED CLOTHING, made up in the most tashn.
able style. A large assortment of the newest ete*
of GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS Is now on lial.

PRICES!

and Toilet Articles t! Boy’s

Stationery

Milliken & Co.,

novl9

are

st.,

or

Boxes

IN«

The stock

_

Bank of

Uh day of January next, at 3 o’clock P M, to- choose
ive Directors for the ensuing year, and to act on any
)ther business that may legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Dec 7,1866.
dc8dtd

Oct 10—dSmos

Pattern

21J

Banking

Moccasins,

Wholesale only.

F.

31 Free Street*

Bank
hereby notified
THEthatStockholders
their annual meeting will be held at their
Room No
Free

BTJBVBB8, HASKELL & CHASE.
Commercial St., Portland, Me.
L.

Hawley,

‘The National Traders
Portland.”

RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES,
At Agency prices. Also

Boots,

&

docl2d2w

trade

Work

J. D.M. Sweat

31 COMMERCIAL STREET,
ang31-dtf
Portland, Mala.,

ire

dccl4dlm*

toys

steck of

new

FURNISHING GOODS

City,

Prangs Beantiful Publication*

Law,

Wholesale and Retail dealers in

dty,

Railroad office, opposite Preble House.

Stt

The

Wholesale Dry Goods, CHRISTMAS GOODS!
call, for
shown

J

Together with a general assortment of Domestics,have
narked them down to correspond with the present
date of the market, and are now
prepared to give
?nstomer» as good Bargains as can he found in this

50 per cent, in Fuel, mid last a life time.
Simple, Cheap and Durable. The best Weather Strip
Invented. Examine Testimonials'and Specimens at
the Real Estate Agency of IV. H. JERRIs at Horse
"ave

nov

Deering

WOOLENS) !

UPON YOUR DOORS AND WINDOWS.

Will

CHEAPEST

Portland Maine.

..AND-

Improved Rubber Moulding

at

940 CON6KESS
STREET,
Chadwick Mansion, opposite United States Hofol,

HAWLEY,

additions to their already exten-

LAW,

BRADBURY & .SWEAT

Counsellors

GOODS!

be found at his store.

Best Assortment in the
the

Has saved his Library. OBee at2 21-2 Free street
the Griffith block, tlilrd story.
n jyWtl'

,1ul20_

others.

AT

to

Preble House)

haves

—a xiv—

AND

WOODMAN,

COUNSELLOR
In

XTATHAN GOULD, Merchant Tailor, has removed
to No. 16 Market Square, over Sweetsir's Apothe
cary store.
jyfO—4t

Over all others, the Rubber is inserted on a
bevel,
giving double the elasticity.
No metal or Olhcr
Corroding Substance
Is used, and it does not disfigure a house if
removed,
which can be easily done, even if tlie bouse is onlv
rentori. Being considered FAli SUPERIOR to all

And

they

A

these Strips Have

JABEZ C.

A-

order.
UF^First class Coat-makers wanted
B. BIOE A SON, 138 "Exchange street.
• Coffins
and Caskets: also, Me taUc Burial
Caskets.
jyjjti
J. WALKER & CO. may be found at
flHARLES
No. 150 Commercial street, store formerly occu-

Effective and Durable,

Only Ornamental &

FEBNAiTd

SON, Merchant Tailors,
have taken Union Hall, entrance on Free fit.,
•
where they are ready with a good stock of Goods for
Men's wear, which they will manufacture in garments

preventing acute drafts, so
productive of Colds x to
be the CHEAPEST
NlMPMJNT,

Most

H. BURKE.

Careful attention paid
_Q aug22—6m

HOLIDAY

ike

we

€1*0'

Dealers in

slating

shipping.

we

jul 176m

I

of
to

KNIGHT I

^

ST

Boston,

ROOFING SLATES,
all colon, and
nails.

Counsellors^

jul-3
HOUSE ^NOTICE—Persons having left
orders at 101 Exchange street, can now find
them at 324 Congress street, opposite Mechanics’
near

PlItM!

1VEW

Dec 8—d&wtf

SOMERS

or

Dr. Carpenter has entirely cured persons in this
city who have been under treatment at the Eye amt
Ear Infirmaries without being benefiticd.— (Beha%i
Age.

Thlbets, Shawls, Cloakings, Beavers, Poplins.
of

columns, of Dr

our

will not humbag
professes
be,
deceive the public.—[Kennebec Journal, Angaita.

flood Amerioan Prints- 1 Shilling pr. yd.
Bleached and Brown Cottons,

Good*

ore

cures are bona,tide to our own
Carpenter’s
knowledge.
He Is all he
to
and

ONLY 30c PE It YARD.

Drew

1.

All the pulriished Certificates of Dr. Car neuter
bana Jlde.—[Maine Farmer.

per pair.

Shirting

Mrs. CLARK PIPER.

_

Bangor, Oct.

would respectfully invite the attention of the people
of Portland and vicinity to Um

WELCH and AMERICAN

tf

[from the Maine Farmer.j
Auuusta, Oct. 3, 1806.

Carpenter cured me of deafiiess of Bfteou year.’
standing over a year ago. My hearing remains perfectly good. 1 reside In Union, Me.
Dr.

Blank Book* and Stationery on reasonable terms at
ITS PORE STREET,
oc26codaw2m
near the foot of Exchange Sheet.

AT

CLEAVES,

Near Middle Street.
n
Nathan Cleaves.

REED. Counsellors at Law, Morton
Ar-

Block, Congress St. Same entrance as U.
iyl2dtf
to

Wares, Ac.,

PORTLAND. M NE.
Office No. 17 Free Street,

my offices.

READY
commence again. C. M. & H. T.
PLUMMER White and Blacksmiths, having
ALL
built
tbe old
No. 12 Union

Small

Street,

& Counsellors at

Attorneys

Law,

at

BARGAIN8!

I. wv—-AHnlfl g f:. ? mw *...
Carriage Trimmings.

HOWARD A

pel Banner, Augusta.

—.FOR-

a m \

Hosiery, Gloves,

Augusta, Oct. 8, lew.
from sccrofulous sore eves for

_

no21dtf

-AT-

Hardwa re

No. 18 Free
ang2ldtjanl

in both ears.
Miss E. O. BACHELDOR.

ever

My daughter suffered

IF, DAMA,

Publishers,

I*.

BAILEY A CO.,
Importers and dealers in
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

business,

well as

as

eight years and had become neatly bbnd. We employed many physicians without Denatlt. Dr. Carpenter cored her over a year ago. Her eyes remain
petfectly well.
Mrs. RACHEL SCHOLES.
Mrs. S. resides In Augusta, and the above statement Is given in her own hand and ia correct.—]ftos-

Law, School &aA Miscellaneous Books,

Congress Street.

MILLS* although burned up, the ProJ priet^rs, Messrs. L. J. Hill & Co.,
1MGLE
preFANCY GOODS,
to
furnish
pared
Coffees, Spices, Cream Tartar, &e,
at their
of
No. 1U0 Green St.
are

hear

BLINDNESS.

Exchange Street,

IOHM

and

We have seen and conversed with Miss Barfield*
and her statement is foil and satislactory.—[ Ken. Jour.

STOCK BROKER.

offer for sale

FAMES

IIJj

very deaf and Buttered from inflammation

Orders from oat ol town solicited.

ocil6dtl

Saddlery

was

now

JET. M. PAYSON,

Wldgery’s Whurl,
POBTLAJfD, ME.

T.

WORKEttB,

STATIONERS,

GENERAL

over

Nearly Opposite Mechanics’ Hall,

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

n

over

I

[From the Kennebec Journal qf Augusta.
Augusta, Me., August 18t#.

a constant and profuse discharge from both ears baton years: one ear was totally deaf, ihe other ocar1>
useless. Dr. Carpenter’s Remedies cured me. 1 tan

Oak Street, between, Congress and Free
Sts.,
PORTLAND: UK.
Coloring. Whitening end Whito-Washtag prompt

Commission Merchants,

CO., Furs,

Jull7tf
CO., Wholesale

Co.

are

DR. T. K. TLA YLOR, 17 Hanover Street, Boston,
tas received the new Frpncn Remedies aud modes of
Teatraent practised by Drs. Dumas and Rioord—Safe
Peasant and warranted Positively, effectual in all
Mseases of the Blood, Urinary and Reproductive Orpins, and all Irregularities aud Complaints peculiar
o Women.
Enclose stamp and receive fiill particuars by mail.
n
oct3-d&w3m

one

to

Sleep

rapidly

Traxi.

ITO®>~No

Can’t

now prepared to supply Hospitals, Physicians, the
trade and the great public generally, with the standird and invaluable remedy, Dodd’s Nervine, which
uticle surpasses all known preparations for the cure
all formsof Nervousness. It is
superceding
Jvery preparation of opium—the well-knowri result of
which is to produce costivcness and other serious
litticulties; it allays irritation, restlessness and spasms,
Mid induces regular action of the bowel
aud secretive organs.
No preparation lor Nervous Diseases ever sold so
readily, or met with such universal approval. For
Sleeplessness, Loss of Energy, Peculiar Female
Weaknesses ami Irregularities,' and all the iearful
nental and bodily symptoms that follow in the train
)f nervous diseases, Dodd’s Nervine is the best remciv known to science. Sold by all druggists. Price 11.
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co.,

It is a wise proverb to
‘let well enough alone.” Let us do this, anife
instead of sighing for other and better
climates,
set ourselves about a cheerful performance of
the duties, and reaping the benefits
peculiar to
the fertile and salubrious section in which a
beneficent Providence has cast our lot.

railroad;

stores.

Folks

&

TBUE A
WOODMAN.
Dry Goods, No. 4 Galt Block.
Jul 17—dll

ECONOMY AND COMFORT.

BEWARE GF COUNTERFEITS.
£1T'Be particular in asking for Pennsylvania Salt
Manufacturing Co’s Saponiiier.
nol78Ncod&wly

of comfort around us.

print referring strictly

LYE.

will make 12 pounds excellent hard soap, or 25
gallons of the very best sotY soap for only about SO cts.
Directions on each box.
For sale at all Drug ami

Nature’s indication. The fanner and gardener
of Maine can suecessl'uly grow all the best
meats, grains, vegetables and pulpy fruits
which mother earth has produced for the use
and delight of man. We have all the elements

ftCailroit.l

Balloy »

OMITH &

It

of sagacious toil; she does not
make it necessary tor northern cultivators to
emigrate South to meet more perfect productions under a hotter sky. Well would it be
for our people if they would take the hint from

KIoi-m

LIBBEY. lusuraace Agents,
No 117 Commercial, corner of
Exchange St. Home Office of New York; National
Office of Boston; Narragansett Office of Providence;
Putnam Office of Hartford; Standard Office of New
York, and other reliable offices, are represented by
this agency.
John Dow.
F. W. Libbey.
jy25dtf

Hats, Caps and Robes, 164 Middle St„

8TERER8,

CARTER

PATENTS,

aug2dtf_
k

&FFFJVY,

—AND—

OF

OHASF;, CRAB

THEODORE WYMAN.
State House, Augusta, Jan. 15, 1R66.

No. 80 Exchange St.

CLAPP’S BLOCK,

NO. 8

&

will be found at
DOW

26c.

Congress st, Portland.

capable

horse

Your

come

The

O. M. <£ D. W. NASH

of these troubles.

Dec 6—dtf

LAW,

—AND—

SOLICITOR

discharges,

Law,

at

Counsellor and Attorney

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR AT

have resumed business at the head of Long Wharf,
under J. W. A1 unger’s Insurance Office, and will be
pleased to see their former customers and receive their
orders as usual.
n
dtt
July 10, 1866.

EASTMAN BROTHERS

tjiem

trees, but seldom or never is a grape found upon them.
The excess of heat blights the fruit,
aud no persons pretend to cultivate it there.—

are

PAYSON,
Exchange St.

PACKARD, Bookseller and Stationer, may be
• found at No. 237
Congress St., corner of Oak
St.
jul16tf
WEBSTER 4r CO., can be found at the store
RS.
•
of C. K. Babb, Clapp's Block, No. 9, where we
offer a good assortment or Clothing and Fnrnisldng
Goods at low prices.
jul 16

Proprietors.

n

M.

M*

Dealers want no other where it has been introSend for circulars and certificates. Ask the
Druggist to get the medicine for you.
Druggist who desire a most efficacious, popular and
selling medicine for Piles may apply to the
Proprietors. Sold by the Proprietors, and by S. Anderson& Son, Bath; H. H. Hay, Portland; B. F.
Bradbury, Bangor; Horace Barbour, Lewiston, ami
other Druggists
Wm. Carr &Ce.

apple of the South is an acrid thing, not fit for
the dessert, or to be cooked dry, or exrpcssed

have now

H.

Dr. Carpenter's Remedies have cured me of Catarrh
and Polypus trom which i suffered nix years.
Had
copious
dullness in the head and much
difficulty in talking or breathing. I n»*w have none

—

nearest

illustration of our principle.
The apple, pear, peach, nectarine, plum
cherry, currant, gooseberry aud other lruits
came originally from the South, hut are never
found in such perfection there as here. The

we

OF

P I. A

Counsellors,
Hanno W. Gage.

W. H.

Tmllniouinl of llou. Theodor** \V>iuuu

Junction oi‘ Free & Middle Streets.

ROSS

n

MONDAY, Nov. 12, to lie

HOSE, for

duced.

pulpy

Iy7tt

Bank

CATARRH.

PORTLAND, MB.

Office 113 Federal Street,
PORTLAND. ME.

Sewell C. Strout

National

remove on

'39

A full line ol
Quilts. All Wool Blankets.
heavy SHIRTING FLANNELS.
RT*A few more left of those Ladies fine MERINO

Piles.

striking

Maine, though

Will

-AND-

You Deed not Suffer with Piles
Since Carr’s Pile Remedy brings immediate relief, and speedily cures both receui and inveterate
The only uniformly success till medicine tor
cases.

grounds.

to

Merchants

Counsellors

GAGE,

and

Attorneys

THE

•

years in wbie\i to pay for it in labor upon the
roads which the State will make to your own

dtt

u

&

TESTIMONY.

HOME

[From Maine Farmtr.,

No. 30
STROUT

R EMO VA L!

MOULDINGS !

MAINS’ ELBERBEBRY WINE.
nov 27 s n d&wtf

let me advise you to turn your face from Seces,
sia aud go at once to the healthy and fertile valley of Aroostook, where the State will sell you
land for fifty cents per acre, and give you four

TAILOR,

contain One Dollar Ce ensure

must

Testimonials below are all received in ibis
State, and can be readily investigated by Ihogedestrous of so doing.
Hundreds of other certificates ean
bs seen at tbe Dr.’s Office.

MeCOBB A KINOSBUBY.

y attendea to.
May 22—dtl

Attorney,

**uiu.

Without

The

-Fore Street.

BTTIOOO AUD MABTIO

Particular attention given to writing Wills,
Contracts, Deeds and Legal Instruments.
.Inly 81,1166.
dtf

OF CHESTNNT

August 30,186(1

and

BQTJAEE,

BROKERS,
y7u°‘

luarricd

answer.

an

PLAIN AND OKNAVIli NTAL

DEANE,

Counsellor

DOWNES,

CORNER

let

AND

H. P.

gy'VBut Letters

Druggist,

WOOD A SON,

No. 8. Clapp’s Black, Caagreu SI.

An Order Slate may be lound at Messrs. Low,
Plummer & Co’s. No 83 Commercial St, and at Mr C.
M. Rice’s Paper Warehouse, No. 185 Fore Street.
All orders promptly at ten ed to
Goods at rhe lowest prices.
j uliGtl

WOOD

Furnaces,

(Opposite the Market.)

In full vai lety. Every kind and quality of Housekeeping goods. Linens, Damask, C'ambbics, Toi-

To the days of the aged it addeth length,
To the mighty it addeth strength,”
’Tis a balm for the sick, a joy for the well—
Druggists and Grocers buy and sell

hearty cows will give the richest milk for the
sweetest butter in America. If you are a farmer and would go where you would enjoy the
luxury of the richest feed and choicest butter

We must

by

G.

IRON, CiBEENOVClU

CONGRESS

&

WHIPPLE,

au»-°_u_
W. U.
•

Eyes

CONSULTATION AT OFFICE FREE,

PORTLAND, ME.

_

Where they will be pleased to see all their former
customers and receive orders as usual.
augl7dtf n

No. 233 1-2 Congress Street,

DOMESTICS !

pulmonary complaints, as well as one of
agreeable Beverages. Manufactured from

tures of rich grass as I have seen in Aroostook
County, when the ground, in the vernal season
is covered with compact white clover, on which
oxen may grow fat, aud by means of which the

On the subject of the delicious and
fruits, let me say that these afford a still

Berry

C. PEABODY.

HAS BEHOVED TO

,.

Wine.

We take pleasure in announcing that the above
named article may be found for sale by all City
Druggists and first class Country Grocers.
As a Medicine Mains’ Wine is invaluable, being
among the best, if not the best, remedy for colds and

H.

MERCHANT

DEPARTMENT,jrhich

33*

Stoves, Ranges

Without Interfering with the patients occupa-

Artificial

'_PORTLAND, ME.

W.

21 IIABKLT

&SON,

Can be tonnd in their

BCpStfil

tion.

OFFICE OVER H. H. HAY’S

SEW KUCHING ON I.I3IK ST.,

G.

Cloakings.

Portland.
C. L. Otjinby.

Near the Court House.
HOLDEN.

home

Wholesale

Manufacturers and dealers In

is removed to 328 Congress St., opposite Mechanics'
Hall.
n
Jviodtt

WOOLENS !

ern

Mains' Elder

PEABODY,

BRONCHITIS, NASAL and AURAL POLYPUS,
Discharges from the Ear, Noises In tbe Head, Scrota
Uk, Sore Eyes, tiling, Opaeitug, and all Diseases of the
Eye, Ear and Throat.
tS’1' Is most cases the remedies can be applied at

27 Market Square,

BED-STEADS

Deane.

A. N. NOYES

ANDERSON AND CO.’S
HOOP SKIRT AND OOBSEL' STORE,

our

D. W.

Blindess, Deafness, Catarrh,

Square.

ARTIST,
WM.

and Manutacturen of

W. P. Freeman,
n
augiott

LAW,

n

«ug21«16ui_

FREEMAN & CO.,
TJphoIsterers

FUMITUUE, LOUNGES,

be consulted at the U. 8. HOTEL, Porton
Friday morning, November 24, and until
notice, upon

CAN
land,

O. B. HUDSON, JR.,

EWER,

Office, 229 1-2 Congress Street,
A. B.

27 Market

sep3dtt

u

AT

Sept24-dtl

Spring-Beds, Mattresses, Pew Cushions,
No. ■ Clapp’s Block-foot Ckntssl Street,

and Counsellors at Law,

Attorneys

Please call

to Show

P.

dU

n

HOLDEN &

fine line of

JV’No Trouble

Sough t For !

FIFE !

NO. 10 MARKET SQUARE.

PRICES,
one.

w.

Oculist anil Aiirist,

CABLETON,

ATTORNEY

BIVKTS aad BURS,
n
:l 11 Congress Street.

sept3dtt

Congress Street.

further

Belt Leather, Backs & Sides, Lace Leather

AT—

aug20

We have paid particular attention to our WOOLEN
comprises all the latest
Beavstyles of Foreign arid Dome?i.
ers for Overcoats. All Wool Dob
.,:Jt c laths
for Men and Boys’ Wear.

a

i*

It

our

Shawls and

Cough*, Biptheria,

Bronchitis, Mpitliug of Blood, and PulIt in a
monary Affection*, generally.
Remarkable Remedy for Kidney Comof
Bifficully
plaint*, Biabete*,
Voiding
ITriue, Bleeding from the Kidney* and
Bladder, Ora vet and other complaints.
For Piles and Scurvy, it will be found
very valuable.

LOW

~

Photograph Rooms,
—

warranted.

H. M. B R

WATERHOUSE.

THE

and

DR. CARPENTER,

hod**,)

,13n,

(Successors to J. Smith & Co.)
TOouniarturer of I.eather Belling.
Also tor sale

B. F. SMITH & SON’S

New

STREET.

FREE

Repairing done

above Stone Church.

next

OF

oalOdtl

sell

IS

THOMAS. Jr.,

s. L.

EVE GLASSES, Ac.,
X#* *i5 Free St., l*oril«vn«l.

a

OUT

Goods
to

J. E.

MISIE1LAXEOIS.

and Connseller at Law,
(Chadwick

octe-diy^®

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Spectacle^

Exchange Street,

Congress St.,

241)

Rich Dress Goods !

CUKES

hot southern sun, and are hardly worth cultivating at the South, which must always depend
upon us for such vegetables in the greatest per-

Dt'g

will not be undersold by any

and examine

Is now
to the afflicted throughout the country, alter having been proved by the test of eleven
in the New England States, where its merits
year's,

in

and Furs.

de4tf

OFFICE

We shall continue

VERY

J. W. POLAND’S

have become as well known
part, it derives its virtues.

Bargains

market affords.
goods at our former

12

Ware,

SloclISpeeiotle.. Tonis,

W. F. TORE,

COUNSELLOR at LAW,
Office in Chadwick’* House.

GOODS’

tlie

HO.

sep28

JAMES O’DONNELL

secured the

HAVING

and

Dealer in

REMOVAL

whole of Store No. 33*
Congress Hired, and made great additions to
stock, we are now able to offer the

our

-Vo.

H. HARRIS.

F.

BARGAINS

DRY

Gold, Sllrer

Poutland, Dec. 3d 1km.
HARRIS & WATERHOUSE, Wholesale Dealers
n Hats, Caps, anil Fnrs, have reinoveil to their New

-IN

BAILEY
dec7SNd3w

cocted.

than the oats of the South
oats could do the world any

GREAT

}

.JOBBERS OF

BOOKS

We shall have a good assortment of
and
American Standard and Juveuile Books. We beg a
continuance of the generous patronage and favor
which we have heretofore received.

Gulf States. It is in the North Western
States, in Canada, in northern Maine and New
Brunswick that this important grain grows
the most luxuriantly, and makes the best flour.
The reason is, that a hot sun too early forces

PRESENTS.
dec7d3w

Attorney

WATCHES,
Jewelry, Silver and Plated

Harris & Waterhouse,

BAILFY~&

which

it is allowable for such a paper to talk of “moral treason,” and express as it does in
another
passage, its desire to see a law for the punishment of that singular offence. Meanwhile
the

HOLIDAY
j:ff*Tlease call.

Relief for the Sufferers by the Fire.

our

Millinery! Store

good variety of goods suitable

a

I or

w. w.

Dealers in

removed from No. 12 India street to No
25 Middle street, between India and Hampshire
HAS
treets. Just added

>innncut

NEW

GEMtlSH Jt PEARSON,

been

t

BUISMKII8 CAKDS.
_

REMOVAL !

j

j

BUSINESS UAH OS.

-:-—w

>1. J. <uslim;in’s

1

correspond! nt
“Church” claims her woman’s privilege of the
for cider. Plums never mature till they grow
last word in the discussion with
“Truth," it is North; they are quite good iu New
York, hut
proper and perliaps necessary to say a word on
much better in Maine, especially Bangor and
that point. It is a mistake to suppose that the
the Peuohscot valley. The peach of Carolina
station is or has ever been, with the
knowledge is a gummy, knotty thing, never well flavored.
and consent of the directors, a scene of disorder
It must travel North till it reaches the latitude
on Sundays.
Somo time since as might easily
of Philadelphia before it comes to perfection.
in
there
were
happen
any public place,
some
There are no good grapes in the South, thougn
displays of rowdyism there. The matter was that is their native
country. The forests and
brought to the notice of the directors and
swamps of Louisiana and Alabama, arc frill of
promptly corrected. If we are rightly inform- the vines which cover the
tops of the loftiest
as

REMOVALS.
^

j

come

ico.

any

here is a better name. I cannot think that
SPECIAL NOTICES.
he majority of them arc “fflmreh-goers.” I
rill add this, however; they know enough to
C ough, A
A
ichave while a Director is near. As far as 1
Cold, or
im concerned, I
would lie pleased to have the
A Soi-e Throat,
Director happen in while 1 am there. I supto me because 1'
pose these things look badly
several thousand dollars hired on account of
Requires immediate attention,
was brought up to keep the bablinth day holy.
G.T.
K.
of
the
AND SHOULD BE CHECKED.
R. Co. to keep its
the failure
Every other point in the artiffle signed j
the
know.
Good
men
If allowed to continue,
public
j
word, and having sued my bonds and attached i •Church,” is what
i
are glad somebody has j
whatever may be attachable, I intend to rep- j and women say they
Now I want the good people to
of the Lung*, a pci
up.
.Intuition
waked
j
resent the facts to the Legislature next month, I [•mne up and
openly acknowledge anil endorse
Throat Di*ea*e,
what I have written and not go behind
and to ask suitable legislation for the protecdoor
and
the
say, “What a place fur rowdies |
tion of such ol our citizens as have the misforor
CoiiHUUiption,
tlie horse railroad depot is on Sundays.” This I
tune to be creditors of this insolent debtor.
whipping the Devil around the stump, mak- j
is oltcn the result.
It “Commercial Street” will do the same for
the
around
the
world
think
that
the
ng
people
Portland horse railroad is supported by church- i
liliOWN’S
its merchants who have been imposed upon in
cannot be swallowed so easi- ]
goers
exprincipally,
so
the outrageous manner he has
clearly
B
It
O
The
*
C
III
A L
truth
T KOdlBS
the
ears run for everybody
ly.
is,
j
posed, I doubt not specdv relief may be. obtain- whopays the money, the same as any other
11 AVI NO A DIRECT INFLUENCE TO THE PARTS,
horse railroad. The better part of the comC. W. G.
ed.
WIVE IMMEDIATE RELIEF.
munity who have been obliged to take the
For
Bronchitis,
A*tlinin, Catarrh, Concars oil Sunday, which is the
minority, I will
I*Iou4h.
IllII.14*nee 4.1 CiininM upon
sumptive and Throat Diseases,
admit, of those who travel, will stand by
TROCHES ARE USED WITH ALWAYS OOOD SUCCESS.
Chubch.
Ill my last 1 remarked, that almost all plants
ftingcr* aud I*ublit- Speakers
Ni a l’liblicaiious.
which spring out ot the bosom ot the earth are
will fiud Troches useful in clearing the voice when
beill
aud
hy
botli
qnali^
quantity
improved,
Outward Bound; or, Young America Afloat. taken lie fore Singing or Speaking, and relieving the
A Story of Travel and Adventure.
ing cultivated in latitudes more northern than
By Wil- throat after an unusual exertion of the vocal organs.
liam T. Adams (Oliver Optic), lfnuo.
their original homes, and instanced cotton,
Tlie Tr»»ches are recommended and prescribed by
pp.
333. Boston: Lee & Shepard. 18(17.
hemp, flax, tobacco, rice and potatoes, Irish and
Physicians, and have had testimonials from eminent
This book is the flrst of a series the idea o
sweet. In the present paper, wo shall find the
men throughout the country.
Being au article of
which is capita], being
designed to set forth the true merit, and having proved their efficacy by a test
same principle true as applied to other familiar
adventures, travels and sight-seeing of the juof many years, each year finds them in new localivenile crew of the Academy ship “Yonng
products.
America,” in their voyage across the Atlantic? ties in various parts of the world, and tlie Troches are
Indian corn, or maize, was first foumf in the
and in their visits to the principal ports of Euthiruniversally pronounced better than other articles.
West Indies by Columbus. Then it grew
rope. The present volume relates to the voyObtain only “Brown’s Bronchial Troches”
as
tree
stalk
(or
age, and is full of life and stir. It is to be folty feet in height, and each
and do not take any of the worthless imitations
a
lowed by five others whicli will relate the adGrant Thurbern would call it,) contains only
that may be offered, sold ever where.
ventures of “Young America” in England, Irefew soft keiDec 4—d&w6m bn
sing e ear, which produces hut a
land, Scotland, France, Germany, Switzerland
for
used
is
and
only
on
a
nels
and elsewhere. A second series of six volumes
spongy cob,
Alain
is
also
northward,
coarse fodder. Proceeding
projected, which will take Young America through other and equally interesting parts
rilHE undersigned have made arrangements under
bama, it reaches fifteen feet, and that yields of the
world.
The books can hardly fail to he
X the act of Congress approved July 27,1866, to
Advancing still
thirty bushels to the acre.
furnish parties building on tlie burnt district with
popular.
it
Ohio
and
producin
farther north,
Kentucky
For sale by Short & Loring.
lSngliRh Pare Lead and Linseed Oil,
es fifty bushels per acre; hut here, inNew EngDUTY FREE. Parties wishing to purchase Paint
will call at 80 COMMERCIAL STREET.
stock
about
land, and in Maine, where it attains only
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Societies
BLBQLSS, FOBKS & CO.
in
feet
Agricultural
height,
eight
dcc88Nlm
have not unfrcqueutly awarded premiums for
UST* A soldier who had lost the use of his limbs
The heat of
one hundred bushels to the acre.
from Rheumatism has been completely cured and en*
of the
a more southern sun developes the juices
abled to abandon his crutches by one bottle of MetTOR THE HOLIDAYS !
4plant too quickly; heuce it runs at the south
calfe’s Great Rheumatic Remedy. It is truly
into stalk and blades, to the injury of the seed
the wouder of the age.
decl dlrnsx
WHOLR8ALK AND RETAIL !
or grain, and dries up before fructification bemost
the
in
Aromatic
comes complete.
Maine,
Vegetable Soap.
Here,
Colgate's
NOYES
A superior Toilel Soap, prepared from refined
northern limit of its success, we can raise
Will oi>en their
in
Oils
combination
with Glycerine,
Vegetable
large crops, and secure a heavier aud more valand especially designed for the use of Ladies and
lor the Nursery. Its perfume is
uable grain than in States further South.
exquisite, and its
New Store ou Exchange Street,
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Dr agIts naWheat is another important cereal.
£«•
gie
leld’tftiSNdly
MONDAY, 17tli.
tive country is said to be the valley ol the EuA Sure Pile Care.
phrates, in Mesopotamia, hut on tracing its
Our friends and patrons and the public generally
DR. GILBERT’S PILE INSTRUMENT
positively
we trust will wait and examine our NEW STOCK of
cores tlie worst eases of piles. Sent
progress northward, we shall find it growing
by mall on receipt of <4. Circulars fee. Sold by druggists. Agents
more and more prolific and tariuaceous, till we
Books, Fancy Goods, Writing Desks,
wanted everywhere.
Address J. B. ROMAINE.
reach the Russian dominions on the Baltic sea,
Manager, No. 676 Broadway, New-York. oe26d3msN
Stationery, Arc.,
where wheat is more perfect than in any other
before purchasing elsewhere.
Wheat is a rarity in
part of Europe or Asia.

sio* April 1, refused its lordly consent to pay
any of its bonds, I believe but one bondholder
has put in suit the bonds within h’.scontrol.
For more than eight months I have been
paying at the banks 7 71-10 per cent, interest on

Class workmm
DAY WORK. ran
and material of all description.
Residence, AMERICAN HOUSE.
India Street, Portland.
!
August 17tb, 1666
uug*20—tf
J

sensible of my obligations for
FULLY
kindness of my patrons, I

the libenl
announce to then
great pleasure, my return to No IO Rxchaiitc
Street, over the Shoe and Leather Warehouse reccitv erected by the Messrs. Barbour, with
increased li
illties to answer nil orders In the various brunches «f
profession.
nyI shall
endeavor to keep noete*I in the newest in*
>rovements, to bo supplied with the l»cst material*
ind to be prompt and thithflnT in mv workmanship
Hy work may t>e seen on every business stree t f,
lie city, to which, with specimens constantly guiig
*
*
tp on ine new stores, 1 confidently refer.
OLIVER 8. BEALE.
Dsc 4th, IMG,
rith

«mSST

—

—--

»

: r:r:

■

BOND.

heretofore existing under the

tirm

&

STAXWOOD
jived

diss

1b tills llay

T T

Phelps, Dodge JSc

DODGE,

NEW

by mutual consent.

DODGK,

Produce and

Fancy Grocery

Business,

Market Nlrret.
tlio late firm to bo settled at No
dclfidtf

formed

undersigned

have this day
under the namo of

THEuersbip

the

and have taken

store

new

<
NO. 4 FREE STREET BLO«K,
Goods
the
on
business.
for t lie purpose of carrying
Dry

HAS. V.

(

THRASHER,

FRANK BARTLETT
declldtf

Portland, Dec. 1, 18Cfi.

Copart n ersh ip

No tice,

MITCHELL retires from

C.

tireat

^^

and

our lirm,
\.
liis interest and liability therein ceases from tills
MR.
date.

MR. JOHN WILLIAMSON is admitted partner
in our firm from fliis date.
II. T. CUMMINGS, M D. & CO.
Dec 11—dlw

ARCnlTEi'TI'RF

Architecture with their business as Engineers. Parries intending to build are Invited lo call at their
office, No, 300 Congress street, and examine elevations anil plans ol churches, hanks, stores, blocks of
Ibuildings, 4 c.

of Copartnership

Foot of Maple Street.
General Agent lor the State for

II

and settle at

oi all kinds.
OAR
BOAT DECK ING. ROOFING CEMENT, for coating and repairing all kinds oi roofs. PRESERVATIVE PAINT tiir iron and wood work, Metal Roofs,
&c. COMPOUND CEMENT, for repairing leaky
Bhingled roots. BLACK VARNISH, for Ornamental Iron work Ac. Full descriptions, c rcular, prices,
die. furnished by mail or on application at the office,
where samples and testimonials can be seen.
For

CALVIN EDWARDS.
WILLIAM <L TWOMBI.Y.
the fine store No.
the business, and

JPIAJSTO FORTES
the

buildings

Spruce Flooring Boards.
quantity of well-seasoned, dear Spruce FLOORING HOARDS, IS feet king, six inches wide,
HENRY BULLARD,
or sale by
A

Celebrated Steinway Instrument,
sell at the manufacturer's

a

good

ONS.

o..25.1tf

White Pine Lumber!
„
\J\
superior Planing LnmOOU.UUU bor, consisting of 2 In., If, If,

FEET

1 inch.
125 M Dry.
500 M Dry Pine Outs.
60 M 3*4 Spruce Joist.
40 M Dry Pine Deck Plunk.
1000 M No 1 Extra Cetlar Shingles.
O. W. COBB &
For toe by

Smith's Wharf.

27 dim

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly attended to.
wn. ft. TWOMBIilL
November 26,1866. dtf

Notice.

Copartnership

undersigned have this day formed
X partnershp under the style and firm of

rilUE

&

Dyer

co-

a

Notice Extra!
ANDERSON A €0.,

Co.,

Removed !

TO THEIB NEW STOKE

No. 143 Commercial Street,
a general wholesale

333

Congress

For the purpose of transacting

Street,

A. P. MORGAN.
<J. W. DYER,
J. E. HANNAFORD.

prompt attention.

Po t and, Sept 10,18(56.

AND HAVE OPENED THE

-OF-

Wotice.

Copartnership

undersigned have iliis day tofmert a copaitJ nersbip in business under the name of
IPIIAltl A ADAMS,
For the transaction ol a general Commission Busiand
have
take the Store and Counting Room*
ness,
lately occupied bv Messrs. E. K. UPHAM oi: SON,
riUIi:

h<ad ol Richardson's Wharf.
Liberal advances
made, and eon ignments solicited.
j:. e. upham.
ocUdtt
CilAS. II. ADAMS.

HOOP SKIRTS

ROBINSON

KNIGHT,

COIVORESS

988

At

&

Coal,

O’NEIL W.

Portland, Dec. 8,1168.

Defy

STREET,

O

AL

on

Portland.!
to

as

Have Confidence.
All who have committed an excess of any hind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced"confidence in matui er years,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, ami Lassitude an*l Nervous
Prostration tliat may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow; do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

.

--

&

Monday,

DRESS

Co.,

lloir Ulauy Thousands Can Testify
by Unhappy Experience!

Street,

GOODS.

Black

and Fancy Silks, Thibets-all shades,
Plain and Figuared Silk Poplins, Ottoman Cloths,
Plain, Striped and Figured Wool Poplins at Very Low
Prices, Alpaccas, DeLaines, Prints, Ac.

White and Red Ash Coal.
These Coals are of the very best quality, and war-

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF

,.»

Shawls,

Silk Velvets, Cloths,

and

Goods 1

Cloaking

and Gloves at
Prices /

Low

ly

GEO. GILMAN t CO.,

MOURNING
Of every Description.

Head Union Wharf\

HEWING

Astonishing-

GOODS,

We thall make a BIG BREAK IN

taken the sta^.<or^.„,ly occupied by the
CONSUMERS’ •jjS.AUMi'COAL CO., and are
prepared *S rnfhish the different varieties ol

E.
Dec

PRICES,

and

Bargains

be

may

expected!

MACHINES.

T.

ELDEN A CO.,

10-dtf_

5

QUALITY,

Delivered in any part ot the city which we will sell
We are now disat the LOWEST CASH PRICES.
charging from vessels Red Ash, Egg ami Stove, free
burning and pure: While Ash, Egg and Stove Also
Lehigh, of the different sizes, for furnace and store.
Our Coals are kept under cover, screened and delivered in the best possible manner. We intend to
spare no effor on our part to please those who may
patronize ns with their orders.
June II—dtl

KODBILL

&

Upholsterers,

|

The subscribers has just received

SOAPS ?

iCf l lM h

are

such that

we can

guarantee e

Saving of Twenty

LEATHE & GORE,
solicit the attention of the trade
WOULD
▼ v
consumers to thoir Standard Bi ands of

and

BB

m

REFINED SOAPS,

STEAM

Our facilities for purchasing in quantity and

facturing

AND

DEALERS

OW ALL

iil

V

■

■

WE

GOODS

|

VO,

SELL!

Come and See and be Convinced!

1.

ObfilVE,
L'ME.diCAL OLIVE,
CRANE’S PATENT,

SODA, AVI) AMERICAN CASTILE,
Allol SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in packages suita-

K3T*Ftfed

we therefore assure the public
wo can and will furnish the

business,

with

con-

dence that

Best Goods

•

New Store and yon will

ear

be Money in Pocket.

CONGUESS

333

ABO TO

STREET,

OltOO.

Nov 17—dim

the Lowest Prices I

at

JOHN KINSMAN

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, containg all the modern improvements, v.e
are enabled to furnish a supply of Soups of the
Keot Qualities, adapted to the demand, for Ex*

DEALER IN

A

FREE

STREET.

SOLD BY -fLL THE

N.

25 Union St.,
PORTLAND.

30? Commercial Si, 4? Sc 40 Reach Street,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Ant

dtf

20

March 2f—dll

Kilt ire

Notice.

STORE !

NEW

C. F. THRASHER &

CO,

tako pleasure in announcing to the citizens of Portland and vicinity that their new store

NO. 4

FREE STREET
will be

with

entire

an

new

BLOCK,

opened

THIS

Dec 6, 1866.

D A Y

stock of foreign and domestic

New Wheat

IN

T. Harrison A Co..
Plants. Eagle,
Brilliant XXX,

CHEROKEE

8TA3?D,
NO. 10T FORE, COR. TINE STREET,
Where we shall be haapy to see our old customers,
and as many new ones as may favor us with their patFEAU80N & SMITH.
ronage.
October 1,1866. dtf
The subscriber having disposed of his Bakery to
Messrs. Pearson & Smith, would cheerfully recommend them to his former patrons, being assured that,
from their well known reputation, they will continue
the business acceptably.
And he will take this ppportunity to gratefully acknowledge the many fhvors bestowed upon him by
his patrons for many years.

REUBEN KENT.

dtf

POE SALE BY

in Neu
purchased
decline in

heavy

York and Boston since the recent
The stock comprises every

DRESS

Copper, Yellow Metal and
Sheathing and Nails,
and
Yellow Metal Bolts and
Oopper

GOODS,

rudi

as

POPLINS,
ALL WOOL POPLINS,

SILK AND WOOI.

THIBET!* in on

Portland, Sept. 21,

shallif,

augldtf

AI.PACCA9 nil shades !
the largest assortments of

Oysters delivered in any part of the city.
n. FREEMAN <& CO.,

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS
offered in the market.
attention to

Wc would call
stick ot

our

particular

for Men ana Boy’s wear, confident that the price,
well as the goods, cannot fail to please.

as

Improvement

on

C. F. THE ASHER A- CO.,
AT THE OLD STAND,

No.

Tree

4

Street

Block.
do'

Uccl I

__w

LIENTLKJIEN

Cleansed !

Clothing
and

Cannot find

a

WLSHINU

And

boiler.? 700 degs. of heat is thrown away.
The question is
oi 1-3 the fuel.
a
Mr Blanchard
can this be saved.
asked
has invented a boiler that takes perfect control of all
the heat andmakes it do duty in the engine. This is
very simple in its construction; after th$ engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried
through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the waste
beat but 200degs.; the heat,
being reduced so Jow
there can be no danger of
setting fires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, besides the
saving 1.3 the fuel.
For particulars inquire ot

place where it can be done
their satisfaction than at

20

l*o.

more

to

Temple Street,

Second Door from CongTcss st.
Every Garment will receive prompt and fiutliful attention.

Lollies’
CLEANSED
ZST Give me

a

Saeqnes I
FIRST CLASS STYLE 1
IN
trial and 1 will endeavor to please.

CnARLEN II. rllAnOlEY.
Cash
jy’Hfgheat
Nov 21—d3m

Eaton

Another

Family

Winter Term of the
will commence the

The

School.
91E.

F««lly
Second Monday in

i'atan

December, to continue Thirteen Weeks.
H. F. EATON, Principal.
nov. 29 d4w

and

OLD

TIME

Gr.
Bogs leave
public

M.

to inform his
gone 1 ally I bat

ELDER
friends,

customers and the
rebuilt bis store at

NO. 33 IHIDDIiE STREET,
is now prepared to sell at
prices lower than the Towrat all qualities and
descriptions of Boots, Shoes,
Rubbers, &c.
Repairing done as heretofore, and all description ot
work manufactured to order.
nov22dtt

H
of

Sauce that is made.”

this most delicious and unrivaled
caused

name

John

to

many.unprincipled

dealers

Spurious Compounds, the pub-

Duncan’s

Sons,

NEW YORK, Agents for the United States.
_____

Southern Pine.
A BOUT 140 M very superior Flooring and Step
A Board, now
landing at Cnstom House Wharf,
and for sale in lots to suit
purchasers. Apply to
C. V. DAVIS * C®.,
117 Commercial etreet.
Portland, Nov. 21.1866.
nov22dtf

I
The

place

HAVE
to

FOUND

buy Whips and Cigars, cheap
sale
and retail.

LEE &
360

at

whole-

STEBBINS,

Congress Street,
Is the

THEY
all goods as represented.
ot the Indian Queen.

place.

WARRANT
Don’t forget the place. Sign
n

sei»tl8d3m

U Go.

dec 11

c.

A TJ C

fob

Carpetings

__oct-eo<13m_

As good

Attentively

S#"Sales of any kind of property in the Oily nr viutility, promptly ai tended to on the most favorable
terms.

an

NEW

exhibited in Boston, is
at the

now

CARPET

same

HALLS,

A

on

MRS. CORBY’S

BONNET ROOMS,

where6 ahf^nffw.
! Cotton, hor Free atstreet,
stock,
very
orient ThLthe .balaIlce otwillronf.
lavor by
hills,
°'Vi,1g
calling tori
cA+i”8* tire same.
and settling
calling
near

Upholstery Goods,

r a

sepllcodtt

Store to be Ret.
295 F?Je street, toot of Plumb,

and

CHILDS, CROSBY & LANE,
No. 116 Tremont Street, Bouton,
Nearly opposin' Park St. Church.
seplSdSm

FESSE!VI>FIv7 Attorney and Counsell or, Deering Hall, opposite Preble House
dtf

H.
•

jul

rZ n^

Free

29

Brothers,

Anof^I*o3T0n0Tii>^^

wear

and tear.

magic, and softens
soakJhg,
rinsing in ordinary cases,
remove It.
'Inttg.-owder is prepared in accordance with cheznical science, and upon a process
peculiar to itsc'.r,
wldeii is secured by Letters Patent.
It has been in
use tor more than a
year, and has proved itself an universal favorite wherever i has been used. Among
the advantages claimed are the
following;
It saves all the expense
of'soap used on cotton anti
linen goods.
8avcs
kbor of rubbing, and wear and
tear
Also for cleaning windows it is unaowassod. With
one quarter the time and labor
manly required it imparts a beautmil gloss and lustre, much superioi «o
any other mode. No water required except to moi.-tthe powder.
Directions with each package.
And can be readily appreciated bra
single trial.
Ihe cost of washing for a fan., y of live or six
persons,

en

will not exceed tub re cento.
The manufacturers of this powder ore aware, that
many Aselcaa compounds have been introduced to the
which have rottod the cloth, or failed in removing the dirt, but knowing the intrinsic excellence ot
this article they confidently proclaim it as
being itdurted to meet a demand which has
long existed, and
which has heretofore remained
unsupplied.
MANUFACTURED

BY

HOWK & STEVENS,
3*0 Rrondnny, Boston.

For snir by Grocer* awl Dealers everywhere.

sat-

the Hair

keep

TO

from falling out.

ty Ask for Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian
Hair Renewer, and take no other.
The Proprietors offer the Sicilian Hair Rgnewer to the public, entirely confident that it will
bring hack the hair to its original color, promote its
growth, and in nearly all cases where it has fallen
eff will restore it unless the person is very aged.
R. P. HALL Ac CO. Proprietoq1,
Nashua, N. 3.

(y

Sold

by

all

A

Philadelphia

Is

TOR.

Mansfield’s Vegetable Mitigator

entirely diilcrciit and uniike any oilier preparation
existence, and nuly requires a trial hi prove it woenigh recommendation wc claun for it. Prcp:ircd only by
™

thv of the

DB. IV. P. itllNNFIKI.D. Portland, Mr.
PRICE 23 AND 30 CENTS,
General Agency ami Maniihcfory No. 27 Green St.

Portland,

FIRE
Military,

VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
MANSFIELD’S VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
MANSFIELD'S VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
MANSFIELD’S VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
Care, Diphtheria, or Tliro.d Disease; Bronchitis;
Rheumatism: Pains many form; Pain. Swelling and
Stillness of (lie Joints; Pain or Lumcucss in the
Buok, Breast or Side. ,Vc.. Ac.
In Fevers. ( anker. Rash, Measles, Fever anil
Ague,
iis virtue is e.\;xrieueeil to admiration, csirvialiv
It cures Cholera, Cramps, old Ulamong children.
cerous Sores, Sores exposed hi salt water. Sprains.
Flesh woniulsjDysenlerry, Diarrhea. Inst animation or
the Bowels. Neuralgia, Colds, Tooth Ache. Burns.
Pains in the Stomach, and ah morbid conditions oi
the system.
BC F'or interna) and external use. it Is. in fact, the
must eltectual family Mediciuc now known In Ameraug 22

I» « I.

11

of

i7 IN*

‘i

At the old stand

11
oi

■

i7k1Tr,

E. Dana. Jr

APOTHEC4RILS,

stoi c of

.J. TWWKSBURY <!k CO.,
I.IJIE

FURNITURE
—AT—

Street, up

Double and single riveted, and of all sizes, aa used n
Steam Fire Engines, TTand Engines, Steamboats an I

Pumps.
Cities, Town* mail Corporation*
can be supplied with a strung and durable
Hoso, warranted equal to any made elsewhere, and on as reaForce

sonable terms.
B.—Fire Buckets, Spanner Belts, Flexible
rfpes, Knapsacks, CartridgolBrwcs, Pistol Holsters,
<Bc., made to order. Couplings, Pipes and Nozzch
tiiniisne.l and Hose repaired.
novlTdtl

OPENING
—OF—

NEW I'llt GOODS!
E.

FOR THE NEXT

Congress Streot,
THUItSDAY. DEC. Otli,

A

largo

and

dren’s

PRICES !
PALMER.

FliSri:
Comprising

own

trade.

SABLE,
ROTAL ERMINE,
FITCll, and
SIBERIAN

CASH.
George

CHA*. O. FILES, Principal,

2£T

11—dlw

270 Commercial St.

I

j

manuiactnred of the best
ship, at prices

Low

ns

CHAS. A.
NO. ITU

nov!2eod&wtf

workman-

ns

tlie Lowest,
—

of

a

AT

hoe slock ot

Well worth their attention.
would particularly Invite those in pursuit cf

PUBS,

Co.,

Having taken Ihc Chandlers

311

CONGRESS STREET,

Paper Hangings
CURTAIN

En-

Fresh Beat Carolina Bice.
TIERCES Choice Carolina Rice,just received
rj and for sale by
CHVBCniLL, BROWN* & HANNON,

A’- Co.

and Rubbers
Boots, Shoes material
and

Bent,

great variety

CAitpr/riAGS!

Burroughs

ortl2dtf

28 Hanover Street.

Commercial street,

T.

a

AWOINING MECHANICS' HAM,
Are nrx prepared to offer Ihcir Mends and the pul>lic a large and w« 11 asorted block of

-FOR-

Private recitations and private classes attended to
the Principal at any hour of the day or evening.
Terras for private instruction made known on application to the Principal.

style

Marrett, Poor &

attainments received at

House Wluirf.

new

well made, into stylish and useful garments, and at
doc.', tf
moderate prices, to examine tide stock.

GREATLY REDUCED RATES

$10.00 per

139

Lamb,

SLEIGHING ROBES !

-AT—

agea
PUPILS
any time in the Term.
teim of ton weeks.
Terms

LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,

And

STOCK

U1 umf t lire

Winter Term besrins Dec. 3,1800,

Doc

Persian

NICE

UNION IIALI,, 85 FREE STREET.

Custom

SQUIRREL,

and we shall be able to show In this
line of goods the best assortment ever offered at Retail In this citv.
In connection with these staple grades, may be
found all the new and F.uicy Styles, such as the

unsurpassed,

We

Portland Academy.

on

Our nice sets of

DAYS Fur Coals, Gloves Collars & Cuffs!

EXTENSIVE

KEROSENE AND MACHINERY OIL,
SPEI1M & ADAMANTINE CANDLES, ■& SOAP,
For sale by HRARMIAW A PATCH,
No. 7 Central Wharf, Boston.
aug 9—6m

WAREHOUSE
quire of
novldtf

qualkto.

MUFFS anti COLLARS.

LARD, SPERM AND WHALE OIL,
OLIVE, ELAINE AND RED OIL.

FRANK niLLER'8

PIJRB!

the most desirable kinds and

selected troia the choicest AMERICAN and EUROPEAN FL’KS, and nninnfncturetl expressly foT our

The undersigned will sell from their

CANDLES.

To

fashionable stock of Ladies’ and Chil-

Gentlemen ni l also find

SIXTY

dU

and

Store,

Grebe Bird,

Groods,

Portland. Sept 10.

new

OO

and the

JOHN E.

of all

PERRY,

.Y.

Will open at his

STOCK

SATISFACTORY

STREETS,

for

REDUCED PRICES Astraean,

AND MILLINERY!
AX

FORK

Vhila Iciphia Oak Tanned Lea (Jar
Fire Fng-iue Hose,

OF

Straw

AND

Having prepared a st-ck of Oak tanned Leather in
Philadelphia, they are now ready to execute all nr-

acre

are

pTpALMRR,

!

Messrs. John X. Shaw & Co.,

eod.v wGm

Deering Block, Corner ol Congress and Pie. leSta.
PORTLAND, ME.
Foreign and Domestic Drugs, clitinicils, Fluid Ex(rails, Toilc‘ *xticles, Pertnmery, and Fancy Goods
Physician’s prescriptions carefully prepared, eithci
by day or night.
Mr. Charles B. Grecnleat, who has been at this
stand lor a number ot years, will remain as
prescription clerk.

Millinery!

Firemen’s

after having been burned out of Federal street, duly
4tli, haye resumed business in the room over tl:«

Me.

aa.

H08E I

Masonic and

EQUIPMENTS

MANSFIELD’S

>

Oak Tanned Leather

OPPOSITE THE NEW CITY MARKET.

WE

Street,

CHOieii

stfvev#,

ncpl£S-d3in

i.

wouhlculHhe Attention of all loft new compound, never before oiieicd to tbc American
people. In r gard to this medicine wc shall sav but
little. Its cures aro too numerous, and its qualities
are too well known.
Since its discovery its cures in
chronic as well us acute cases, is proof sufficient to
thousands who have used it oi its power and superiority over all medicines now known in America, lor
the class of diseases that it is calculated to cure.

bottle* $5; sent by

HAS

ft

MANUFACTURERS.BOSTON. Mas

scpgl-codA-wH

P. O. Box 927.
dec3—3w*

Mobocco, Kid, CaliLeather Shoes.
537“On trial it
«immend» tfseH; Sold by WM. D. TRUE & CO.,
Boot and Shoe Dealers, 318
Congress
street, opposite
Mechanics' Hall.
decMlm

Variety

iiotijK

CORKER OP

T-

R~A

Mill

tore,"

removed to Store No. 31 Free
stairs, where lie is prepared to oiler

will be for rent and

PALE PRESERVATIVE l
tubpared without Black, expressly for
!
and Gentlemen’s

Thl, most n;eftil invention of the a;e Is a
nrejar.'
of pure
silver, and contain* no mercury, a< i.)
other sybstanee injurious to incials or tho 'hands.
Iris a complete electro-plating lal teiv lu a U<UI-'
I or sale by Drugfist* and
Stores.

Druggists.

IVTV

D. M. C. Dunn.

JOHN

Platin"

OF

Silver cC Silver Plated Ware.

~

J. R.

Wholesale

Silver

ARTICLES

Rrwm, Copprr, (h rmnn Milvcr, Ac.,
Restoring tb p plating where worn ofl; and for Cleanand
ing
Polishing

tiojn

by
now oc-

Sn FOR

Instantaneously

or

No person, old or young ehould fail to use it.
It is recommended and used by the FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

and havingliouglit them at Auction in New York,
will sell correspondingly low.

the Uth December proximo,
47 Brackett Street, or at
EWmitimS
E. M. PATTEN &
co., Plumb street.
nov27tf

LApras
and
Patent

the usual

IT IS A SPLENDID HAIR-DRESSING!

Millinery & Fancy Goods
scpSiltf

WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR
ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

It trill

Manhneen

Corey 8: Co..
Where he has opened a splendid stock

no20d&wem__

low

Now York Auctions.
Window Shades and Draperies made, to order.
Lace Curtains, in great variety, at LOW PRICES.

11

receipt ct letter postage.
A. HORTON.

full vigor,

c7l»FM

Gold Pens!
OIL and

Catalogue, with full description of Sizes and

Will be sold at very

LOW PRICES'
Foreign Goods by every Steamer.
Domestic Goods daily from Manufacturers

of Pens.

prices.

Prices, sent

being opened

116 TREMONT STREET,
Which, together with a large Stock ol

Window' Shades and

Cheapest

For sale at his
Headquarters, No 25 Malden lane,
New York, and by
every duly-appointed Agent at the

assortment of

CARPETINGS!
was ever

Morton’s

novl^dtt

eep28-u3m

It clennoea the Scalp, and makes the Bair
SORT, LUSTROUS, AN I) SILKEN

has removed to

Beater!

The Best Pens in the World!

Fine, Medium and Lew Priced

As

The Gold Pen—Best and

and Curtains!

IT

MILINTSMY andFAKCY 0001)8,

HAVING

turers lowest prices.
Please forward your orders lor the present to
H. A. HALL,
85 Milk Street, Boston.
jul 13eodtf

TIONEE R.

36» Congress Street,

Howard

for tne Hair ever offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no
injurious properties whatever.
It is not a Dye, it strikes at the Roots and fills
the glands with new life and coloring matter.

W. E. MEBWTH, 37 Walker at., H. 7.

over

Iron Fire-Proof Safes.
NO- « CONGRESS SQUARE,
BOSTON.

and

one

D. HE.

QAYLORD,

Egg

HOLMES,

HALL’S

deceived—ask for- these medicines and take no
others. If the druggist does not keep them, write
to us, and we will send them byexpreas. carefully
packed, free from observation. We will be pleased
to receive letters with full statements In regard to
any disease with which ladies or gentlemen are
afflicted
Address all letters for medicines, i»»mphadvice, to the sole proprietor

Wrought

STKEET,

W.

public

Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer
has pmved^tself to be the most perfect preparation

recommended by all
part of the civilized
respectable
some
dealers,
however, try to
globe;
unprincipled
deceive their customers by selling cheap and worthless compounds in order to make money. Be not

COMBINATION LOCKS,

Co., Agents, Prize

CHARLfS CLARK,
C. S. Marshal, District of Alain.’.

dtfidays

isfaction in all cases when used in strict accordwith our instructions.

Cures General Debility, Weakness, Hysterics in Females,
Palpitation of the Heart'and
all Nervous 'Diseases. It restores new life and vigor to the
aged, causing the hot blood of
youth to course the veins, restoring the Organa of GeneratLm.rmotingIwyoteney and

bottle f2; three
express to any address.
Our medicines are sold and
druggists In every

Prince,

THIS

_

PRICES!!

having

“Tell Lea & Perrins that their Sauce
is highly esteemed in
India, and is in my
the most pnl-

IS

rejuven

Pnce,

Glasss,

Please Read this

praise

If the Sicilian Haib Renewer doe3 not give

thus proving t
reperfect Eliocir of
moving Sterility and Barrenness in both sexes. To
tho young, middle-aged, and aged, there is no greater
boon than this Elixir of Life.” It gives a new
lease of life, causing the weak and debilitated to
have ronewed strength and vigor.

HAEMON,

PATENT JUST ISSUED.
_8cpt«eo<Itl_PDBTL.AND.
EGG BEATER is made ot Steel wire rolled
tiat, to give it a sharp edge. The wire is spring
INDIA RUBBER GOODS.
I e ng
tempered with nil. This gives toughbeen burned out of my Rubber Store, temper,
ness and
elasticity to the Beater, and ease to the on147 Middle St., 1 would solicit tbe trade
erator. 1 he shank is tinned
of the qjbizens oi Portland and vicinity, until 1 whole
together solid, and the
is
thoroughly made, and will not wear out
re-open) to my headquarters, 65 Milk Street, Boston, ®
with »ny fair u«age, The elastic
where are kept every variety of goods made irom
loops
India Rubber comprising in part Rubber and Leath- «8“y accommodate themselves to any dish.
er Machine Belting, Steam Pafckmg, Gaskets, Kings,
Jie subscriber having purchased the patent right
Rose lor conducting and hydrant purposes, RnbnFr sale k'-‘S*8 Sreat invention, oftera the State for
Clothing of every description, Combs, Balls, Toys. ir- b> Counties, 8nd asks Immediate attention to
W. A. RAND.
Underslieeting for beds in cases of sickness, Rubber
To be seen at Inventor’s Exciivnce.
Boots and Shoes, Tubing, Spittoons, Syringes,
Gloves and Mittens, Elastic Kings and Bands, Piano deo 14 tf
Covers, Horse Covers with and without hood, Wagon
Covers, Air Beds, Pillows, Cushions, and Life Pre- “TOE PEN IS MIGHTIER TDAN
servers, Mechanics’ Aprons, Rubber Jewelry, oi
beautiful patters, and all kinds of Rubber Goods that
THE SWORD.”
may be desired, all of which 1 will sell at manufac-

Manufactured by
I#EA Ac PERRINS) Worcester.

oelMly

—AX—

to bis

mSfSSS

ate the system and
overcome disease■

SAFES, VAULTS,
And

$1,000

are

life^—so d ‘£ Debility, restoring
this Elixir

neti

Glapp’s Block, Congress Street,

AGENT

PRICES.
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per, Label, Stopper and Bottle.

l

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

Madras,

OF

A. E. Stevens &

lic is respectfully and earnestly requested to see that
the names ot Lea & Perrins are upon the Wrap-

Commercial Sfc

Change of Base

Gentleman

lopinion

success

apply the

a

latable as well a# the
jmost wholesome

condiipety having
to

letter from

Brother at
Worcester, May, 1851.

applicable to

D I 8

WILLARD,
Wharf

Back to the old Middle St. Stand !

price paid for cast-off Clothing.

NORRIDREWOCK,
Nrliool
THE

Corner of Commercial
Feb 24—dlv

at

of

Steam Boilers!

a

Medical

The “Only

\YM.

repaired,

be

EVERY VARIETY

ONmaking howloss
olten

PLACE !

THE

of

Connoisseurs

some

REMEMBER

EXTRACT

BY

Good Sauce !”

BLANCHARD’S

W O O L E N S

Perrins’

&

hoop.

1.—■Outside diameter 24 inches, heighth 30
inches, $200.
No. 2.—Outside diameter 30 inches, heighth 36
inches, $300.
No. 3.—Outside diameter 36 inches, heighth 48
inches, $400.
B3P**Prices subject to change in the market.

Worcestershire Sauce !

lOl Federal Street.

decMlm

or a

rises

liillie’a Patent Combined
Wrought and
Chilled Iron

No.

CELEBRATED

ed to.

barrel

LIST

TRU1E,

Nos. 4 and 5 Union Wharf.

To

As the. Phenix

Cured l

Jlough Plaie,
Upm St.,

C. A.

to

It is an entirely new scientific discovery, combining
many of the most powerful ami restorative agents
in the vegetable kingdom.
We have such confidence in its merits, and are
so sure it will do all we claim for it, that we offer

Db. WRIGHT’S

Croup -Syrup

TUfiNBE

Twenty-Seventh ban
.■

[

!

each boa.

Prince.

The contour of this safb is more symmetrical and
durable tlian the old Stylo, is susceptible of higher ornamentation, and is, from the very nature of the case,
easier of transportation, as it can be rolled about like
a

WALDRON <&

Lea

day received a splendid lot Virginia Oysters.
A.and for sale at$1,40per gallon, solid;
E3P-A11 orders by mall or expres promptly attend-

ij>e

Kimball &

against burglars.

Salt.

qf

GOODS

Cough

the

outireiy

HALL’S

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,
Or, Essence of Eire,

line lot of

been their liability to destruction
Suitable for the Henson, which will be made up in
by foiling lioih
heights, anil the impossibility of rendering the doors the uiOHt thorough manner.
septlO—eod
impervious to heat; particularly in large saihs, where
the door is double; and, iu foct, the whole front of a
oan
square sale is door. These and other objections apBY TAKING DR. BASCOM’S
plicable to the present mode of making sates, are obviated by this patent, by constructing it in a
cylindrical shape, with convex tops and bottoms, thus seand
curing the greatest possible strength; and, by makto directions. For sale at No. 15 Middle
ing the interior to revolve upon pivots, bringing a According
or
by
smooth, impenetrable surface of iron entirely across street,
tbe outer opening, with no inlet or seam.
BURGESS, FOBES & CO.,
Wholesale Agents, No 80 Commercial at.,
Between this inner compartment and the outer
nol5eod3m
cylinder, is an air chamber, extending completely
Portland, Me.
around; leaving no connection between the two
&
structures but the pivots upon which the interior
cyUnder revolves. These advantages are manifold*
Importers of
we call attention to a singular feature of the invention; it is, that* tbe inner safe is moveable, and
when the outer door is opened* tho surlace of the latter presents an appearance tnat indicates that the
whole safe is a solid mass. The signal importance of
and
<£c.
this tact is evident; for when the inner sate is unlocked and made to turn, its door is immediately exposed
No. 30
to view, when the compartments for books, drawers
Uecleodlm
and pigeon holes are exposod. The frame which conBOSTON.
tains them is also moveable, aud revolves upon pivots; so that, when pushed around, brings another series of divisions for books, drawers and pigeon holes
to the band; thus it is double the capacity of
square j
safes. Ndt only docs this system present greater resistance to fire, but, for the reason that the sheets of
iron cannot part from the filling, and of there
being
no contact of the inner with the outer
surlace, (exOpposite Old City Unit,
cept at the pivots, where the filling ismade purposeMAINE.
ly thicker,) but the bulging front of the interior surface, without orifice when turned, is equally proof C. Kimball, D. D. S.
oclOeodtt
Fred A.

HHDS Dirty Salt, for sale by

dcM2w*

rnillS

advantage of this Eire and Burglar Proof
THE
Safe consists in its peculiar construction. The
FAlal.,
most serious objection to Sates heretofore in
use, has

a

PORTLAND,

Commercial Street.

139

Dirty

Oysters.

Oysters,

EIMPRESS CLOTHS,

of

HHDS. PRIME QUALITY
MOLASSES for sale by

nov23dtf

50

Has just rocoived

Thursday

on

aa it by
?roaso
..£5a®ve8
dirt by
so that

PILLS,

B.—Cherokee Pills No. 2

the price

FROST,
DOUBLE CYLINDER JTIerchant
Tailor,
3321-2 Congress Street,
SAFE!

No. 11

TR1NIDAB

(.YKCH, BARKER & CO.,

Spikes,

115Commcrcia Street.
dtl

1866.

Molasses.

Trinidad

Portland,

of December current, at 11 o'clock in the foreno<
50 Cases Gin, Anchor Jchn De
Kuypcr.
IOO Gails. Alcohol. 5 Casks Alcohol,s:j r r
rent.proqr i t> < asks Gin; 4 Qr. Pipes John Henris
Brandy 23 Cases Brandy, John llennesey 1 to
Wlof Cloves; I III Sugar of Lead ; 1 Box Tobacco
h Bi res qf Tobacco; 5
ibuf Chests dona Tea : 2V
bblk. Cloves; 11 hbls X it f nit us; 4 bbls Macaboy
SnnJ,
Terms of Sale—C.\vii on day of Sale.
Dated at Portland, this eleventh
day of December,
A. 1J.

the

HAIR RENEWER.

B.

Dentists.

PRONOUNCED

BARATHEA CLOTHS,

one

Zine

Dimension rind Brazier* Copper roiled to
order.
For sale at New York and Boston prices by
LYMAN, SON & TOREY, Agents,

BLACK SILKS,

ever

ESTABLISHED 18S1.

prices.

description of

Also

Copper Co.,

Tsinirton

P.

j

Churchill, Browns & Manson

Il)U

FIBE AND BCRGLAft PROOF

ol

out

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

prepared for
special eases, when milder medicines full; these
are sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of $5^

GO OD S !

Polished

Whitmore,

. r/\

NEW

}
tomediuI,lM,‘SoA™
the linn. Edward KM'o:
cd. iVmn Ti,0ur‘.'lri.r'’l'':
Pot. Judge
i'
United States District Court, wltliin and* in
District of Maine, I shall

Patented May 40, 1 Still.
Tills is an article ior washing without rubbing exin
cept
vary dirty places, which will require a v< y
slight ml>, and unlike other preperationsoflbred foi a
liKe purpose, WILL NOT Itux TUB
GLOTHF9, but wll*
leave them innch whiter than
ordinary methods, will*

!

Dr. W. E. MEEWIN, 37 Walker St., N, Y.

Window

..

Amarauto,

AT THE OLD

Block,

N.

HIENSBEL’S

uio.

••

niRACITLOVS.

in the land.
Ladies can address us in perfect
confidence, and state their comin
as
we
treat all Female Complaints,
full,
plaints
and prenaro Medicines suitable for all diseases to
which they are subject—Thirty-two page pamphlet,
in a sealed envolope, free.
The Cherokee Pills are sold by all druggists at |1
per box, or six boxes for |5; or they are sent by
mail, free of postage, in an ordinary letter, freo
from observation, by addressing the solo proprietor,

Washington Street,

RATENT REVOLVING

I

Marshal*h Sale.

United States of Ami
DWTBKT OF Maine, Ss.

TEETH!

ITS EFFECT IS

Suppressed, Excessive and
Painful Menst motion, Green
Sickness, Nervous and Spinal Affections, Pains in the Bark, VickHeadache, Giddiness, and all diseases that spring from irregularity,
by removing tbe cause and all ttW
effect* that arise from it. They
are perfectly safe in all cases, except uhen forbidden by direcand are easy to administer,
tion8,
"
I
as they are nicely suaar coated.
They should be in the hands of
a every Maiden, Wife, and Mother

_

OREOOR

lllw*_17B

U. S.

romi.r.

AnrtioMcr,
Fort, strcei.

expose »nd offer for s.u, •»
Public Auction, to the highest bidder therefhr at <i
Ct’UTOM House Building on Poke Steeei
in

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth
by Elec
Tiileri v without Paul Person ,
haring del ayed
t fill or stumps they wish io have removed for rebel
tmg he would give a polite invitation to call.

Cure

BOSTON.

Oct 20—d2m

A deposit of
S- BAItBY,

I

...

Or Female Regulator,

bi^

/

!

falling
polypus,

f

HILLST

Dictator,
Trap! cal,

__

GOODS

Flour! !

i

1*1 lot*t 1‘icu

J

l>,M- l8'

male

§

TEETH 1 TEETlll

2* 3 yoarg*

Of

and weak hacks; nervous and sick
headache; dullness and swimming in the head, with
indigestion and
onstipotnm olllir bowels; pain In the side and hack
loneorrhma, (ot whites);
of the v, ..mb wMli in
ternal cancers; tumors,
anil all that long
train of diseases will lind in Electrl.atj a sure meanoi cure.
For paiuliil menstrualkm, too
dic-c
menstruation, and all ol those long line ol tiouhh
vvith young ladies, Kleetricity ij a certain
spceiih
and will, inashurt lime, restore the suite cm lothc
vigor of health.

j

u

ance

KINDS OF

ALL

Cough

Family Flour ol the most

celebrated brands.
CHOICE

BUSINESS

BAKTNC

October 1.1800.

DRY

Louis

undersigned having purchased the Bakery,
THE
&c., of Mr. E. Kent, will continue the

Stock !

New

139 Commercial St.
dec7d3w

largo and splendid lot—about One Jh
nui i> ant» Ten feet on Cumberland
by about Diu
Mil mired feet on Pearl Sr. It s one of the most <!.
slrable pieces of Real Estate in the market in t! ;«
Cdy—Centrally located—in a desirable neigh!.uJ®0**'—and sure to advance in value. The large sha t,wo5°the l‘sDoyed by fire. We invito .\aro
matlonof
property .-Terms one halt Cash, tlm

active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who have cold banns and loot; weak stomachs, lam

B.—LaiUes desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendjanl.l86wUS:w.

Decorators !

That

_

Gore,

&

sale Low by

FLETCHER A Co.,

Saint

—AT—

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the Slate.

Lard.

50 Brls Northern Extra Clear Pork
“
50 “
Clear Pork,
*•
“
“
25 “
Backs
50 Tierces Prime Leaf Lard.
50 Tubs Prime Leaf Lard.

FIXTURES

STEAM REFINED SOAPS I
Lcsatha

and

n

■

it is

v
Tho Bhcumaiic, tho gouty, tho lame and tho In iv
leap with joy, ami move with tho agility and clast „•
Lyot youth; tho heated l.rain la cooled; tho In -rb.tten limbs restored, tho nueonth
dcrorodilc* re.
nnvod; laimness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made losoe, tho deal to boat a nit
the palsied iorm lo move
upright; tho blemishes oi
youth are obliterated; tho ain'idknts of mature liio
lamented; the calamities oi old ago ohvlatotl and an

own sex.
ance.

CO.,

Ac.,
Tree

and 464

are

For

GORE’S

460

prepared to execute orders for SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER, by the cargo, delivered with dispatch at any convenient port.
ryan & Mavis
161 Commercial St.
April 17—dtf

GAS

port and DoracMlic Con«iti>iii>(ioii.

LEATHE

333,

Liberty

TJNTON WHARF,

Pork

chest, ami all liimic of

The old, the young, the middle aged unite

who
medical advisor, to call at >us rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
esnccial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Elcctio Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in effleaey aud superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain, of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been- tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to tlie health, and may be taken
with perfect
at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with frill
directions,
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland.

Feathers,

Southern Pine Lumber
WE

the

hy

Thin

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE JLAJLHES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invitos all Ladies,
need a

Upholstery Goods,Looking-Glasses, Mattresses

SIMEON* 8UURTLEFF & CO.

J 2dtf

ANDERSON & CO.,

ble f»r the trade and

family me.
Importing direct onr chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and as our goods are manufactured
under the personal supervision otour senior partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the

oat

WOOD !

SCOTIA

HEAD

w

-viz:-

EXTRA.
FAMILY,

NOVA
and intend to
kinds and
est cash price.

keep constantly on hand the various
quality to offer their cu .-tom ere at the low-

a

per Cent.

TO THE BL\£K,

B

manu-

lot of good

OX

immediately.

■-

a

FRIDAY, Dec. 21. at 12 M, 1 shall offer «»
Public Auction, the valuable lot r»l land on »h
Easterly Comer of Cumberland and Pearl Struct*,

curcd'wii

muting or hesitancy ol speech, dvspeps/a, Indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure I
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchistrictures «*i

I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a
description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies
will be forwarded
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will
be returned, If desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street,
•
Next door to the Treble House,
Portland, Me.
Send a Stamp for Circular.

Manufacturers of Furniture,

WOOD! WOOD ! •’WOOD !
Ladies, e*me and see our New Store.

S T E -A. im:

Valuable ICeal Instate* at Auction.

auaww“bb‘w*if»

"wiUI

t's,
complaints.

HENRY BAILEY & SON.
Auctioneer s.

,A1

declftitd

inViTn"iiav0
cueitlouU m!c£

they

safety

WOOD!

AND

"

this1 “i
V‘i ;",b‘

i

GOODS.

One Frice and No Variation S
Laces, Embroideries, Hsiiery

!

to

,llai

iiMhls’i'itv'1'

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

HOUSEKEEPING

...——-

W O O D

Hotel

1 uv,‘
yearawe bavo been in
cul
ot tho worst torn 18 ot aUeasoin
tried other forma ol trcaimmit
patients In so shorl a time tlmt III,stay cured? To
asked, do
wc will saythat all that do not stay
iloctur tho flccoml time without »Inn*.,
lir. D. has been a practical Ulect»icjul, lot twenty
ono years, an«l in also a regular graduated
phv>dciai
Kleetricity is jierlectly adapted to chronic di»i n,esu.
the form ol* nervous or sick headache; neurai-m it
tho head, neck, or extremities; consumption
lathe acute stu^f s or where the luuga are not mu^
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, inj
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
ol the spine, contracted muscles, disua'ied limb.*,
pal9v or paralysis, st. R itas'Dance, deaihcss, sUinW

Is 1Kliddle-Agfd ITIen.
There are many men of the age of thirty who are
I
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment w ill often l>o
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue, again changing to a'(lark and turbid appearance. There are many men who die of this
dirticultv,
ignorant of the cause, which is the

1

..

to

1 uitcl Male.

Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a forSuperior Elkctuo Magnetic Machines tor tab
family use. with thorough instructions.
complaint generally the lesult of a bad habit in
Dr. D. can accommodate » tew patients with hoard
youth,—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warend treat incut at. his house.
ranted or no charge made.
Office hours from 8 o’cl sk A. M. lo 12 M.; from 1
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one or
<o G P. M.f ami 7 to ft in ILo evening.
more young men w ith the above
disease, some of
Consultation free.
whom are as weak aud emaciated as though they had
novltl
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed to
■T-<•'
have it. All such cases yield to the proper and only
fcorrect course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.
U -'tf'

December 10th,

AMONG WHICH MAT BE FOUND

LOBERY,

S. ROUNDS & SON.

Stairs.

Up

A Large Assortment of Rich and Low Priced

Free burning and VERY PUBE, and all kinds

anted (ogive satisfaction.
Also, 500 cords ot best quality of HARD nnd
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part ol the city at
short notice.
^g“Qlve us a call and try ns.

T

Elcien

SIZE.

EGG

Yourself.

FROST,

M

T.

CALL !

A

New Store No. 5 Free

EGG AND STOVE SIZE.

——

Judge /or

B.

And will Open

800 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

Jan 13th—dtf

ME

street, BosOver Garments, of any

“iWs

flt

an'1

Winter

on

Will Remove to their

and l'or sale by the undersigned

OF THE BEST

Competition.

all

E.

Cor. Franklin Wharf 4 Commercial St.,
275 Toms Hazel ton Lehigh,

EVER OFFERED TO THE

ROBINSON,

STEfUEN D. KNIGHT.
dtf

GIVE

E

Coal.

(voal,

RECEIVED
JUST
»t their Wharl,

to CUt

can

HAVE

—

The Prices will he such

STREET.

aUd “

permanently located

physician,

Ladies ot Portland 1

ON

MIDDLE STREET,

VV rite,,”,'?!'!:,1, "speolinlly announce

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
tliat remedies handed out for general use should have
their effleaey established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated
whost;
preparatory studies tit him for all the duties lie must
thlnl; yet the country p* Hooded w ith poor nostrums
aud cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but alwa\n injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lauieutublc yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic paticuts are maJc miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; tor
it is a:)>oint generally conceded by the best svpbiiographers, that the study and management of these come
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treat
ment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to makliimself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, tlio Mercury.

city.

charge ot Chandler's large Cloak Establisluueut,

-I—7

Richardson’s Wharl.

acpl4dtf

CORSETS COAL

Ladiee of

can

CONGRESS

R

JAMES H. BAKER.

now

rime l \RI RSIC\ED have formed a CoX
partnorship for the purpose of transacting a

Clothing and Furnishing Goods
business, under the firm of

AND

—

332 1-2

dec5d3w

landing ftont sclir. John Crooker, 368 tons
prime CUMBERLAND COAL, ft nr thfe Midland
mines. It is ftosh mined, ofte&tia strength, and Just
the article for heavy work.
Also the usual variety of Anthracites, viz:—
Lr.iiian—Harleigh, Lc-Ugh Nav. Co’s. Hnzolton and
Sugar Loaf.
Wnrrc Aon—Locust Mountain, Johns’ and Broad
Mountain.
Bed Ash—New England Arc.

BEST ASSORTMENT

sep25Jtt

as

P.

159 Commercial street.

the

can assure

a

s^elta^homos^eslmbrna^ner8’

FLETCHER & CO.,

Provisions,
(^“ronsignmentsof Cooperage, Lumber, Country
Produce, A\., solicited, and shall receive personal

as

^**a9 had

COAL, COAL, LOAL,

business In

IF. I. Goods, Groceries, Flour and

‘1“<'attlnKan<> fl,‘,nK department, I think I
uivi'th^m nsg«oIii
good style garments
they
procure in any other

give them

Konl Eslalc for Sale ai
Auction.
MONDAY, Dec. 17th,at 3o’clock P. M..>, corUmi '^t of land, with the
ubuildings thereon.
on itie
southeasterly side of Pleasant hire.:
with tront of thirty-seven
by a depth ol eightvfeet,
°ne ieet.
One three story dwelling house, con tailun:
nineteen rooms, with basement now used for a stcit.
One 1J story dwelling house
containing four xotir s
and a cellar. Together wuhauevtr
falling well c.
spring water; also wood shed. Av A'r

LGlui* trie inn
,h<’

privately,

Caution to the Public.

LANKTON,

0Ct24dtf

Dec 4,1866.

Preble ilouae,

Valuable

N."*DEMING,

W.
171

cess.

having

And

Tons White Ash Coal, egg

have about

■

And liave purchased of Messrs. LORD Sc CRAWFORD their Stock and lease of store

and

AI/CTIO*

electricity

Medical

Devoting

OVER-COATS!

MADAME

WHITE ASH COAL.

300 TONS

Have

W‘“,Vr’

every style,

g

PLEASE

Fifty
lie sold low
WEBlse, which will

GOODS!

I ^,y?JUS.C0.mplet6i*
T

CO.,
212 Commercial Stroet, Portland,Me.

<lecl3dlm

BROKEN AND

assortment of ORGANS and MELODEOLD PIANOS taken io exchange.

Morgan,

nov

Noni'the

my sr' angcii.eias to resume tlie manutacture of Ladies’ Over Garments for the
a“J have BelecWl the largest and choioest stock of
goods ever offered in Portland, comcolor and fabric known to the trade, and
secured the services ot

Head of Maine Wharf.

n

PRICES.

LOWEST
Also,

f

LADIRS’

Oft.

ROOMS

and with
can be consulted
T? the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 91\ BI.
Dr. H. addresses those who arc suliering under the
affliction of i rivate diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of sell-abuse.
his entire time to tliat particular branch of
the medical profession, lie feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of long
standing or recently controcted, entirely removing the
dregs of disease from the system, and making a perfect and PERMANENT CURB.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to tlm
feet of his long-standing and well-earnad reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

-FOR-

COMMERCIAL ST.,

No. 00

OP

medical

HIS

Xo, 14 Preble Street,

On Monday, October 29, 1S66,

Randall, McAllister & Co.,

sep12dtf

from the BEST MANUFACTORIES, among them

can

Delivered at any part of the city at short notice.

NOW

JOHNS’

W

AND

HARD

WOOD

SOFT

AT

PRIVATE MEDICAL

—«*»*>

—

OPENING

Forge Coal.

Improved Roofing,
and STEAM-

337 Cougrcss Street.

which he

purchasing.

WM. H. WALKER,
241 COMMERCIAL STREET,

rpHE copartnership heretofore existing under the
1 name of CALVIN EDWARDS & CO., is this
day dissolved by mutual consent. All persons holdnj; bills against the llrm, are requested lo present
them tor payment, and those indebted will please call

Xlie subscriber living obtained
337 Congress Street, will continue
will keep constantly on hand

of
•We keep constantly on hand a full aB»"ment
to purChoice Family Coal. Those wishing
call betore
cliase largo lots will do well to give us a

Inducements

._3

J> l«solution

CAS BE FOUND

117HEUE he

Lump, for Foundry Use!

Lehigh

ISAAC DYER.
Wo. »1 Union Wharf.

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
otter for sale a large quantity ol
desirable building lots in the West End oi the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Brmmhau, Monument, Danfbrth, Orange and Salem Streets.
Thev wilt sell on a crodit of from one to ten years,
U deslreu uy t lie purchasers. From parties wlio
build Immediately, sootsH pavments required.
Apply at the office ol tbd subscribers, where lull
particulars may he obtained.
.f. B. BROWN & SONS.
■»» Mf
Portland, May 3, 18C.3.
A ENGI.MKKBINU.
Messrs. ANDERSON. BONNELL dr CO., have
made arrangements with Mr. STEAD, an Architect
of established reputation, and will in futuio earry oil

Furnace*.

3 aha>* While
Ranges nnd Cook Stoves,whlcharo
fteeot all
Ash, Diamond, Red A»h,
A
Ateo
nice.
and
impurities
very
use.
Blacksmith
for
cargo just landed, fresh mined,

subscribers
(JU1E
A.

X VO.,

V. F. TISItASHKK

angDtf__

copart-

a

MEDICAL.

DU. J. B. HITCHES

Vicinity!

fr».4.rn i'wHjIj .#.>•#> wijttem

For

constantly
HOARDS,
liuildiug material sawed to order.

Notice.

Co partnership

duty paid.

—

Lehigh,

Co.
For

Wholesale and Retail.
Shingles ami Scantling of all sizes
1'lauk,
on hand,

lo

No.

»r

and

SUGAR LOAF LEHIGH,

lumber,

At Iub NEW STAND,
jy Accounts of
10 Market street.

YORK,

in baud,

of Portland

can now

Old

TERNE PLATES,

TIN AND

Continues tbe

city.

for sale, in lots to suit buyers,

offer

FFHDIIV AND

Co.,

To the Ladies

offer nice (HE8TNDT COAL
at 18.00 per ton, delivered at any i>art of the
Also for toe at the lowest market price,

TATI:

name

$8.

CHEAP COAL!

TIN PLATES $8.

ROOFING
IIV

1

MEDICAL..

MISCELLANEOUS.

■»

I> is solution.
nmiE
of

merchandise.

BUILDING.

COI»AKTNElMliIF.

GOODS, Ac.,

Purchasers of ihc almvo goods are rcapoctlully iavl
1 ed to examine our stock which to

New, Clean and Desirable.

.IvSOdtf

___

—

KACKLEFF

& CO.’S,

RIDDLE STREET.
opposite the U. S. Hotel.

Barber's Shop for Sa’e,
!*, Imlin Street. For nnrtlcrlar* Inquire
tf. W. JOHNSON,
No.at the Shop of

dec 13 ill yy*

At I>amari*coua 8th lost, trom the yard of SL
I FostiT.
she
a brig of 300 tons, named UeoS Kerry.
is owneil by Jas Little, T J Merrill, S II Jones, Capt
and
others,
Jas L Brad lev. (who will command her,)

THE MARKETS.

J

TBLEUKAPHIC REPORTS.

of

Monroe from
Wyman, Wilson, af Fortress
Portland, reputsthat the ship Kate Dyer, iccenUy
Ua» worked
sunk by collisionwlth steam r Scot and.
The schr, which lay by ihe
up ashore at Fire Island. blown oil
by a gale.
wreck tor some time, was

domestic ports.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld lMli, lairiiue P
eel. Wader
nian.Merrtoan, Liverpool;

dike,’Cable.

UBALTlMOR&-^id

J3tb! sell Fea Queen, Gnptlll, Boston.

Opt

)d @ 9-S2d;

(Ikleags Markets.
Chicago, Dec.

15.

more

The Evening Journal says eastern Exchange la firm
nu*i steady, and the demand loss active.
The week
on a firm money market.
Country collections
are made with some difficulty, in
consequence of
which and a dull state of trade, merchants are quite,
large borrower*. The demaud for new loans Is actlvo
and requests for renewals of maturing papers aro
Parties who have heretofore never
very numerous.
been known to)ask such favors, urgently pre. s their
claims for extension, In view of the depressed state
of the market tor general merchandise.

Markets.

Milwaukee, Dec. 15.
Flour firmer and 22c higher.
Wheat firm and advanced 4 @ 5c; sales at 191 lor No. 2; 1 78 @ 1 82 lor
No. 9; solos 1 53 for rejected. Corn unchanged. Dots
firm at 45 for No. 2.
Rye 87c for No. 1. Provisions
dull aud lower with no sales; Dressed Hogs deolined
6(1 (g 75c; sales ot 700 head.
Receipts—0,000 bbls Flour, 3,000 bush Wheat, 1,500
hush, oats, 2,500 bush. Corn, and 825 dressed hogs.
Shipments—1,000 bbls. Flour, 2,000 bush. Wheat.

York. Crude turpentine par bbl. 410.
common No. 1 at 4 00 @ 6 00.
New

Claciaaad Markets.

CntoiNKATi, Dec. 15.
Flour higher and more active; sales superfine at
9 00 @ 0 5o, and 10 50 @ 11 25 for extra. Cotton weakMess pork quie; Bales at
er; sales Middling at 31c,

20 00. Lard quiet at 12c. Hogs quiet and 26c lower;
sales at 5 00 @ 6 25 for dressed; receipts 8,723 head.—

Gold unchanged.

1.sails Market.
St. Louis, Mo.. Dec. 15.
Elour steady and quiet at 8 00 @ 10 00 for interioj
grades; 13 00 @ 14 75 for triple extra. Wheat flat and
nobhBlneaa; sales of fall at 2 80. Corn steady and
firm; sales of mixed at95c. Oats dull; sales at 75c.
Rye quiet at 90c. Mesa Pork sales at 2100. Whiskey
hither; sales at 2 25. HogB receipts 3,000 head; sales
at 6 50 @ 6 75.
»t.

I .WMrrcisI—Prr

Cable.

q

Liverpool, Dec. 11, Evening.

The breailetnffii market tends downward. Corn
closed at a decline, being last quoted at 38s per 480
Iba. The provision market also shows a declining
tendency, and closed flat.

London, Dec.-14, Evening.

Miarus47).

Illinois Centra] Bailroad

ed States 5-20's, 1882, coupons, 71).

Shares77).

1 P. M.
The Cotton market to-day continues to have a dull
aspect, but holders generally are steady at the decline
of yesterday.
The sales will probably reach 9.000

bales.

London, Dec. 15,1 P. M.

Consols are held for higher pi-ices, and are now
at 88) @ 88} for money. The market is lower
for Erie shares, which are offered at 40}, while 47 Is

quoted
asked.

Liverpool, Dec. IB.
A quiet feeling prevails hi the market tor
Petroleum,
at rather easier prices.. Telegrams from
Antwerp
advise a slight decline.
London, Dec. 15.
Telegrams from Frankfort of to-day’s date, report
rather more firmness In United States 5-20’s, the asking rate being 75). No Boles, however, were reported
over 3-5 @ )•

Cardemw11®118

(Made

E.

■»

tion and

lather's residence in Saco.]

Sch

Rescue—220 tons plaster, to

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS
NAME

FROM

FOR

DATE.

Moro Castle.New York. .Havana.Dec 13
America.New York. .Bremen.Dec 15
City of Paris.New York. Liverpool.Dec 16

Asia.Boston.Liverpool.Dec 15

.New York.. Havana.Dec
Rising Star.New York. .California... .Dec
City ot New York..New York. .Liverpool.Dec
Virginia.New York. .Liverpool.Dec
Arago..New Yora. .Havre.Dec
Bavana...New York. .Hamburg.Dec
Guiding Star.New Pork. .Rio Janeiro.. .Dec
Cuba.• Boston.Liverpool.Dec

20
21
22
22
22
22
22
20

!

Miniature Almanac.December 17.
Sub rt-es.7.24 I Moon Bets. 2.05 AM
Sub set*.4.29 | High water. 7.00 AM

MAHXN E
PORT

OF

1ST EW8

PORTLAND.

Satarday, December lb,
ARRIVED.
Brig W E Black, (Br) Hobbs. Boston, to load (nr
Halifax, NS.
Sch Rescue, (Br) Dunn, Windsor, NS.
Sch Harriet, (Br| Britt, Boston.
Sch Ring loader, Collins, Provlncetown.
Sch Lapwing, Cunningham. Belfast.
Sch Mary Ann, Hopkins, Bristol
Sch Go den Eagle, Cram, Boston for liner Isle
Sch Idaho, Wescolt, Castlne for Boston
CLEARED.
Steamship St David, (Br) Alrd, Liverpool—H & A

Allan.
Steamer
& Fox.

Fox.

Sch

tor

Sch P

G

Blake, (Br) O’Brien, Windsor, NS—S F Ran-

dall.
Sch Jack Easy, (Br) BuJlwell, St
John, NB—John
Portoour.
Scb Alice T, (Br)
Clark, St Andrews, NB—John
Porteous.

OLD

La unched—At Stockton 11th inst. from the vurd
ot Gotad * Mudgett. a barque of 650
Leila H hong. owned by the builder*, Cant D <i
Amee, (who wW command her,) and parties in Bob-

CO.’S,

M.

Per

For

VEERING BLOCK,

House Lots
TT'NQUIRE of
XjJ

Portland, Nov.

j

in

7

A Leather
National Bank, Boston,
500 shares Shawmut Na-

650 shares Shoe

tional Bank, Boston,
20 shares Market National Bank, Boston,
167 shares State National

first rate neighborhood, and in every way a desirable proi>erty. Immediate possession given.
Prioe

DOW,
Real Estate Agents, No. 345 Congress Street.
to

as

julUdtf

on

or-

poseession given.
G. CHADBOUBNE.

jullfitl_W.

HACK,
Gorhaui,
P^OR
trom the Depot,
nearly

in
tilt ecu minutes walk
a
new, neat Cottage
Barn and outbuildings,having all the eonven
ienecs and in prime conditio.i. It is situated near a
grove and a short distance from the County read.
J. E. STEVENS.
AJiply to
Gorham, July 17.

House,

House for Sale, No 32 Myitle
quire at No. 8 Central Wharf.
July 12—dtl

M

&c.

dcifidtfIf. H. JOWNBOIY.

Notice.
made to the

Legislature of
APPLICATION
Maine at its next session,for further aid to
e

By order of the Directors.
G. K. JEWETT, Pres’t
E. & N. A. Ry. Comp’y.
dcclld3\v
Bangor, Dec 7, 1866.

FOR

friends that they have resumed business at their
OLD STAND, forner of Market and Milk streets,
where they will keep constantly on hand the best assortment of

ON

FOR

valuable lot of land corner oi Middle and
Strcols, for a term of years. Enquire
C. C. MITCHELL &
SON,
28,1 MC-.II 1178 Fore Street.

THEPIamb
of

Aug,

fixtures of the

Notice.

-AND-

the “Kuins”

Among

MM. OMOMOE a. HAT,
Proprietor of the late Freeman Houae

Many

yean

|

loo

5,000

100

Us

5,902 75
10

100

107

84
405 37
37
84,405

100

130

54,005

00

IaiMh fsrsbknl at all Havre.

Supplied at short notice.

MR. T.

Pronounced “The Best Oyster Cook la Portland,”
will have charge of the Cooking Department which is
a sufficient guarantee that everything In that lime
will be done iopenection.
W OYSTERS by the QUART or GALLON 1
We invite all hungry men ol whatever nation or
condition to give ns a call,

105

14 668

37

»a»y*
“fTsi^fcsnfaBank, Is>well,

,6’432

22

78

78

100

105

13 002

100

140

28

7-8o#o#
m

137 m
60

102,000 Cheshire railroad
00

87.783 67

1000

1000

50 000 00
og

41 500 00
oft

81*800

on

from all other

127

AAA

AA

99 599

no

iok qko

g4

go 351

24

386,960 22

80,000

00

26,892

12

ENGINE ROSE

JOHN

BABBOUB.

C. J.

BABBOUB.

E.

FRESH

Ladies'

made arrangements for
HAVING
Oysters during the winter I
low
of

large supply
ready to supprice $1.40 per gallon, solid.
ply Oysters at the
S'fr ‘All orders by mail or Express promptly attenda
am now

Cloakings!

Greatly
128,401 77

Reduced

Brices!

Dec 15—dlw

Grloves

Notice.

ed to at No. 2 Union Wharf.
1

Dec

5—d2w

JAM£S FREEMAN.

At 293

Congress St.,

Morton

STEARNS, Justice of the Peace.

afte"

Company.

These tosses were all paid
immediately and without
giving tlie Insured any trouble in the matter of

proof

well known for Ite ability and
promptitude is now prepared to take risks against
Fire on ail insurable property at thir rates of
preso

_.Apply

to

?,r S’1?*111
asrtaSSsas-w
_itfn

NATH’L F. DEERING, AoBNT,
N0' “ **• SUe6t’ PortUn<L
decl2ood3w

^e transportation

SSmSSSSSSSsbI

•

1

s£Ss:fS;S,S
theCo^^“^nr«tiee
»JrJ* *“"totce Of sucreu

J^SsSgpF
JwaSSs^SsS5”-*
d3in>parstu* m*y

1 ANNUAL

"here mod-

..j

heir,

b

grey

hat.

r»*K»K*|eKU=1.^
“edium boHd* JmL?b"u'
**S?i of

*

feet

SSferK*
SSa&WMS
*!ej£r‘,
darkl^^*®’
toll &*•>
poTiffi®
He

build.

hlgb,
*wln*<,,g gait,

Tow.

“hout

“•*».

of

tr.r£s^si
4J%5Brs&

•

irtthbctSJfh

t,re“y

"tou,t*^*fr’rt abo“t

s

feet tu

srn£, ffe'-horT"^
^-aRWia

b^S*prm

GBAUD

b

br»wn

a

13 free Street•

Dbo U-oodaw

“'

eeen.

Dp(.-

P»nt* and vest

:

GBYBB’S

h*

“ig,“ 01 ‘he

portfolios, Chess,

-AT-

into

!

T H 9 ^

Kinds,

entering

JA,L|
w—0*
So
’3°° HRWAH»
'#j£SSSrto!,-h‘
ehinihUkiS’ HtoaChmp'eiio"-,h?"k°cJl!i0,6hfeet
broadclothCur'Jr

_

AU
ah

,„

£?&*««,..

P Qp

_and-

r

freight

SALE

|,ri,0ner' e8ck|ted

o-clock.

^ ^

,

0rH^¥™"^n*“'e®/u™^,7Pt'tchcn.io„

CORSETS.

PARKS!1

W.
Shcrid' and

Portland, Noy. 20, im«
*t»

Vokrty mIc

«r

CORSETS,
To

MEN’S

Continue Thirty Hays
—AT

FROM FORMER

331

B.

f

A—

Very Large

L.

Jajl’r

nov'.’ldlw

Discount
PRICES.
va-

AND DR A

WERS,

FOLLETTE,

CONGRESS STREET, 331

_Ct. Tata—
MAGIC

Place.

Willleusn dray

ar

In Engliih, Scotch and American.

dclSdlm

HAIR

Charles Custis & Co.

1,

Morton

Faded Hair ta.'its

COLOR,

Block,

CONQBK9S HTBEKT.

■ITHKB BLACK OB BBOWJl.

none

The above staiemmit of the
Manufaotubkbs* Insubanci COMPANY erffiblte i„ condition
paying »l"ger amount of losses by the late fire than
those ot any other

m‘um.

h""

Moe« Gross®*

83

me,

not^SSf*0®* *»
*• cost net

•

nor is

•*

mar.

t*vT .T*?,1,1™*
P* gallon.
“'I

A“S S;5rfliS®!
g
wUbou® ff ttl 'Shfth
«rwy

A O 9

ORIGINAL

none.

173,482

States for thJ**
inIDftH0^!l^F,llte<,
“fflCxSTn-«Sf ihft u'anufccihr,L2S2*rtaJl*bie

hot

WV1X fXOWEJ**'

Games

=

0wu Mio

)

*

Llr„BEB~

o?NoifPYorkVEMENT

Tdhrlst esse*.

\

,„

°wners of Hemlock Lands?

cases*'

oressing

Block,

Strengthens the

hair

and gives nourlmment to the
soft and motet. Prevent*

roots. Mate the hair
end cores Dandruff

A

Splendid

Hair

Charles

Custls Ac Co.

Cheapest

THE

the

of all sixes in
same

course

of construction and report the
1

for claasidcstlon.

Ship bnildCTS and owners would therefore confer a
^vor
n^ ™e ea*‘ly noties of the vessels they
are building for which a class is
desired

^.i#cn'i

WILLIAM ROGERS, Inspector.
Bath» Me., Nov. 10,1866.
nov19dlm#
..

Store and Ottccs to Let.
the Building now being erected
by the subscriber
on Fore
Street, near the toot of Exchange Street,
r0*<,y for occupancy Jan. 1st, 1807.
.5®
deefidiiw
CHARLES MCCARTHY, Jr.

IN

In ihe Market.

MAGIC

HAIR

AMERICAN LLOTDSt
undersigned hereby give notice that he haa
been appointed Agent of American Lloyds for
Stats of Maine, and is prepared to inspect vessels

DYE

Ha* only to be applied to the Hair or Whiskers and
is done; no washing.
B3T For sale by all Druggiste. jp
CHARLES HEWHALL, Proprietor,

the work

oct!3eod

47

decl5d3t

Stockholders’ Meetlnp.
Stockholder, of the Lkirns and Farminu
ton Hailroad Company, are hereby notified to
meet at the office of Henry M. Payton, In Poctluid,
on WEDNESDAY, the nineteenth day of December,
1898, at three of the clock In the afternoon, to act on

THE

Dressing,

proved to be the

Best and

ss.

Company

lU-OUT^T

of an
Bark

GH3Y EB’®

NO.

Men’s

N. J. DAVIS.

BEAUTIFUL stiles

261 00
7 3_io,

autfPdin

tore

Hestorative ! !

<lecl5—<t3t

This

VOltABLE.
f

J«stlmp°pted

Our present stock of Corsets, comprise* a
great
riety in both style and finish.

WHICH WILL BE SOLD

or

OYSTERS^

^srsagg'Sar^'s^
SaKgSffitefe5*—

STOCK

—AT—

otter their

with the well known Chelsea
many years
Dye House and Laundry, and with the experience
thus acquired he is now prepared to do all
descriptions of Laundry work in a satisfactory manner.
A. T. CRAVVLEY.
jy9d6m
Agent

uihted states

^„

_

RECEIVED

^n.I.j'.Xt r,^,1"'

ts;: t

Enclose 34 cts to

rSiSt

EDWARD

“

ssssA-.—«-r-

Instantly relieves annoying Ceaahs in Church.
Catarrhs positively without hnkkzino.
Valuable to Siagere, Clergy, Ac., clear, and
•treagtbeaa the vaice; acts quickly; tastes pleasantly ; never aaaaeatea.
Prevents taking cold from Skating, Lee tare.
Ac. I3T Sold by Druggists or sent by mail * *

A

Ib'H*on »*•

*-* — “

Coughs, Catarrh^Bronchitis,

JUST

“

■

run a.

asste^f—*-

Combined lor

HAS

J^Hiementf
Steamer*
ePom^Jj
nu^*hePaflket
Co.
toilow.

*®TEl,

dtt

REEVES

India St

___

B. BABBOUB.

Hooper, Wilson A Co„
PHILADELPHIA.
(senl9eodtjunel8’t>7l
W. W. WHIPPLE, Portland, Wholesale Agt.

^ LL^N. No. 3

HOTELS.

Alteration^ Train-.

Rabber Rose.

novtfi

ta(._

*7° h> iso.

oi can»a».

•houlden

RUBBER PACKING.

Rabber Cletbiag,

sub-

Before

Cjwn tor?"9

ebaNCIBCMABB,®»&f

,Jr«T>ool, ™bl„.

bHHnv
TRUiR RWLWM.
fiRlSOclMj^—-nVlUUlV

—and—

as

property, are requested to
call at our office 345 Congress street up stairs.
AU
but lness entrusted to our care shall liave prompt attention.
HANSON & DOW.
V.C. Hanson,
aug27-dtt
M. G. Dow.

(w«l

3e3§§|2!3E122k «

an<t

kouc^to boston

4lMWMep

or th

LEATHER.

MOLASSES ROSE,

112,628 10

services lo the pubReal Estate Agents. All persons desirTHElic undersigned
lease

ing lo buy, sell

«*

^ “C

Ladies’ aad Minn' Serge aad Calf Reals.
Rea’s Five Calf aad Thick ~|f its
Rays’, Y.albs’ aad ChUdrea’a Rests aad
Shees.
Rabber Reeu aad Shoes af at* blade.

39.8TS 21

risks not terminated?
Amount of delinquent notee
not charged to profit and
loss?
Highest rate of Interest re-

^ight

%PK8S35rf

B

—OF—

on

Accommodation
”sul£i£;
iVftof, 5

J£2!S*Noyfi, ?*£'

NO. 8 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND, HE.

RUBBER BELTING,

”< the
*"£•“*"•»
otreal> to U> hdiow-

*»«
““ 13d.

™b“thik|S!5"u*°.n
rtUn toSSj”

SICI l PORTS*®*)™ R- *•

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

LACE

■••kcd (, ».--.'lckel- OMM .1
■

IhwsM

*-

Nov.',

Manufacturers and Retailers of

392,051 30

premium,

Suffolk,

BARBOUR,

6,369 67

Amount of premium notes

scribed for?
What amount of the capital
consists of the stockfcofc}-

&c.

no21eod8m

J. & c. J.

-A.. I>.

Amonnt received in cash for
fire risks not terminated?
Amonnt required to re-insure all outstanding risks ?
from 76 to 96 per cent of

not

TES£EtBS8SBS&

Voids, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bad Breath, Headache,&c.

30 47a 31

Taxes,

Company?

jragSSwssyiSAS'-9'-*'

Cures

paid last year? %
Amount of dividends paid
the last year?
Amount paid for expenses
of office?
Amonnt of other expenditures? State and U. States

Company,

and Bronzed.

sources?

Balance to credit of profit
and loss account?
How many ahares of the
capital stock are owned by

HSBwFsstsz&v* ?-*>*«-'»>“ j

CHANDELIERS, LAMPS, &c, R^Gllt

none

rent»

Montreal OceanSteamship Co.

WINTBH AMANGW®"

©AS FITTI1N© in all its branches.
©AS STOVES, for Cooking and Heating.

ELEGANT TROCHE aad SNUFF

none

Amouut of fire losses paid
last year?
Amount of marine losses

or

Chandeliers,
Brackets,
Lamps,

jo * 000 00

maiiue

ceived?
How many shares of capital
stock are pledged to the

MURE CEiTRU *• *•

IN

Jackson’s Catarrh SnufTI

8 * 697 50

Amount of cash received for
interest?
Amount of income received

"

the hurt

DEALERS

<*»d

aftrf»8M352s£itt>2& 2:
/r^tesmssSisMw."

W. BATCH, SaMrlatsndsal.
Augusta, Pet. »T, 1MB.
aovlldtl

SON, STATIONER*^
STREET,

24.252
on
^

•

termined?
Amount of cash received for
premiums on Ore risks?
Amount of cash received for
premiums on mame jssks?
Amount of notes recerived
for premiuunis
risks?

ana ±v

58* 723 00

Amount of losses claimed
and unpaid?
Amount of losses reported
upon which the liability
of the ompany is not de-

AND

Hallway

N. A.

TARBELL &
BRfiHNfiUl

New Brunswick

^,A;
OlitobSii^'jy'L A°»nflth^.!
Wand, end Pto,““mtr“J,l°
»*»t. Jota*S’P'®;

-OP-

E.

wlkk.

Joh" •»«■! THl’Rs-

St-

tod w

sim VnA.W<?SJ*<*k

nianuiactur..

OAK AND HEMLOCK BELTING.

*100

Amount loaned on collateral?
Amount loaned without collateral? endorsed notes,
Amount of all other investments?
Amount of premium notes
on risks terminated?
Amount of losses due and

COAL OIL

FIXTURES!

132 87

107

warehouse Co.,
Cash value of real estate
owned by the Company ?
Amount of cash on hand?
inclu’g loans and advances
on losses not adjusted,
Amount loaned on mortgage
of real estate?

9

M.

At

HEW AND VEBY

GAS A

j5«

TK1**

^Se^M&Stote^ST

■

declleodjw

44,108 00

U5

50,000 National and Dock

HATCH,

S.

32

100

..

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

°NE

BOSTON,

I0#

shares Eagle National

CM. I. M M. j„„.,

n»t»«wj2SK:W.1M*.

On* door west ol Exchange Street, and fitted, furnished and stocked the same as a first class Oyster
House and Lunch Room.

MANUFACTURERS
193.000 00

110

AmSSJUji!

Freight Train, wtth passenger car attacked, will
leWT. Portland ter Skowasgan and tnta mediate stattoas everv morning at 7 o'clock.
Trains from Brunswick and Lewi.torn are du. at
Portland at IJt A. V., and from Showhegaa and
Farmington sad an IntermsdJate station, at MB P.
Mj.to_coan.st with trains tet Beagten.

aad

Value,
110,000
66,000
■■

JnlernaUonalSteamship Co

BwJ
roll.

Portland,

LUNCH ROOMt

to the
■!>»» they

1»<A._dtl

gin B. *.. for Lewiataa and Farmington and at
Kendall’s Wills with Maine Central*. IMter
and Interment, stations. Flores o.J»»
Sy t*„
as enm other.
Lam Portland ter Bath, Levristea, Augusta sad
Intermediate stations on Saturday only at MB T. M
Mixed Treln leave. Portland ter Brunswick and Intermediate stations dally, sxceps Saturday, at 6.36 P.

A NEW OYSTER HOUSE Srfflfc• «A*

t

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.

Portland Laundry.

T>ERSONS clearing the ruins or digging cellars can
XT find a good place to deposit tneir rubbish on
Franklin Wharf.
S. HOUNDS,
septlO—<ltf
Wharfinger,

on

For Lease.

Sale !

received at the Office of the Forest City
Hy© House, No. 315 Congress Street.
Notice is hereby given that, the Portland
Laundry
has been reopened by the
subscriber, who has been
connected

I

Elm St.

above property is oll'cred for side cither in portions or codec livply, on liberal terms. Apply to
augL’O—If
_JOHN C. PROCTOR.

Lawrence, Mass.

C*r«er ef Wilmat and
Cumberland Mfi,
One of the best locations in this city. For terms, &c,
apply at the premises.
decl2dlw*

Order*

on

SAL F.

licet.
The

And Store to Let t

Orders

W. S. DANA.

Elm Street,
comprising over L’bOOo loot of land, together
with Brick Houses, Stable &c. This
property is located on Elm and Cumberland streets all
susceptible
of improvement, and lias a flout on Elm street oi 282

application. Address
J. C. HOADLEV & CO.

and

NTKEET.

A PORTION of the “DAY” Estate

COMBINING

Groceries,

or

Valuable Beal Estate

the Maximum of efficiency, dura
bility and economy with the minimum 01 weight
and price. They aie widely anti favorably known,
All warranted satismore than 600 being in use.
factory, or no sale. Descriptive circulars- sent on

SMALL Stock of
store on the

tf_

Engines,

for

SALE,

CONNEBCI1L

Oct 10

declldtf

Goods

Lots

Bale the lot of land on
Commercial Street, head ot
southerly
Dana’s Wharf, measuring 72 by 150 feet.
For farther particulars inquire
JONAS II. PERLEY

Meats, Poultry, Game, &c.,

3md.

Store

subscribers oiler for
rpHE
A the
side ol

That the market aftords, and it will he their earneat
endeavor to serve their customer., with promptness

Nov. 6. 1866

105 Commercial St.

Desirable

pleasure in informing their old patrons and

Steam

Alien’s Corner West-

sepll-dtt

COOPER & MORSE,

Portable

near

brook, about three miles from Portland, one mile
from horse- cars, ami Westbrook Seminary.
Said farm contains about 100 aercs, part of it Tery
valuable for tillage, and part ol II for building iota.
There is a good house, two largo barus, and out houses on the premises.
It will l>c sold together, or in lots
to suit purchasers
CYRUS THUBLOW,

Railway

A

WILL sell my tiiriu

I

Mar

unpalp?

Faria for Sale.

the construction of the European and North AiRailway, and for authority to the Portland,
20
& Portsmouth Railroad Company to subscribe *
he
stock and bonds ot salu E. & N. A. Ry. Comp’y, ad
to farther increase the capital stock of the Pori, id,
Saco and
Portsmouth
Company to the
amount thus subscribed and paid.
can

and fidelity.

En-

Valuable Hotel Property for Sale.
r
House, pleasantly situated in the vil|>HE Oxford
1
lage ol Fryeburg, Oxford county, Maine, is ottered tor sale at a bargain, il applied tor soon.
The House is large, in good repair, with furniture
and itxlures throughout, together with all
necessary
outbuildings.
For full particulars inquire ol
HORATIO BOOTHBY,
Proprietor.
Or Hanson & Dow, 345 Congress st.
dtf
Fryeburg, Sepi. 2D, 1«66.

have .fust received from Mr. C. P. Kroll, of New
York, one of his Patent Hair Brushing Machines,
which I have now in operation at my new Shaving and
Hair Dressing Boom, No 316 Congress street, opposite Mechanics’ Hall, where also may be found my

TAKE

Street.

to meet at the

prepared
Business aa a Broker, and can place Firs, Life
and Marine Insurance to any extent in the best Compmies in the United Stales. All business entrusted
to mv c jre shall be fkithfully attended to.
Office at C. M. Rice’s Paper Store, No. 183 Fore Bt,
where orders ean be left.
jullotf

Wo. 11

100

100

tlonal
300 shares Second National Bank, Boston,
Amount of railroad bonds?
State amount of each kind
and par value and market
value of each.

on
on

AND LOT lor sale at

new

I

■ ■

100

State Na-

dec3—dim

on

hereby notified

are

day

or
passage apply to
Br°w,1,e
Portlaud.
J. T. AllES, Piar 38 Eaal River.Wharf,
May St»,

,«lh< lsoe.

Bruaswtk wltk

th«

Tor freight

and Intermedufl
Mills,SkawhagS,
at

00

Bank, Boston,
168

HANSON Ac

a

00

25,000 28,000

3-lOs,

Bank, Springfield, Mass..
shares N. Eng. National
Bank, Boston,
1000 shares National City
Bank, Boston,

a

I will sell

10,243,820

State amount of each kind
and par value and market
value of each.
50 shares Third National

AVERT

Sale. Three story brick house
Danfort h
FOR
Street. The house is nearly
and in line
immediate

ae

65,000

60

iavorable terms
let for
term of years, the lots
NOTICE.
payment,
the
ol Middle and Franklin

00

Amount of bank stocks?

For Sale.

der,

DANGDON,

Maine—Druggists Generally.

1884.6-20s,

desirable and convenient 1| story house,
with barn, wood shed and carriage house, all in
with
seven acres ot land, only one mile
good order,
outside of city, upon which there are 300 choice fruit
of
trees, consisting
apple, pear, plumb and cherry;
also an abundance of currants, gooseberry, strawberwith
best
ol water, large brick cistern
ry, &c.,
very
and furnace in the cellar; a splendid garden and in

only $6000.

Meeting.

of foe Occam latuaau

Stockholders

rIK
Company,

Company.

Office ol said Company, on Monday the 7th day of
January, A, D. 1807, at 8 o'clock P. M„ lor the purpose of choosing Seven Directors for the ensuing
year and for the transaction of any other business
which may then be legally acted upon.
GEO. A. WRIGHT, Sec»T.
dec 12 dtd
Portland, Dec. 11,1860,

Company

India St., for Sale.

Packet Co.

PltESCRIKnox^”

Druggist

21.

400,000
100

11,200,712

owned by the
?
State amount of each kind
and par value and market Par
value of each.
Value,
Bonds of 1881,
100,000

CONANT & RAND,
153 Commercial Street,
H. M. PAYSON,
dtf
Exchange Street.

or on

HOUSE

The “PREPARED
ip
in a $1 bottle, and is sold by W. f\ Phii.i ip«pit
pn-tP
land. Wholesale Agent. Sold ar Retail" bv’ every
be addressed to the sole Proprietors.'OSCAR «
MOSES & CO., 27 CoRTLANDT STREET, N. Y
Consultation Free. Circulars containing pabticu’labs of many uases
successfully treated, will be
sent free by mail.
Jnnelfi eod&eow

on

Annual

00

21,444,641 00

—■

Cape Elizabeth Ferry,—house nearly new. Enquire ol A .P. COLE
at the Ferry,or W. H. MANSFELD, Portland Steaui

*?

4000

Amount of United States
stock or treasury notes

street**, and
Franklin street, including the corner of Franklin and
Fore streets. Apply to WM. HILLIARD, Bangor,
or SMITH & RIM), Attorneys, Portland,
jyliitt

will be

4100,000

standing?

These houses are thoroughly built, with slate
roots,
brick drains, and marble mantelpieces throughout.—
They will be sold at a low price, and on very favorable terms. Apply al our office, No. 271 Danfortli St.
J. B. BROWN & SONS,
or WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent,
opposite the
Preble House.
Octolier 16, 1866.
dtf

or

REPRODUCTOR, NATURALIZE!!,

Co.,

-N umber of shares, and par
value of each?
Amount of fire risks out-

dec8d2w

corner

phreys. Uemden N. Y.
“We bless God tor tho benefit we have received
from your Prepared Prescrip.ion.''—Rev. P. Pikreguin, Blosseburg, Penn.
“Every one to whom I have recommended 1 has
been bene fitted much by its use.”—Re v. C. D. Jones
Rucine, Wis.
Bible House. Agroit Place, N. Y.,—In the
early
part of February, lstw, 1 was sutlering irom a violent
cough, lor which 1 had been treated, during the six
mouths previous without any bcnctit. I had Night
Sweats which completely prostrated me. In the
evening, hoarseness wouM come on, which would
prevent me from speaking above a whisper
I had
then had two attacks oi hemorrhage fcom the
Luugs
My family physician assured me he could do more
lor me, yet I was growing rapidly worse, and had
been compelled to leave business for
nearly two
months. All my symptomaindicated, unmistakably
the
e of CONSUMPTION.
In
the
presen
beginning
ot February Mr. Henry Fisher 'Treasurer
of the
American Bible Society, presented me with a bottle
ol the Prepared
In a few days niv
appetite which I had eutirely lost, returned; within
a week my
cough almost left m. ; and in less than
two weeks the
Night Sweats were broken up.
I regained strength
rapidly, and am
U>
ml«■ • lerk lo the
AM
BIBLE MS
in whose ernploy1,1,16 ve:mjam now enjoying
good health Your VKFJSCRIPTION effecteda
cure
when my ft lends despaired of mv
recovery
THOS. J CONGER.

may

Agent.

WE
between Clark and C'arleton Streets.

other advantages, has become the resort
ot'people of taste. It has increased five thousand
people within ths past three years. Churches. Stores,
Schools, Academies, Societies oi Art and Learning,
and other elements of refinement and culture have
been introduced. H undreds of people are constantly
settling. Hundreds of new bouses are being constructed. Price of Farm Land, twenty acre lots and
upwards, $25 per acre. Five and ten acre and Village lofo for sale.
Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier in this district
than in any other locality, north of Norfolk, Va.lmproved places for sale
Openings lor all kinds of business, Lumber Yards,
Manuiactories, Foundries, Stores and the lij^ ; and
Steam Power with room can be rented.
For persons who desire mild winters, a bealthfhl
climate, and a good soil, in a country beautilully improv. d, abounding in fruits, and possessing all other
social privileges, in the heart of civilization, it is
worthy of a visit.
Letters answered, and the Vineland Rural a
papei
giving full information, and containing reports of Solon Rob n6on, sent to applicants.
Address OH AS K. LANDIS, Vineland P. O.,
Landis Township, New Jersey.
From Report of Solon Robinson, Agricultural Editor of the Tribune; *‘Ifc is one of the moat extensive
fertile tracts, m an almost level position and suitable
condition for pleasant farming that we know of this
side of tLe Western Prairies.’’
sepr13d&w6m 3>7

of

surance

Amount of marine risks
First Class Houses for Sale.
outstanding?
offer for sale the eight first class brick houses, I Total amount of outstaodrecently built by us, situated on Pine Street,
ing risks?

as

Ocean Insurance

No. 80 Federal Street.

Where located? Boston,
When incorporated? Feb.
23, 1822,
Amount of capital?
Amount of capital actually
paid in?

t° *®nd their height
re/lueBt?d
“
PMon

Respectfully give [notice tliat they have built

BETCBN of the Ifasefectercr.’ Ia.Br*
aoee Company of
Beaton, on the Bint
day of November, 1888.
State the name of the Company ? Manufacturers’ In-

TWO STORY and a one story House on
Sljj; Brackett street, near Pine. Lot B7 by 127 Ifeet.
JBaiLAlso a Lot on Cross street, 60 by 156 feet.—
Terms favorable. Apply to W. H. JERRIS, Real

Agent.

dtf

OYSTERS cooked to order In every style.

Rouse and Lot for Sale.

Estate

November S, 1800.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Balls, Clubs, Parties aud Families!

A

Mg*

IF" Parties preferring first clan insurance, are respectfhlly invited to call.

M,,i2e-

l«“portuInd*r y

ARRANGEMENT,

Cwswetki M.wdtey,

S. F. PERRY,

CO.,

2fJL V°j?,
>abin
trilwf..

l>‘ **”'*“'■

Portland. Dec.

BANK

terms.

up with fine
this the most sj*eedy,
? route lor travellers between
aad
Pawage, in State Room,
passage $5.00. Meals extra,
b* tbl* ]ln* to and from Mon®angor’ ®atb» Augusta, Kastport and

♦6-°°

rooms

BUILDING,
where he la now prepared to place insurance, In all Its
and
for
In
forma,
any amount.
companies second to
no others on the globe, and on the moat fitvorable

of Premium.

IT*. 19 Commercial «MM,
And in Lancaster Hall Building, Market Square.
PORTLAND.
^“Canvassers and Sub-Agents Wanted.
Doc 14—il&wGw

W. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate

and commodious

IN TUB CUUBBBLAND

General Agents,

Sale and Lease.

declodlw

re tea

At OBces

..

FARM

Stltal

of Janu-

THE

CONGRESS STREET.

VINELAND.

well

THEFT at moderate

W. D. LITTLE A

three storied brick block, 23 and 25 Atlantic
street.
Also the good two storied House No. 36 St. Lawrence street.
Also the two upper stories of store oilier Fore
streets and Portland Pier.
Terms favorable. Apply to

AND FRUIT LANlMMnamildand
healthful climate. Thirty miles south ot Philadelphia, by Railroad, in New Jersey, on the same
line of latitude as Baltimore, Md.
The soil is rich and productive, varying from a clay
to a sandy loam. suitable lor Wheat! Grass, Corn,
Tobacco, Fruit and vegetables This is a great fruit
Country. Five hundred Vineyards and Orchards
have been planted out by experienced fruit growers.
Grapes, Peaches, Pears &c,, produce immense proii s, Vineland is
already one of the most beautiful
placesiu the United States. The entire territory,
consisting ef fifty Bqnare miles of land, is laid out
upon a general system ot improvements.
The Land
is only sold to actual settlers with provision for public
adornment. The place on account of its great beauty,
as

01

new

POLICIES ISSUED BY

1867, so much ol the real estate of Josiah S.
ot Westbrook, deceased, as will produce
the sum of seven hundred and fifty dollars, tor the
payment of his just debts snd expenses of sale and
ol administration. Saidestat. !: -iiunlr? ?-> Westbrook, on the easterly side of the
^..rdl’s
to Woodford’s Corner, and being a pmc ot iho homestead of said Bailey, and being very desirable for
CHAS. P. KNIGHT,
building lots.
Administrator.
dccl0dlaw4w*
Westbrook, Dec. 8, 1866.

Pair,

Securely Invested,

THIEVES*

day

to the

NO. 60 EXCHANGE STREET,

-$170,000

ana

Now have an opportunity to in are with a eonnd and
reliable company, againat lose by FIRE, DISEASE,
Or ACCIDENTAL CAUSES, and from

license from the Probate Court
at private

ary.

removed from No. 80 Commercial Street,

•

Farmers and Owners of Valuable
Hsrwe, glebl«.kMpen aad ether*,

Bailey, late

FROST’S,

Nov 27—dtf

DEATH

Administrator’s Sale of Real Estate.
a

R this

ance

Is now prepared to issue Follow on HOUSES,
CATTLE, and LIVE STOCK of ail kinds, against

REAL ESTATE*

-at-

P.

the

C.

16 tl*

-i!_1”J._.l!g__

PRICES!

Only $4.75

All Paid In

Insurance Office

generally

Stock Ins. €©.,

Cash Assets,

fnro-

uo24dtt

on

Kino,

‘‘?7'RA

uov

Clark street.

No 56

-At-

a^dle^me

Ssndar. December 16.
ARRIVED.
Barque Cephas 8tarrett, lof Rockland) Gregory
'Wteans,
wl.h 4412 bbls dour todfcur21^ys,
chill. Browns &
Munson.
Sen Red Robin, Blunt, Cutler.

room

Live

are

l

Twembler, General Insurance Broker,
would Inform kis many friends and the puhl'c
STOCK. LU.
that he la
to continue the Insur-

OFJjIVE

The Hartford

Board.
PLEASANT Room, with beard, suit aide tor a
gentleman and wile, or two tingle gentlemen, at

to

“I have had Nervous or Spasmodic Asthma
for eleven years. During the last six
years I hate
never had an uninterrupted nights rest.
It olten
seemed to me that I would die before I could Bet air
into my lungs. I was ha gard and apiritleg? and
suffered so greatly from shortness of breath’ that
I
was compelled to take tirequent rests in
walking from
my residence to my place of business.
“The night before 1 obtained the ‘PREPARED
the worst I ever passed. On
*JJJgCBLPTO;Nwas
ODtafning the remedy, I took a teaspoonltil at noon.
again at night, and
slept all night without wakj»nu
“ave WOT HAD A IlltOKEN NIGHT’S REST
*
*
I no longer look
wfLii-i* V6 l=alnci]
,* in *
strength and spirits and
arn nntiit
f
®lth ‘alertness of bresth.' I
“St?lcted
ea”yone a!Weted wIth
cMl

or-

trout

of Cumberland county, I shall otter
PURSUANT
BLANKETS sale
the twelveth
(on the premises)

FHKi'|d4riVnf ofi.iug
Ip;TV,j
tOSaiJStu *£ren

Ross, Matanzas—Emery *

Georgle Deerlng, Willard, Philadelphia—E

Willard.

&

A

can

1»«: lO CLAPP’S BLOCK,
CONGRESS STREET.

declSdtf

^■henceforward

x

Lewis & Co
C Fox,

Barque Mary

one in search of a present, of
any kind
money by buying all such goods at

DAVIS

Prescription.

Chesapeake, Johnson, New York—Emery

Barque Isabel, (Arg) Tibbetts, Montevideo,

dera-fe

Every

of the following
SYXVTOUS :
Diflicul or Irregular Breathing, Loss of breath,
Cough, Wasting ol Flesh, Bleeding irom the Lungs,
Lossol Strength, Lossof Appetite,Gen ral Debility,
Night Sweats, Flying Pains through the ShouMer's.
Chest, Face or limbs, Nervous Headache, Nervous
Prostration, Giddiness or Dizziness, Excessive paleness, Sore Throat, Drowsiness, Sleeplessness, Sour
Stomach, Heart-Burn, Oppression or sinking ot tho
Stomach befoie or alter eating. Remiltant Fever. Ac.
and especially in all Female Disorder or Utertnp Irregularities, such as Difficult, Painlul, Suppressed.
Scanty, Excessive, Delayed, Premature or loo Frequent Menstruation.
Nlaleuseuta fron Paliran.
“Your Prescription saved my daughter's life, and
has saved me hundreds oi dollars.’—Key. E Hum-

IMPORTS.

WINDSOR, NS.

ARTICLES

suitable for Holiday Presents.
save

OWNERS

Western part of the City, to one
Address Box 42 Poet Of-

two single gentlemen.
fice, Portland.

or

more

70 years.
In Yussalboro, Nov. 21, Mr. Charles Waldron, aged
76 years
In Rockland, Nov. 25, Mrs. Eliza
(Jp)iam, aged 77
years 5 months.

F Randall.

TO LET.
Board, a pleasant
V\7ITHOUT
▼ T
ished. in the

Oil!

Georgetown, Dec. 11, Mis. Mehitable Oliver,
aged 77 years 8 months.
in Haim well, Nov. 30. Capt. BenJ.
Shepard, ag d
In

S

FANCY

-AND-

TWO

The PRESCRIPTION should be* used in every case
where the Physician commoulv prescribes “Tonics
Iron, acids, Bark, Quinine, Cod Liver
Whiskey, Ac. And in every case, by whatever
name kn iwn, in which there is exli.Lltcd
any one or

please

$146,410,18

SATOROAf!K0^CTWJiDNES,,AY‘‘"rt
titled
accouiiuoda-

HU1

n

Sparrow’s
day

_

■iia^«niaking

i

6,000,00

FARMERS

good turnialied Loin;rN'l; Koiihs liiay be
had by applying to W. H. JERKIN, Real Ustate Agent. Referoncc given and required,
dec 12 dlw

(In tlie most advanced stages,)
lor the radical Cured ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS
CATARRH, and all affeettousot t' e THROAT and
AIR PASSAGES: for General and Special derangements of the NERVOUS SYSTEM : and lor all Functional Disorders of the Stomach and Bowels.
It immediately increases the strength and deepens
the color of the pale blood.
It subdues the Chills
and Fever, and diminishes the Exiiectoration. It
checks the Night Sweats always in from seven to
fourteen days. The appetite i at once invigorated,
and the_pairent rapidly gains llesh; the cough anu
the duncult breathing are speedily relieved, the
sleep becomes calm and refreshing: the evacuations
regular and unltorm. ALL THE GENERAL SYMPTOMS DISAPPEAR WITH A REALLY ASTONISHING RAPIDITY.

Iu this city, Dec. 15, Mr*. Ellen W., wife of A. M.
McKenney, and daughter of Capt. Jacob Marston',
ot Saco, aged 39 years months.
[Prayers at the residence of Geoige B. Kimball,
Pearl street, at 1 o’clock, P. M., on Tuesday. Funeral services on Wednesday, at 2 o’clock, P. M., rtrom
her

8,000,00
45,480,00
12,831,00
20,000,00

Parks, Secretary.
A. H, WEBSTER, Agent,
dec7»13wNo 10 Booth Street.

Lodging Rooms.

Slipper Patterns, Beautiful Fans, Clunv and Lace
Handerchleis, Collars, Hoods, Clouds, Breakfast
Shawls, Gloves and Hosiery, together with a great
variety of

CONSUMPTION.

DIED.

and Portsmouth papers

cure

43,730,00

State of Vermont

BOARD AND ROOMS.

Ladies’

166 Pare Street, Pertlaad.
J. W. MUNGER Jt SON.

Oflice

oet&eodSm

par

L. C.

ing

Cargoes Grain In Balk, Goal,

tor

Salt. Iron. Copper Ore, Marble or Slate eoastwiee. We
pleased to secure a share of public patronage.

W. S. Davis, President.

LARGE sized
two
and a number of papers of no
to any person but the owner. Any person returnthe same to this office, or C. R. Chisholm & Bro.,
307 Congress Street, will be suitably rewarded.
December 11. dtf

Perfumed Hand kerchief,

charge

shall be

10,970,00

use

Splendid lot of Elegant

Aggregate Capital, $580,161,17
No extra

Am’t of losses due and unpaid,..
296,00
Amount of losses claimed and unpaid,. 4,475,00
Am’t of losses reported upon which the liability of the Company Is not dstarmined,.. 6,200,00

LOST!
Morocco Wallet, containing

BEDFORD.

NEW

Worcbstkb, Mass.,
Secretary of State, Not. 1,1866.

RECEIVED !

Boses,

Pacific Mutual Insurance Comp’y,

9,382,13
Cash In hands of agents,. 2,782,03
Other Cash Items.i... 1,200,00

STOLEN

."ViSSSRIWlndh‘“

Kendall’.

NEW BEDFORD.

condition of the

value,..
Stocks,.
Bank Stocks in Worcester and Boston,.
Kail Road Stocks.
Loaned City ofWorcestcr on demand,.
Loaned with Collateral,.;.
Cash on hand,.

6, between Free St.

Blandish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, behago,
Brldgton, Lovell. Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limlngton, Cornish .PorI ter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton. H. H
At Buxton Center for West Bnxton, Bonny-Eagle,
Booth Limlngton. Limlngton, Limerick, Newfield,
PsTsonsfield and Osslpee

IM
.rrs?¥“M^4?hT,e Augusta4
ervThe,

-17—

AMOUNT OF AtSBCS.

Bonds,

U. S.

and

Schooners l

Capital Sleek,.•130,000.
Amount of Capital Stock actually paid in,
$104,800.

from the subscriber on the 1st inst., an
English Patent Lever Silver Watch, No 1955,with
the name of D. RICHER on the inside, marked with
a pin.
Persons are cautioned against purchasing said
watch.
dclldlw*'

Compaaioas,Traveling Bugs,
Poriemonnuies,

Prescription of Rev. Chas.
M. D. L. L. J>„ die.)
confidently presented to the public for the Frevenfrom

As made to

Watch Lost!

A Railroad passes

CHore and Fancy Boses,

KiNm>&
PREPARED PWHSCRIPTION,

In this city, Dee. 14. by Rev. S. F.
Wetherlwe, Geo.
O. Hathaway, 01 Wilton, and Mi-s Marinda B. Norton, of Portland.
In this city, Dec. 13, by Rev. Dr.
Stockbridge, L.
Cyriilo Billings, of Fayette, and Mis. Angelia Knight
of Portland.
In Brunswick, Dec. 0, Ephm E. Harrington and
Mia* Ellen H. Green.
In Brunswick, Nov. 29, Beni. P. Lewis and Miss
Martha J. Byron.
In Bath, Dec. 13, Capt Stephen W. Stuart and
Surah A. Gaubert, both of Richmond.

y.]

A

W»rk

^MBH‘‘The

MARRIED.

co

JUST

wonderliil progress ol medical SctiflV M ■enee during the jjast six years, only makes
newbie
ior the conscientious
l
■ X^1,
Physician
V WM1'1 declare, now that, ConkumVtion is as
W RM.mitum.i cubed us Intermittent Fever,
as

Of

FOUND.

Dec.

—ON—

Ships, Barques, Brigs

■

w

PORTLAND (KENNEBEC R. R.

Ocean Mutual Insurance Comp’y,

STATEMENT

LIABILITIBS.

Hoods!

D.7 VM & CO’S.

100

PREVENTED

d2w

Can be found at

Irom

Mmux) SS CERTAINLY

ON

THE
Christmas & New Year’s Presents,

Park,

Vox."—Chat. K. Xing, II. l>., L. J.. D., etc.

Evening,
Thursday
and Stevens’

marine Insurance

Bay State Fire Insurance 0o.,

Vestry
Place, Park Street, a Gold
Bracelet, marked r* C. Htvrenn. The finder
will be
rewarded by leaving it at the resisuitably
dence of David Stevens, Park Street,

LARGEST and most COMPLETE assortiment of HOLIDAY GOODS, for

Ne'wVork'fofNueGtas731’ hrl* «““■* Owen,
fr^Tfilter^i /oTnIw Vogrl[P Jer‘“l,lal1 TbfimpS01b

Pepperell Manuiacturlng Company. 1195
Laconia Manufacturing Company. 1230
Hates Manufacturing Company.
1561
Eastern Bailroad. Hot
Eastern Bailroad Sixes, 1874.
97}

Of the

Lost!

Street.

**

Holiday

NPOKEN.

105)
108}

CONDENSED

»

unless good refSKmce
3 years old and has paid in
Dividends $1,317,000 00 and over $2,000,000 00 m lossas by death. It lias now a well-invested accumulated
Capital of over $4,000,000 00. The Co. formerly made
ind paid Its dividends once in live years.
A Dividend will be made up in Nov. 1800, and annually
and
available
one
from
date
of Polithereafter,
year
cy. Applications for local Agencies will be made to
RUFUS SMALL & SON, Oen'l Agents,
no21d3m
Blddeford, Me.

'Die splendid and find Steam(hips DluIGU, Capt. II. Shkh.
Vrooi>, ami FRANCONIA, Capt.
w. W.
Shebwood, wdl, until
'further notice, run as follow *
0
every WFDN E.S■n«>rr'ri"wbar,» Portland,
»*»<• leave Pier
**I>A*» at 4

Saco River 7.15 A. If., 2.0<) and 5.45 p. M
with passenger ear attached will
leave Saco River for Portland. 6.90 A. M. Leave
Portland lor Saco River 12.19 P. M.
CF'~8tttge. connect at Uorham for West Oorhaui,

Freight trains

Stations, (connecting

H. Johnson, Secy.
A. II. WRUTSB, Agent,
<lec7d3w
No 10 South street.

9EBII.WEEKLY line.

1*06,

tor

WINTER

Thomas

Immediately.

LOST AND

—

NEWYOnK

STEAMSHIP COMPASt

leave Saco Hlver for Portland
■^^■tjaln*
A. If., and 8.40 P. If. Leave Portland

1

dec 11 dlw*

IdTOi^I"’

101}

Clippers!

Congress

dec 13

Nassau, NP, 4th Inst, barque Savannah,
Happenny, Irom Nevassa lor Philadelphia, leaky.
N '‘ J ,th lnS'’
R,liP Samoset, McCobb,

137s
iVi
lor,

....

[Saco, lliddeford,

357

NMho^Vom cJ?.koU>mr1l^S"<“ KobCTt P°rter’
'V' “’“P Aa“ie Su“U'ardtrom Cardiff tor*Arlan.28

Stock List.
Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Dec 15.
American Gold.
United States Coupon Sixes, 1881.
Uftited States 7 3-loihs, 1st series.
small.
U lilted States 6-20s, 1805
1885.
July, 1886.
[Sales at Auction.)

the

They manufacture and sell at wholesale and retail a good variety of CANDIES, which are warranted pure and good.
CiT’Call and see for yourselves at

Ar at

Bostsn

cluding

there, in-

re-

UJTTEB ARRANGEMENT.
On and after
SH trains
Monday. Dec. 17,
will rnn as follow.:

PORTLAND AND

at

New England Mutual Life Ins.
Co.,
Of Boston,

Aco. Stoby, Prest.

-1

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION!

CM at

Liverpool, Dec. 15,

be f und

can

the Secretary of
until December

Good American, Nova Scotia and Irish
X v_/ V_/ Girls to do housework, cook, $■<*., in private lamilies and hotels in this citv and
country.
Situations sure. The best wages paid.
Also 50 Girls to work in Factories.
Fanners and others wanting men for
any work
will do well to call on us, as we will supply them free
of charge. Address or apply at the General
Agency
Employment Office, 351A Congress Street, up stain.
COX & POWABS.
late WHITNEY & CO.
sept26dtt

CONFECTIONERY!

FOREIGN PORTS.
Liverpool 29th, ship Northampton, Morse
Savannah.
Adv, steamer Damascus, Watts, lor Portland 6th
Stetson, Woodward, tor Boston 5th:
" FStorer, Bryant, fin-New York
I6lh; Kate Davenport, Otis, for Philadelphia loth.
Passed New Haven 30th, ship Mary Emma. Patten. Irom
Antwerp for New Orleans.
AtAspiuwall2(finst, barque Eva H Fisk, Emery,
■”
for Galveston.
At Swan Island 22d ult, brig Golden
for
Lead,
Hampton Itoads.
24th ult’ bar<l,le Henry Flitner,

Unit-

assortment of Sleds

29,460
6,137,50
6,706

Losses claimed,.2.S09
Drafts given In payment for leases,not yet presented for payment,.3,803,80
Unclaimed Dividends. 072,04

THEE*

for

°«ner*1 A8“ta

tho Slate.
can be give

15,630,91
42,295

LIABILITIBS:

Said Tree to be not less than ten, nor more than fifteen inches in diameter at the but, and of good
proportions; to be delivered on the High School lot,
Cumberland Street, early next Spring.
For the “Committee on Memorial Tree.**
LEWIS B. SMITH.
Portland, Nov. 2G. 18€6. deodtd

Of the very best make.

Robinson, Bangor.
DAITI—Cld 14th, ship Alicia, (new, of Richmond)
Stnart, New Orleans.
W ISC ASSET—Sid I3tb,
barque Isaac Rich, (new,
583 tons) Achorn, Bath, to load for Cd%a.

Is for money closed this afternoon at 88).
American Securities.—The following are the
quotations for American Securities: Erie Bailroad
Cons

10th, 186G,

Sleds!

Celebrated

Cld 14tli, brig Abby Ellen, Foss, Darien, Ga; schs
Czar. Hammond, New Orleans; Abhiu, Coring, tor
Mobile.
Ar 15th, brig Alamo, Libby, Machias; schs Caroline O, Ponirey, Machias; Geo W Snow, Chase, and
Kenduskeag. Mitchell, do ; Comet, Mitchell, do;
Forest, Carter, Mt liecert ; Adeline, McLaughlin
Dennysville; Peucinian, Turner, fin Orland; Lizzte
Guptill, Ellery, Rocklan 1 ; Erie, Blake, Bangor;
Pres Washington, Leeman, and Nile, Oliver, Augusb
ta; William, Snell, Grand, Mcnau.
Cld ISth, barques Almira C ombs, Wilson, MatanCeleste
zas;
Clark, Foster, New Orleans; biig Logan, Anderson, New York; sell Adria, Crosslev. St
John, NB.
Passed Highland Light, 10 AM, steamer Regulat ir.
trom Portland for Providence.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 13th, schs Mary Farrow, Condon, Boston for Buck port ; Gold Hunter, Wyer, do
lor York; Zina, Re d, do tot Portland; Golden Eagle, Cram, do tor Deer Isle; Brilliant, Yarnum, do
for Brooksville: Julia Elizabeth, Courtage, do tor
BlnehlU ; Hardscrabble, Jones, Noifolklor Portland
Ar Util, schs S H Pool,
McFadden, fin Boston lor
Wiscasset; Island Queen, Stetson, boston for Deer
Isle; Frances A Baker, Bowden, Boslou ior York
Tamerlane, Parsons, Portland tor Boston; Frances
Ellen, Brown, do for Brighton; Albion, Stousland,
Bangor.
NEWBURYPORT-ArHth, sch Frelk Warren,

Rosin

Committee, Market Hall,

collateral and notes

HAS0.f&Ptoint,d
Fork In

noon.

Wanted

good

A

tor Camden.
Ar 1.3th, schs Oregon, Gott, Je sey City for Camden; Willow Harp, Da.is, Portland for New YorkE W Pratt. Kendrick, Rockpi.rt, to winter.
BOSTON—Ar 14th, sobs Abby Gale, Cunningham,
Belfast; Emma Oakes, Johnson, Freeport; 8 S Lewis, Brackley. Portland.

WilaiaglH Market*.
WlLMIMQTON. N. C., Dec. 15.
Cotton—aalea at 30 @ glc for ttrictMiddling uplands.
Spirits turpentine sales at 61c for country, and 62c for

SEALED

tlio School

on

Insurance!

lu. Co. in

follows:

as

ceivable. 2,686,16
Sundry Assets. 610,94
Cash on hand,. 3,812,40
Balance in agents' hands,.
107,89
-$712,764,38
Amount at Risk......
14,648,738,11.

Wanted.

proposals to furnish an EX 91
will be received at the office of

GOODS!

Sleds,

Loans

jElm Tree Wanted!

fine lot of the Very BEST STYLES of
the market, and from the best manufac-

tories.

declldlw*

\\r

SKATES, SKATES!
have a
They
SKATES in

Store.

E will pay 30 cents each for first class Flour
Barrels suitable for sugar.
v v
LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
uovl3dt.f
139 Commercial street.

Of Every Description !

Mia

FL-h. Turner, Rappahannock, Va, tor
Kennebuak; Bonny Ives, ltolt, Providence lor Ellsworth ; S D Hart, Burgess, tni Calais lor New York;
Almira Ann, Lunt, do tor Mott Haven; Waterloo.
Pickering, Calais tor Now York; Mansfield, Leighton, Jones port for do.
Also ar 13th, barque Ellen Stevens, ltowe, Matansasfcir Boston: brigs Am Union,Smith, New Ormans
lor Portland; Kennebec from Satillla River tor Boston ; Rolerson, Scott, Wilmington lor Salem; Chas
Wesley, Waterhouse. Georgetown, SC, for Sears port;
schs Dresden, Smith, fin New York liir Shulee, NS;
Jeddle, Fanning, do for Pembroke ; Pliebo Ann,
Jones, Bangor lor Norwich.
Sailed, sells Azelda & Laura, Mclndoe, Bangor for
Baltimore; Camilla, Olipbaut, tin Kastport tor New
York; Mary Fletcher, Pendleton, iloston tor do;
JaB Bropliy, Packard, fin Rockland for Providence;
Challenge, Bickmore. Calais tor New Haven; EG
Willard, Parsons, trom Portland lor Philadelphia;
Cliiloe, Hutchinson, do for do; Rosiua, Richardson
and St Croix, McGregor, Calais l'ordo;
Talimiro,
Cole, Franktoi t for do; John, Falkinhain,Jonesnort
for do.
Ar 14th, brigs Abner Taylor, Lowell. Bangor tor
Fall Riyer; Tangent, Chandler, do tor New Haven;
F Artliemiua, Mitchell, Rondout (or Boston; Nellie
Starr, Fostor, Calais for New York; Annie Freeman,
Heed. Portland lor do; Willie Lee, Seavy, Rockland
tor do; S Gardiner, Teel, Calaia for Fall lilver.
EDGARTOWN—At 11th, schs Hampden Belle,
Hart. Calais lor New Haven; Mary Susan, SnowNew York tor Tliomaeton; Ocean Star, Haskell, do

closes

Milwaukee

FVf«rCY*.

Clothing

Flour Barrels

Wooden, Iron, Glam,
China, Parian, and
Paper Toy*, and

sells Kendrick

active and 16 (y) 25c higher; White
Winter) at 1300; Red Winter at 11 50; sales 4,000
bbls.; Spring Extra at 9 50 @ 10 25; Superfine at 7 23
Wheat 1 @ 3c higher; sales 60,00o bush.;
06 8 00.
No. 1 Spring at 2 07, and 11,000 bush, at 2 00; sales
7,009 bush. No. 2 at 187 <g| 1 90.
Corn dull and
heavy; sales 80, 000 bush. No. 1 at 80); 14,000 bash.
No. 2 at 76) @ 77). Oats 2c higher; sales 30,000 bush.
No. 2 at 42 @ 43c.
Barley steady; sample lots at.
1 12); No. 2 at 66 @ *7e.
Rye firmer: sales at 86 (a)
87)e. Proaisions dull: Mess pork declined 56c; sales
at 18 50 cash, 18 70 In January.
Lard, keltle, 12c.—
Dressed hogs deolined 54e, closing quiet at 6 75 Su 7 00
for lout dividing on 200 bbls..
Hour

Vari-

Great

Also Tea ami Coffee Mels, Parlor
and Chamber Net*,
Bedsteads, Bureau*, Chair*, Cradle*,Ac. Also Book* and Game*; Tin

Eagle, Shaw, Wilmington.
1' ROY IDENCE—Sid 14th,
brig Cbas Heath, Wyscl' Cyenus, Small, Machias.
I3th' bnf!’ Angella, Leighton, MUlbrldge lor New York; Trbidelcn. Howes.
Providence for Wilmington; sell Hannibal, Cox. frn
Boston lor Philadelphia.
HOLMES’ HOLE—Ar 12th, brig Nathl StuveiiH,
Saunders, Calais tor New York; sells Eastern Light,
Cole, Boston for Tang er; S C Loud, Hall, and Mary
Brewer, Pease, Roes laud lor New York; F Collin.
Wass, Addison for do; Rainbow, Philbrook, Bangor
lor New London; Alfred F llowe, Ellis, do lor Providence; GW Carpenter, Fitzgciald, Calais tor do:
Madagascar, Hodgdon, do for New Haven.
Ar 13th, brigs Lincoln Webb, Wiley. Charleston
•or Bath; Alexr Millikon, Estes, Calais lor Providence ; Rio Grande, Bennett, do lor Philadelphia;

end whale quiet.
Oils—dull; lard, sperm
Petroleum—quiet; sales 300 bbls. crude at 19c; refined bonded at 31 *', SIif:
Tallow—steady! sales 94,000 lbs, at 11) (8 Die.
Wool—firmer end more active; sales 250,000 lbs. at
30 an 60 for domestic fleece; 20 @ 30 for Texas; 36 @
4(1 lor polled; 40 @ 65 for tubbed; 29torCapc;23

a

Stock.$712,764,38

Mortgages.
Bank Stock,.
Real Estate,.
Railroad Bonds and Stocks.
State and City Bonds.

Wanted,.

Hall*.

Jameson, Rockland; Haltlo, trom Bangor.
Ar Utk, sch S N Sni th,
Yeatou, Bangor.
Cld 14th, barque Florence
Peters, Hoojicr, Galveston, brig S Strout, Wallace
Wilmington; sch Am

Molasses—dull.
Naval Stores—quiet.

a

And of cash assets

dtw*

experienced Salesman In

Capital

Consisting of Note* and Statute
Liabilities...,.. 663,198,58

for several years

Portland. Dec. 12, 18G6.

Address Box No 15.

To bo found in the
city. They have
ety of

Ryerson,

Rtch’ards.trom Portland;

schs D N

BLAKE,

TOYS AND FANCY GtOODS AN

Houghtton.
Ar !3tb, kIii K L lay, Baker, Calais; M E Smith,
Smith, Bath; Hattie Robs, Poland, Portland.
Below, brig It B Gove, t'm New Orleans; sch Rlclid
Borden, trom Portland.
At Delaware Breakwater 12th, sch Boivdoln
Kandall, trom Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 11th, brig Cfiscatelle Carlisle

Cardenas;

tarnily work

and lias done

Amount of

past in this city. Please address through Post Office,
naming placoot residence to Martin Kaveny, No, 25
Chestnut Street. Good reference given il required.

Would respectfully inform the
public that they have
the largest and best assortment of

Bo,Is ton,

12tli, sch Addle
PHILADELPHIA—CM
Portland.

CoSbe—dull.

peas

I2tli, ibip Annie

Situation In a Wholesale Store, either as Clerk
or Porter.
Good references given.
Address Clerk,” Post Office.
dec 13 dlw*
T^UIPIjO YWENT wanted by a married man in
-Ci a store or private family, is a good writer and

ITEAJtJblis.

PQRJUND A ROCHESTER R.R.

—OF-

SALEM, MASS.

condition of laid Company on the
let day of November, A D, 1868, being the date of Ita
exhibit next proceeding Dec 1,1866.

RAILROADS,

SPECIAL NOTICE

of the

Statement

A

cipherer

HUDSON &

Mont

L r. Gilchrist, from Thoinaston.
SAVANNAH Ar 8th, brig Resolute, Miller, trom
..
Nassau, NT.
v
Ar !>tl», sch Sylvia, fr m New Vork.
CHARLESTON-Ar 10th mat, barque Orclnlla,
Havener. Matanzas.
Ar Kth, ship Screamer, Voung, New Vork.
WILMINGTON. NS—U<1 loth hit, soli Dacotah,

Butter—steady; salee Ohio at 15 W 2*c; 9ute at •*
Orange County palls. 40 # *»•
Whiskey—quiet and nominal.
;»9Je.
Klee—dull; sales 50 tierces Caroline st 8)
10 @1 4c.
Sugars—*; sales 200 lthds. Muscovado at

Colton

C MerrlH Thorn-

York.

AMtth.’ ship

tv 36;

to Llverpoc'—lower.
P*r steamer.

New

INSURANCE

Mutual Fire Ins. Co.,

Holyoke

address P. O. Box
decl5d3t*

Wanted.

Fancy Goods!

Blanc, from Havana.
Below 7tb, ship
Nov. Yotk.
Cld 7th. barque Alcyone. Partridge,
MOl’lLE—Cld 12th, ship Natl nal Eagle,Uludage,

small lots st 1$.

Freights

TOYS, TOYS, TOYS!

Sch Jas

New Ywrk markets.
New Yokk, Dei. 15.
Cotton—)c lower; sales 900 bales; Middling Up34c.
at
landa
Flour—Receipts 19,251 bids; sales 19,800 bbls; Stale
and western 15 @ 25c better; Superfine State 7 85 @
P 00; Extra do, at 10 25 <® 10 75; Choice do, at 10 85
11)65; Round Hoop Ohio, "10 50 @ 1160; Choice do 1170
pi 12 40; Superfine Western 7 85 @ 9 70; Common to
rood Extra Western, 900 @ it 10; choice do 1125 @
1150. Southern firmer; sales 600 bbls.; mixed to
good at 10 90 @ 12 75; Fancy and Extra, 12 80 @
1650.
Wuoat—S@6c better; sales 41,000 bush. Milwaukee Club, luferlor, at 110; No. 2 good po. at 2 25 @
e
35. Amber State at 2 90 @ 3 00.
Corn—1 <* 2c better; sales 39,000 bush; Mixed
■Western 113 @ 111 In store and afloat; White SouthYellow Southern, old
ern, old, 1 13, and new at 110.
at 1 14. Yellow Weetern 114.
Oats—e shade better; sales 48,000 bush.; Chicago
Spring and Milwaukee 04 @ 06; State at 70c.
Beer—heavy; sales600 bbls; new plain mess 13 00@
17 00; new extra do, 1030 tv 22 60.
Pork—heavy and lower: sales 3,800 bbls.; also 2,500
hhls- new ASM at 21 02 * 21 75, seller's all January.
Now mess 21 73 @ 22 00, closing tt 20 87 cash; new
prime 17 63 @ 18 00.
Istrd—lower; salee ot 7,200 bbls, at II)© 12{c.—

@ 35 for California.

Drug Clerk wanted
RETAIL
1677, Portland, Maine.

DISASTERS.

New Yokk, Dec. 15.
Money Is growing easier, and the demand on the
met
6 a 7 per cent, on
was
freely
Stock Exchange
Gold
acock collaterals, and 6 on Governments.
Governments
dull ami unclosed steady at 157).
changed. Stocks flnu and more active.

INSURANCE.

Wanted.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS I

Damanscotta.

Financial.

WANTED.

MISCELLANEOUS

Hanover »t, Boston.

3m

the following article..
1st—To ml » vacancy in the Board of Director*.
2d—To see It the stockholder, will ratify the barDirector, with the Androncoggln
gain m ado by the
Kailroad Co., for running of said Koadx.
3d—To Ke if they will reconsider, modify, change,
or annul their former instructions to the Directors
respecting assessing the Stockholders tor the payment
of the first and second mortgages.
° transact
any other business that may legally come before the meeting, (the last three articles
being on request by Stockholders.)
By order of the Directors.
JO-i. ILSLEY, Clerk.
decldtd
Portland, Dec*r 3d, 1868.
_

PAINTS AND OIL CHEAP
Just received In bond, and for sale DOTY fbke, for
use on the burnt district,
Strictly Parc English Lead aad Oil I
Rebuilders will effect a great saving by purchasing
in this way.
Every description of PAINT 8T0CK at tbs lowest
rates by
F. W. PUKDII St CO.,
98 Commercial attest.
declnUt
___

Notice.
meeting of the
ATMonday
last, it
In
a

Relief

Committee hidden

on

voted that all applications
rebuilding dwelling houses tV coming
be made on or before the first Mpmla v of
was

(braid,

must

Sear,
anuary next.

Blank applications can he had at the Office
Treasurer of the Committee at Market Hall.
Dec 6—<1 to.Jan 1

of lie

